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        In this study, simulation of the piezoelectric and dielectric properties of the PZT-

5A and epoxy DGEBA piezoelectric composites is interested. The deformation of the 

samples will be caused by the thermal expansion and the shrinkage of the geometry by 

curing process when heat transfer happened in the samples during the time. Thus, the 

electric charges will be generated by the composites due to the material properties of 

piezoelectric materials. Comsol Multiphysics 5.3a and Matlab Live Link 2016a are 

used to do the simulation of temperature distribution in the two-phase (Epoxy 

(DGEBA)-lead zirconate titanate (Pb[Z𝑟𝑥 T𝑖1−𝑥  𝑂3 (0< x< 1) composites structures. 

Thermal stress (including Solid mechanics and Heat transfer in solid), electrostatics 

physics were used to generate the models. Curing process of the epoxy matrix will be 

shown in the simulation at 75C. Non-cured epoxy was used for the epoxy with epoxy 

hardener as the curing agent and PZT-5A was chosen for piezoelectric materials. The 
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dimension for PZT-5A is 5µm to 8 µm for diameters. Three kinds of the geometry of 

samples were considered in the simulation models, bulk models, planar models, and 

dome shape models. The dimensions for bulk samples are 1.4cm in thickness and 0.6cm 

in width. Dimension for planar models is 0.02cm for the thickness and 2.54cm for the 

width. Dimension for dome-shape models is 2.54cm for the length and 0.508cm in 

height and 0.02cm in thickness. The models were made as 2D models. Pure epoxy resin 

models and pure PZT-5A models were generated. For the composites, the volume 

fraction of PZT is from 10%,20%,30% to 70%. Rest of the material is epoxy. Boundary 

conditions for heat transfer in solid were considered as heat convection and surface 

radiation. And there is fixed temperature 75C applied at the bottom of the models. Since 

the PZT particles are very small, it is impossible to generate huge amounts of particles 

for the volume fractions need in the model because the computer cannot run this. In 

order to solve this problem, the unit cell method and the scaled method were used. The 

results for temperature, stress-strain, displacement, voltage, and capacitance were 

generated by the models. The curing process of epoxy was shown as well.  Piezoelectric 

strain coefficient 𝑑33  and dielectric constant were calculated and compared to the 

experimental results. PZT particle floating during the curing process was compared 

with the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images. 
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Chapter 1 

 

Introduction 

 

1.1 Background 

      The piezoelectric effect is a molecular phenomenon that can be observed at the 

macroscopic level as a change in electric potential that is created when a piezoelectric 

substance is deformed[1 . Piezoelectric material is a class of dielectric material 

generates electric charges when a mechanical stress is applied. Certain materials such 

as quartz, salt, and even sugar generate a voltage when subjected to mechanical stress[1 .  

In addition, piezoelectric materials can be polarized (polarization is the phenomenon 

that the dipoles inside the composite will be reoriented) not only by the application of 

a mechanical stress but also by an electric field. This unusual property exhibited by a 

certain class of dielectric materials is called piezoelectricity, where the polarization is 

proportional to the strain and charges associated with it[1 . Piezoelectric materials 

exhibit a non-centrosymmetric structure in the tetragonal phase so that they have a 

linear relationship between mechanical and electrical energy of the materials[2 . 

All these materials have characteristic crystal structures formed from lattice of 

molecules with asymmetric dipole moments that would respond to mechanical pressure. 

This effect was first observed by Carl Linaeus and Franz Aepinus in the mid-1800s. In 

the early 1900s, scientists found that the crystals would vibrate when a current was 
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passed through them, which showed that piezoelectric materials could be polarized 

when they were subjected to an electric field due to the wave form of voltage, sound 

was generated. Because of this material property, quartz crystals were created as 

piezoelectric transducers, that were used as submarine sonars. Later, piezoelectric 

materials were incorporated into radios, televisions, and other electronics, such as audio 

filters and buzzers. Among those piezoelectric materials, the most commonly used in 

industry was quartz both because they were inexpensive. In modern times, the most 

common use for piezoelectric materials has remained in audio equipment, such as guitar 

pickups and barbeque grill igniters. Other applications in modern times are in watches, 

piezoelectric motors, vibrational dampeners, and inkjet ejectors.  

Presently, piezoelectric materials are commonly used as transducers due to their 

property to convert mechanical energy into electrical energy, or vice versa[2 . This is 

because homogenous piezoelectric ceramic actuators are very simple in structure and 

design, e.g. plates, disks, rings and cylinders) [3 . Homogenous piezoelectric ceramics 

(this type of ceramics have uniform composition and properties throughout) have some 

other advantages. For example, they are highly reliable with cycle lives with range from 

103 to 106 [4, 5 . They can provide large actuation forces (dynamic force = 128 N at 

120 Volts and static forces from 275 N to 375 N at 100 Volts)[6 . They have high 

sensitivity with rapid response of time (response time can range from 5 µsec to 50 

µsec)[7   and consume lower power during operation which ranges from 100 µw to 500 

µw[8 . Many piezoelectric materials, such as quartz, ceramics (like Pb(Z𝑟𝑥T𝑖1−𝑥)𝑂3, 

BaTi 𝑂3 ) have high piezoelectric strain coefficient. For example, piezoelectric 
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coefficient 𝑑33  of PZT (lead-zirconate titantate) is ~630 pC/N and barium titanate 

(BaTi𝑂3) for 191 pC/N[9 . Polymers such as poly (vinylidene difluride) (PVDF) are 

sometimes used instead of ceramics because of their large 𝑔33  voltage coefficient, 

which ranges from 0.14 to 0.22 V.m/N. It is also used because it is more flexible, and 

has low acoustic and mechanical impedance[3 . The higher 𝑔33 value the material has, 

the more sensitive the material is. To this point, sensitive piezoelectric materials need 

less mechanical force to generate a piezoelectric response. However, even though that 

PVDF has high 𝑔33  value, it has a much lower piezoelectric strain coefficient 

𝑑33compared with other piezoelectric ceramic materials[10 . 

        Despite that homogenous ceramic piezoelectric materials have so many 

advantages, they are still limited in the application in industry because that they have 

high stiffness (51-59 GPa for PZT) [11 , poor mechanical strength, brittle nature 

(ultimate strength < 100 MPa), little displacement, low fracture toughness (0.5~2.0 

MPa.√𝑚 ) and high processing temperature[10 . Many applications such as sensors, 

actuators, hydrophones, static and vibration-based energy harvesting devices require 

compliant and flexible materials impedance. So, the poor mechanical properties 

mentioned before will limit their effective and efficient application. Hence, researchers 

thus explore polymer-ceramic composites to take advantage of each individual material 

in the composite to alleviate some of the challenges in the application[3 . 

Composite piezoelectric materials can provide improved mechanical strength and 

toughness; they are much easier to fabricate than single phase materials and are 

compatible to mass production techniques; they have better electromechanical coupling 
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properties with host structure. There are many types of piezoelectric composites. They 

are able to form many types of connectivity of composites. For example, there are total 

10 types of connectivity for two-phase composites, such as (0-0), (0-1), (0-2), (0-3), (1-

1), (1-2), (2-2), (1-3), (2-3), and (3-3). Among these types, 0-3 connectivity 

piezoelectric materials are easy to fabricate and commonly used. For this type of 

composite, piezoelectric filler particles are embedded within a matrix such as epoxy. 

Piezoelectric filler particles are uniformly distributed in the matrix but they are not self-

connected throughout the material. However, the matrix itself is self-connected 

throughout the material.  

        There are several challenges exist for fabricating 0-3 piezoelectric composites.  

First, piezoelectric filler particles are difficult to be uniformly distributed in the matrix, 

especially when the volume fraction of filler particles are high. Second, dielectric 

properties of the composite decrease even though the flexibility and compliance 

increase. Third, it is very easy to form air bubbles and porosity within the composite. 

Some of these factors lead to premature dielectric breakdown and ineffective 

polarization. So in order to overcome all these problems, researchers have tried to solve 

them by adding another phase material into composites which is an electrically 

conductive filler, such as carbon black, aluminum and MWCNT[1, 12-15 . In this case, 

the composite that is formed has 0-3-0 connectivity.  Inclusion of electrically 

conductive fillers increase the electrical and thermal conductivity of the matrix. 

However, since it does not quite know about how the electrically conductive particle 

and piezoelectric composites themselves will affect their piezoelectric and dielectric 
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properties.  

In this thesis, the materials of interest are PZT and epoxy DGEBA. Experimental 

results of previous works of S.Banerjee[13  and Wanlin Du[14  et al will be compared 

to the predictions of the numerical models. 

1.2 Research Goals and Hypotheses 

 In this thesis, 0-3 connectivity piezoelectric composites were modeled and 

compared to empirical results.  These composites consisted of lead-zirconate titanate 

(Pb(Z𝑟𝑥 T 𝑖1−𝑥 )𝑂3 ) and an epoxy polymer matrix (DGEBA). The composites are 

modeled were in different shapes: bulk-discs, planar-discs and dome shapes, which 

were fabricated by the Cook-Chennault group using a cast-mixed method as well as 

spin coat method.[13,14 The reasons why the dome and curved shape piezoelectric 

devices were interested are because that these structures are proved have higher 

deformation (PZT~25.3% AT 2.54 KV/cm [14 ) and better electromechanical 

conversion accuracy (mechanical coupling factor, PZT-5A, 𝐾𝑒𝑓𝑓 ~38% [14 ) in 

comparison to planar actuators. However, during the fabrications, these composites 

suffered from the high agglomeration of PZT particles, ununiformed surface 

morphology and formation of air bubbles which will lead to low piezoelectric 

coefficients and dielectric properties[14, 16, 17 . So, in this work, how temperature 

gradients in these composites due to heat transfer affects the piezoelectric and dielectric 

properties of such devices were explored, including the viscosity change with the epoxy 

gel form and the curing condition will affect the piezoelectric, dielectric properties and 

displacement. In this work, only numerical part will be studied and all the challenges 
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mentioned before in the experimental work can be neglected because the models were 

simulated as ideal model. The numerical data will be compared with the experimental 

data so as to see how greatly those challenges affected the results in the experimental 

work. Three hypotheses were developed to deal with some of the challenges previously 

mentioned. 

        Hypothesis I: Due to difference in stiffness of two materials, the largest 

displacement may not occur at the highest concentration of the piezoelectric material. 

From literatures, composite materials with higher volume fraction of the ceramic 

powders will be more stiffness because of its high value of Young’s Modulus. This is 

because Young’s Modulus of the ceramic powders are much larger than polymer matrix. 

Thus, if same amount of force is applied on two different volume fraction composites, 

the stiffer composite will produce less strain, this suggest that smaller amount of strain 

will be observed in higher ceramic volume fraction composites; but on the other hand, 

our ceramic powder here is PZT, and is our active material, which provide the activation 

force, so the higher concentration of the active ingredient will provide larger activation 

forces, this suggests that the higher concentration of PZT might result in larger 

displacement. In this study the displacement will be modeled to see where the largest 

displacement could be achieved. 

Hypothesis II: Curing conditions will have influences on piezoelectric, dielectric 

properties and displacement.  

Hypothesis III: The rate of crosslinking of the epoxy influences the distribution of 

the PZT within the piezoelectric composite, which ultimately influences the 
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macroscopic piezoelectric strain coefficients and dielectric properties. It is 

hypothesized large thermal gradients within the composite reduce the distribution of 

the PZT within the composite, thereby sequestering the PZT particles to the cooler 

portion of the samples. 

 

1.3 Research Materials and Methodology 

The materials of interest in this work are PZT-epoxy composites. The volume 

fraction of PZT was varied from 0.1 to 0.7, for which the increment is 10% for each 

volume fraction. The “lead-zirconate titanate” (also called PZT) that was used 

experimentally and in numerical models is PZT-855 and the two-part epoxy is DGEBA, 

the epoxy hardener EpofixTM Cold-setting embedding Resin (purchased from APC 

International and Electron Microscopy Sciences, respectively). The processes for 

fabrication and characterization of the samples for the empirical results may be found 

in references[18, 19 . Piezoelectric strain coefficients (also called 𝑑33 and 𝑑31 ) were 

measured using a Piezo-meter at 110HZ. The electrically induced displacement was 

measured by KEYENCE LG-10 interferometer. The dielectric impedance, capacitance, 

resistance, conductance, phase angle and dielectric loss (tanδ) were measured as a 

function of frequency, where the frequency was from 2 KHz to 20 MHz. Aluminum 

tape was used as the electrode on the top of the sample and stainless steel was used as 

the bottom electrode. The dielectric constant, conductivity and resistivity are calculated 

from the measured parameters, such as capacitance, conductance, resistance and the 

geometry of the samples. The surface morphology and particle distribution were 
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investigated with the aid of Zeiss Sigma Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) 

and Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDS) methods. The thermal gradients, 

conduction, convection and radiation of heat transfer is be considered here to see how 

the temperature affect the piezoelectric and dielectric properties of the samples.  

 

1.4 Research Motivations and Applications 

        Piezoelectric ceramics are widely employed as sensors and actuators because of 

their ideal electromechanical properties. Homogenous ceramic piezoelectric actuators 

are typically simple in structure and design (disks, rings, plates and cylinders)[14 .  A 

piezoelectric/electrostrictive sensor converts a mechanical variable, such as 

displacement or force) into a measurable electrical quantity by means of 

piezoelectric/electrostrictive effect. These smart materials are used in many fields. For 

example, piezoelectric and dielectric sensors/actuators were embedded in a 

technological demonstrator for space structures. The sensors and actuators were 

embedded with a sensing/actuating pack, i.e. robust and easy to handle sensor/actuator 

unit, in the demonstrator structure[4 . Piezoelectric ceramic-polymer composites have 

been conceptualized, prototyped, fabricated, and implemented in applications 

encompassing medical imaging and military missions and so on[6 . Piezoelectric 

composites are also commonly used in transducers to improve acoustic, mechanical and 

electrical performance of piezoelectric devices. Functional composite transducers for 

sensors and actuators generally consist of an active ceramic phase incorporated with a 

passive polymer phase. Some of the polymer-piezoelectric ceramic composite 
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transducers were designed for sensing hydrostatic waves[7 . Some researchers used the 

piezoelectric fiber composite transducers to evaluate them as an effective embedded 

sensor inside the composite structures to monitor the stress/strain concentration levels 

at the critical location. For example, to detect all loading conditions acting on to the 

structure, to predict the occurrence of damage while in-service under dynamic loads, 

and to monitor the pre-existing damages in the composite structures so that the severity 

can be ascertained to avoid eventual catastrophic or brittle failures[8 . High-temperature 

ultrasonic transducer were used for high-temperature non-destructive testing (NDT), and 

well logging for oil, gas and geothermal industries. The epoxy filler was modified with 

glass spheres in order to improve the thermal reliability of the composites at elevated 

temperatures[5 . In this study, three different types of composite samples were 

fabricated by the formal Ph.D. students in our lab. These composites can be used as 

sensors and actuators in structures in civil engineering.  

In previous work (reference work of Udhay Sundar and Wanlin Du) performed in 

the HESML, it was observed that the cross-section of the thin film composites contains 

three part. The bottom part is stainless steel substrate. Above the substrate, there is layer 

consists of epoxy polymer without ceramics. At the top part of the composites, PZT 

ceramics and epoxy polymer are bonded together, they are mixed with each other. As 

from the SEM images, it was found that the ceramic particles were not uniformly 

distributed inside the composites. Such phenomenon makes us curious about what 

makes this happen. It is possible that the different temperature gradient inside the 

composite leads to this phenomenon. This is because the temperature at the bottom side 
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of the composite is higher than the temperature at the top side of the composites at the 

beginning of the curing process, which will make the crosslinking rate of the epoxy at 

the bottom part faster than the crosslinking rate of epoxy at the top part of the 

composites. It might be the force of the bond of the crosslinking of the epoxy will push 

the ceramic particles to the top side of the composites.  The motivation for this study is 

to find out the factors which lead to this phenomenon. The way to do this is to build the 

simulation models to get the simulation data of the mechanical properties and 

piezoelectric and dielectric properties of the composites of three different types of 

samples under the curing temperature at 75C so as to compare the simulation data with 

the experimental data to see if the experimental work did before is good or not. If the 

simulation work is approximately matched with the experimental work. Then, it means 

that the samples made in our group can be applied as sensors and actuators in civil 

engineering or some other industry fields. 

 

1.5 Overview of the organization of the thesis 

The chapters in this thesis are organized as follows: In Chapter 1, the background, 

research goals and some hypotheses are introduced, as well as the research materials 

used and some methodology; In Chapter 2, basic concepts for dielectric, piezoelectric 

and ferroelectric materials will be introduced, in addition to connectivity patterns of 

composites. In Chapter 3, the literature review of PZT-epoxy composites with both two-

phase bulk and thin films will be provided. And, the experimental procedures for 

fabrication of the samples and analyses will be provided. In Chapter 4,5 and 6, the 
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results of the studies will be presented, including the results of analytical models and 

simulation models. In Chapter 7, the conclusions of this work and the future work will 

be provided. 
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Chapter 2 

 

Definitions, Fundamental Concepts and 

Literature Review 

In this chapter, the definition and history of dielectric, piezoelectric and 

ferroelectric materials will be introduced in Sections 2.1- 2.7.  Polarization processes 

are introduced in Section 2.8. Also, the definition and description of epoxy materials 

and connectivity of composite piezoelectric materials are introduced in Section 2.10- 

2.11. Heat transfer topics pertaining to the analysis of the devices and materials are 

described in Section 2.12, along with the literature review of composite piezoelectric 

materials and the research hypotheses are given at the end of this chapter in Section 

2.13. 

 

2.1 Dielectric Materials 

Dielectric materials are a type of electrical insulator that inherently possess or may 

be processed to exhibit an electric dipole structure[14 , where the positive and negative 

charged particles can be separated on a molecular or atomic level when an external 

electric field is applied. In this scenario, the positive charges are attracted to the surface 

with lower electric potential while the negative charges go to the opposite surface which 

has higher electric potential. In certain types of amorphous materials, the dipoles of 

dielectric materials are randomly distributed in the material without an external electric 
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field except some types of single crystalline structures. By applying an external electric 

field, the electric charges will accumulate on the surfaces of the dielectric materials so 

that the dipoles be in the alignment direction of the applied electric field. Figure 2.1 

will show this phenomenon. 

 

(A)                          (B) 

 

                              

Figure 2. 1. (A) The dipoles are randomly oriented in the dielectric material in the natural state. (B) All 

the dipoles aligned in the same direction under the influence of an external electric field. 

Dielectric materials can be divided into two groups, polar and non-polar 

dielectrics[14 . Polar dielectric materials are those materials comprising two or more 

atoms that have separated positive and negative charge centers.  Two examples of these 

are chlorine hydride (HCl) and water (𝐻2 O). In the natural state, the dipoles are 

randomly distributed in the material. The total polarization of the material is equal to 

zero even though these materials have permanent dipole moments. Dipoles in this type 

of dielectric material can be reoriented into a specific direction by applying an external 

electric field. Non-polar dielectric materials are those materials that only have one type 

of atoms or they have coincidental positive and negative charge centers. In this case, 

there is no permanent dipole moment in these materials, i.e. 𝐻2  and 𝑂2 . However, 
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dipole moments may be induced in this group of dielectrics also by applying an external 

electric field. Figure 2.2 depicts the polar and non-polar atomic structures of dielectric 

materials, 𝐻2𝑂and 𝐻2. 

 

(A)                              (B) 

                
Figure 2. 2. (A) Example of polar dielectric material, centers of positive and negative are separated, 

permanent dipole moment possessed.  (B) Example for non-polar dielectric material, no negative 

charge center exists and no permanent dipole moment possessed. 

 

2.2 Polarization 

Polarization is the process of dipole formation, or alignment of already existing 

permanent or induced dipoles under the influence of an electric field. This property is 

important because only dielectrics that are a type of electric insulator can be 

polarization by an external electric field. Polarization describes the density of 

permanent or induced electric dipole moments in dielectric materials. These dipole 

moments are expressed as vectors which point to the direction of the alignment of the 

dipoles in the materials. Polarization is the summation of dipole moments per unit 

volume of the materials. Figure 2.3 shows a dipole pair that possess a permanent dipole 

moment[20 . 
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Figure 2. 3. An example shown the dipole pair which consist of both positive and negative charge 

centers with the displacement r, which exhibit a permanent dipole moment. 

 

The dipole moment of a single dipole pair in shown in Figure 2.3.  The dipole moment 

can be calculated by vector equation 2.1: 

�⃗� = q.𝑟,               (2.1)[20  

where �⃗�  is the dipole moment and 𝑟  is the distance between positive and negative 

charge centers, and q is the electric charges, the total polarization can be calculated by 

equation 2.2: 

�⃗⃗� =  
∑ 𝑝𝑖⃗⃗ ⃗⃗

𝑉
,               (2.2) [20  

where �⃗⃗� is the polarization of the dielectric materials, 𝑝𝑖⃗⃗⃗ ⃗ is dipole moment of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ 

pair of charges per unit volume V. 

There are four types of polarization: electronic, ionic, dipolar and orientation.  

Dielectric materials exhibit one or more of these forms. In addition, dielectric materials 

can exhibit interface and space, which is the fourth type of polarization. The first type 

of polarization is electric polarization. Electronic polarization occurs when the 

electrons displace relative to their nuclei when an external electric field is applied. 

When this occurs, the center of the electron clouds displace in the direction of lower 

electric potential and a dipole moment is induced. Figure 2.4 shows two examples of 

electronic polarization. 
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Figure 2. 4. 𝐻2 is an example of electronic polarization. (a) has a positive charge nucleus surrounded by 

negative electron cloud. (b) The external electric field E induce the dipole moment.  

 

The second type of polarization is ionic polarization. This form of polarization 

occurs when an external electric field is applied and the positive and negative centers 

of the molecules are reoriented. Figure 2.5 shows an example of common salt for ionic 

polarization. 

 

 
Figure 2. 5. Represents the ionic polarization mechanism.  

 

The third type of polarization is orientation polarization. This occurs when the 

molecules themselves possess a permanent dipole moment. When an external electric 

field is applied, the molecules will be re-oriented and the permanent dipole moment 

will be aligned to the opposite direction of the external electric field. Figure 2.7 gives 
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an example for orientation polarization. 

 

 

Figure 2. 6. Represents the orientation polarization.  

 

The last type of polarization is space charge polarization. This type of polarization 

involves the limited movement of charges resulting in the alignment of charge dipoles 

under an applied electric field. This usually happens at the grain boundaries or any other 

interface such as an electrode-material interface. It happens when charges are 

accumulated at an interface between two different types of materials or two regions 

within a material when under an external electric filed. This type of polarization is 

different from previous three types of polarization mentioned before because it not only 

affects the positive and negative charges, but also affects the free charges as well. This 

is important to not because free charges are bunded by molecular forces, an external 

electric field that is applied to a dielectric material causes a displacement of bound 

charged elements. Figure 2.7 shows an example for space charge polarization. 
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Figure 2. 7. Represents the space charge mechanism. (a) ions are mixed together in the normal state. (b) 

ions travel large distance to the surface of the material when apply an external electric field. 

 

Dielectric materials can store energy through the polarization process.  One way of 

quantifying a material’s ability to store energy is through the measurement of its relative 

complex permittivity (휀𝑟 ), which is a dimensionless quantity. It can represent the 

effectiveness in storing energy of dielectric materials. The relative complex permittivity 

is compared to the complex permittivity of a material (휀0) to the permittivity of the free 

space, where 휀0 = 8.854 X10-12 Farads / meter (F/m). The relationship between the 

overall complex permittivity of the occupied space and relative permittivity is 

expressed in equation 2.3: 

휀𝑟 = 
𝜀

𝜀0
           (2.3) 

In equation 2.3 휀𝑟  is relative complex permittivity, 휀0  is the dielectric constant of 

vacuum and 휀 is the overall complex permittivity of the occupied space, which is the 

measure capacitance that is encountered when forming an electric field in a 

particular medium. More specifically, permittivity describes the amount of charge 

needed to generate one unit of electric flux in a particular medium. 

 The relative complex permittivity describes the interaction of a dielectric material 

related to the applied electric field. It consists of two parts, real part 휀𝑟
′  and imaginary 
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part 휀𝑟
′′ .The real part of the permittivity at a constant frequency is called the dielectric 

constant. The imaginary part of permittivity represents the dissipation and loss of a 

material, which is called loss factor[21 . The relation of dissipation and dielectric loss 

is shown in equation 2.5. Figure 2.8 shows the vector diagram of relative permittivity. 

The real and imaginary components are 90𝑜 out of phase and the vector sum (휀𝑟) forms 

an angle δ with the real axis 휀𝑟
′. 

 

 
Figure 2. 8. Shows the vector diagram of relative permittivity. real part 휀𝑟

′ and imaginary part 휀𝑟
′′ are 

90𝑜 out of phase. The vector sum forms an angle δ with the real axis. 

 
        The dielectric loss, tanδ, represents the damping capacity of the material and it 

represents the ability that the material can convert mechanical energy into electric and 

heat energy when an external load or thermal load caused by thermal expansion is 

applied.  The dielectric loss is the tangent of the dielectric loss angle δ for the ceramic 

materials[14 . It can be calculated by equation 2.4: 
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tanδ = 
𝜀𝑟

′′

𝜀𝑟
′
,          (2.4) 

where δ is the phase angle between stress and strain of a material, 휀𝑟
′ and 휀𝑟

′′ can also 

be called as the elastic storage modulus and elastic loss modulus.  

 The dielectric constant indicates how effective the material behaves as a capacitor. 

However, the dielectric constant cannot be measured directly. Instead, the capacitance 

is measured and the dielectric constant is a function of the capacitance, and can be 

calculated by equation 2.5: 

        휀𝑟= 
𝐶𝑑

𝜀0𝐴
,      (2.5) 

where C is the capacitance of the material, d is the thickness of the material, 휀0 is the 

dielectric constant of vacuum and A is the area of the material. 

 

2.3 Piezoelectric Materials 

 Piezoelectric materials have the special property of producing an electrical voltage 

in response to an applied force. Piezoelectric materials have a variety of uses including 

sonar, sound detection and high-voltage generation in addition to everyday uses, such 

as cigarette lighter ignition sources and barbecue-grill igniters. They are a class of 

dielectric materials. They cannot only be polarized by external electric field but also by 

applying mechanical stress and/strain and thermal expansion. This means voltage will 

be generated when a mechanical stress or strain via mechanical or thermal loading is 

applied.  Due to the natural non-centrosymmetric crystalline structure of piezoelectric 

materials, the distortion caused by mechanical stress will further separate the positive 

and negative charges centers. Figure 2.9 shows quartz as an example for this 
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phenomenon. 

 

 

Figure 2. 9. Represents the piezoelectric effect in quartz. (a) shows the non-centrosymmetric of  

positive charges and negative charges in normal state. (b) generate voltage when apply tension on the 

material 

 

 

2.4 Piezoelectricity 

Materials demonstrating the piezoelectric effect also show the opposite effect called 

converse piezoelectric effect. This means a piezoelectric material becomes deformed, 

as if undergoing stress, when being exposed to an electrical field. There are many types 

of materials that possess piezoelectricity, such as quartz, zincblende and tourmaline[22 . 

The piezoelectric effect and converse piezoelectric effect are shown in Figure 2.10. (a) 

The piezoelectric material after polarization. (b) and (c) represents direct piezoelectric 

effect, the material generate voltage when applied the tension and compression because 

of the deformation of the material. (d) and (e) represent converse piezoelectric effect, 

when apply an external electric field on the polarized material, it will induce strains. 
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Figure 2. 10. Represents both piezoelectric effect and converse piezoelectric effect.  

 

        Figure 2.11 shows the piezoelectric effect by heat transfer under a certain 

temperature: The material properties such as Young’s modulus increases with 

increasing the temperature in some materials, and the Curie temperature is very 

important for this process. If the temperature is below the curie temperature, the 

structure is deformed and it will generate voltage. To the contrary, if the temperature is 

above the Curie temperature, the structure will have a phase change so that some 

material properties will be changed. This phenomenon will be discussed in the 

Perovskite structure later in this chapter. 

 

 

Figure 2. 11. Represents the polarization by heat transfer. (a) the piezoelectric material after 

polarization. (b) The material generates the voltage because of the deformation of the material caused 

by thermal expansion.  
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        There are 7 crystal systems for piezoelectric materials. Among these systems, there 

are 32 point groups that have the possible combinations of symmetries[14 . 11 of them 

are centrosymmetric point groups, 21 of them are non-centrosymmetric groups[14 . For 

those 21 non-centrosymmetric groups, 20 of them are potentially piezoelectric. One 

special point group 432 is not piezoelectric because the dipole moments generated 

along axis (111) cancels each other, which make this point group similar to 

centrosymmetric group. Of those 20 potential piezoelectric materials, 10 of them are 

polar dielectrics, which possess a permanent dipole moment. Such materials have a 

spontaneous polarization. Thus, these materials are also pyroelectric. Non-

centrosymmetric crystals of piezoelectric materials do not have a center for symmetry, 

which is a very important factor for representing piezoelectricity. This occurs because 

the application of mechanical stress on these crystals induces the displacement of 

positive and negative ions[23 . Figure 2.12 shows the classified crystal systems for 

piezoelectric materials: 
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Figure 2. 12. Represents the classified crystal systems for piezoelectric materials. 

 

        The main variables that describe piezoelectricity are piezoelectric charge 

coefficients and piezoelectric strain coefficients that are related to the direct 

piezoelectric and converse piezoelectric effects. The direct piezoelectric effect states 

that voltage will be generated when a mechanical stress is applied. This phenomenon 

can be applied to use as sensors. While the converse piezoelectric effect occurs when 

strain is generated due to the application of an external voltage potential. This 

phenomenon can be used as actuators in industry[23 .  

The constitutive equations for the direct and converse piezoelectric effect of linear 

piezoelectric materials are given by equations 2.6 and 2.7:  

𝐷𝑘 = 𝑑𝑘𝑖𝑗.𝛿𝑖𝑗(direct piezoelectric effect)    (2.6) 

and 

𝑆𝑖𝑗 = 𝑑𝑘𝑖𝑗.𝐸𝑘(converse piezoelectric effect)    (2.7) 

where 𝐷𝑘 is the applied electric displacement and 𝐸𝑘 is the electric field, both, Dk and 

Ek are both first order tensors. 𝛿𝑖𝑗 is the stress tensor and 𝑆𝑖𝑗 is the corresponding strain 

tensor. The relation for stress and strain is that stress is equal to product of Young’s 

Modulus and strain. 𝑑𝑘𝑖𝑗 is piezoelectric charge coefficient tensor, which is a third order 

tensor, where i , j=1,2,3. This third order tensor has 33=27 elements in total. Due to the 

symmetric properties of stress and strain( 𝛿𝑖𝑗 =𝛿𝑗𝑖 , 𝑆𝑖𝑗 =𝑆𝑗𝑖 ), the total number of 

piezoelectric coefficients of 𝑑𝑘𝑖𝑗 reduce to 18[24 .  

Point 1 group has the lowest symmetry for all 32 points groups. The crystals in this 
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point group will not reduce further in the number of piezoelectric charge coefficients 

like other point groups who have more symmetry elements because of the triclinic 

crystal system, which only has 1fold of rotation. The expressions of the piezoelectric 

charge tensors for this point group are given in equations 2.8, 2.9, and 2.10: 

𝑑1𝑗𝑘 = 

𝑑111 𝑑112 𝑑113

𝑑112 𝑑122 𝑑123

𝑑113 𝑑123 𝑑133

         (2.8) 

𝑑2𝑗𝑘 = 

𝑑211 𝑑212 𝑑213

𝑑212 𝑑222 𝑑223

𝑑213 𝑑223 𝑑233

         (2.9) 

𝑑3𝑗𝑘 =  

𝑑311 𝑑312 𝑑313

𝑑312 𝑑322 𝑑323

𝑑313 𝑑323 𝑑333

         (2.10) 

 

From the equations above, it can be seen that all three tensors are symmetric. So, the 

index can be rearranged for the last two index and rewrite the piezoelectric charge 

coefficient tensor. The rearranged indexes are given in Table 2.1: 
 

Table 2. 1: rewrite the index for piezoelectric charge coefficient tensor in a simple way. 

11 1 

22 2 

33 3 

23/32 4 

13/31 5 

12/21 6 

 

The piezoelectric charge tensor can be rewritten as: 

d = 

𝑑11 𝑑12 𝑑13

𝑑21 𝑑22 𝑑23

𝑑31 𝑑32 𝑑33

     

𝑑14 𝑑15 𝑑16

𝑑24 𝑑25 𝑑26

𝑑34 𝑑35 𝑑36

       (2.11) 

        Since the crystal structures are centrosymmetric, if multiply a transformation 
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matrix
−1 0 0
0 −1 0
0 0 −1

 on the left of equation 2.11, the piezoelectric charge tensor will 

be -d. And according to Neumann's Principle, d should equal to -d. Thus, all elements 

in tensor will be cancelled with each other, which means non-centrosymmetric is 

necessary for piezoelectricity. For other point groups of piezoelectric materials, they 

possess more symmetry, which will reduce the remaining piezoelectric charge 

coefficient elements in the tensors. Among these coefficient elements, 𝑑31 and 𝑑33 are 

commonly measured. The piezoelectric strain coefficient 𝑑31  and 𝑑33  indicate the 

polarization in the perpendicular direction in Z-direction and the strain are developed 

in the lateral direction, like in X-direction and Z-direction. The equations to calculate 

𝑑33 for both direct piezoelectric effect and converse piezoelectric effect are given as 

follows: 

𝐷3 = 𝑑33. 𝑇3             (2.12) 

𝑆33 = 𝑑33. 𝐸3             (2.13) 

        Piezoelectric materials have great ability to withstand large amounts of strain and 

large strains can potentially lead to large mechanical energy, which can be converted to 

electrical energy. Thus, in order to get more energy, it is necessary to choose effective 

coupling mode. And -31 mode and -33 coupling mode are most commonly used mode 

presently. This is the reason that 𝑑31 and 𝑑33 are common measured for piezoelectric 

strain coefficient where the first index means the poling direction of the materials. The 

second index means the direction of the applied force. In -31 mode, it means the applied 

force is perpendicular to the poling direction and in -33 mode, it means the applied 

force is with the same direction of the poling direction. The difference for -31 mode 
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and -33 mode is that -33 mode has a higher coupling coefficient and yields a higher 

overall power output[25 . These two coupling modes are shown in Figure 2.13. 

 

 
Figure 2. 13. Shows two coupling molds. (a) is -33 mode, the applied force is with the same direction 

of poling direction. (b) is -31 mode, which the applied force is perpendicular with the direction of 

poling direction. 

 
2.5 Ferroelectric Materials 

Ferroelectric materials are a class of dielectric materials, which can exhibit 

spontaneous polarization. All ferroelectric materials are piezoelectric materials. 

However, they are different from normal piezoelectric materials. All ferroelectric 

materials with spontaneous polarization can be switched or reversed by applying an 

electric field in the opposite direction, which is called ferroelectric switching. 

Moreover, phase transition will affect the spontaneous polarization. As temperature 

increases, the structure of ferroelectrics which have perovskite structure will 

transform to a crystal cubic. If the temperature goes above the Curie temperature, the 

structure will become a centrosymmetric cubic. In this case, ferroelectric materials 

will lose their spontaneous polarization[23]. The Curie temperature is the temperature 
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at which ferroelectrics start to have a phase change. Beyond the Curie temperature, 

ferroelectrics will not have spontaneous polarization. The non-polar phase 

encountered above the Curie Temperature is known as the paraelectric phase. Below 

the Curie temperature, they will possess spontaneous polarization.  

        The direction of the spontaneous polarization conforms to the crystal symmetry 

of the material. While the reorientation of the spontaneous polarization is a result of 

atomic displacements, the magnitude of the spontaneous polarization is greatest at 

temperatures well below the Curie temperature and approaches zero as the Curie 

temperature is neared[26].  

The most important property for ferroelectric materials is that they exhibit 

Polarization-Electric (P-E) hysteresis loops because they have reversible spontaneous 

polarization. The P-E hysteresis loop is used to measure the polarization accumulated 

versus the increasing strength of externally applied electric field. For common 

dielectric materials except ferroelectric materials have a linear P-E hysteresis loop, 

which is shown in Figure 2.14: 
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Figure 2. 14. Represents the linear P-E hysteresis loop for dielectric materials. 

 

The P-E hysteresis loop for ferroelectric materials is illustrated in Figure 2.15. 

 
Figure 2. 15. Shows the P-E hysteresis loop for ferroelectric materials[26 .  
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        At point b, if the field intensity (H) is increased further, the flux density(B) will 

not increase any more. This is called saturation (the material is said to be saturated). 

In this figure b-y is called as saturation flux density. If the field intensity (H) is 

decreased, the flux density (B) will follow the curve b-c. When field intensity (H) is 

reduced to zero, which is called as remnant flux density or remanence. It is shown in 

the figure as o-c. If the H is increased in the opposite direction, the flux density 

decreases as well. It will decrease until the point d. Here the flux density (B) is zero. 

The magnetic field strength (points between 0 and d) required to remove the residual 

magnetism, i.e. reduce B to zero is called the coercive force. If H is increased further 

in the reverse direction, the flux density increases in the reverse direction until the 

saturation point (point-e) is reached. If H is varied backwards from 0x to 0y, the flux 

density(B) follows the curve e-f-g-b, similar to curve b-c-d-e. The flux density 

changes lag behind the changes in the magnetic field strength. This effect is 

called Hysteresis. The closed figure b-c-d-e-f-g-b is called the Hysteresis Loop (or the 

B/H Loop) [26 .  

 
2.6 Perovskite Structure 

A Perovskite is any material with the same crystalline structure as calcium titanium 

oxide (CaTiO3), with the oxygen in the edge centers[27 . It was first discovered in the 

Ural Mountains of Russia by Gustav Rose in 1839 and is named after Russian 

mineralogist L.A. Perovski. The general chemical formula for perovskite compounds 

is ABO3, where 'A' and 'B' are two cations of very different sizes, and O is an anion that 
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bonds to both. The 'A' atoms are larger than the 'B' atoms. The ideal cubic structure has 

the B cation in 6-fold coordinate and is surrounded by an octahedron of anions and the 

A cation in 12-fold coordinated with respect to oxygen. The relative ion size 

requirements for stability of the cubic structure are quite stringent, so slight buckling 

and distortion can produce several lower-symmetry distorted versions, in which the 

coordination numbers of A cations, B cations or both are reduced.  

Perovskite electro-ceramics are primarily used in bulk capacitors, piezoelectric 

transducers and are increasingly being used in thin film applications. The perovskite 

structure is adopted by many oxides that have the chemical formula ABO3, depending 

on the size of A atom and B atoms. This is because there are many types of B atoms. 

This kind of structure could be tetragonal, orthorhombic, rhombohedral and cubic 

crystal systems. A perovskite structure will show high symmetry with increasing the 

temperature until reach a cubic shape, in which the temperature is beyond the Curie 

temperature. The most commonly used piezoelectric materials is Lead-zirconate 

titanate, Pb𝑍𝑟1−𝑥𝑇𝑖𝑥𝑂3 or PZT. This is because it boasts very high relative permittivity 

values and possesses strong piezoelectric coefficients[28-31 . PZT is formed by the 

solid solution of PbTiO3, which is anti-ferroelectric and PbZrO3, which shows limited 

piezoelectric characteristics. If take PZT as an example, figure 2.16 is the perovskite 

structure of PZT. The blue atoms will be 𝑃𝑏2+, the red big atoms will be 𝑂2−and the 

smallest black atom will be 𝑍𝑟4+ . From figure 2.16, it shows that the structure is 

centrosymmetric when the temperature is above the Curie temperature and non-

centrosymmetric when the temperature is below the Curie temperature. This is because 
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when the temperature is above the Curie temperature, the materials have a phase change 

that the positive and negative charge centers are in coincidence, which does not possess 

permanent dipole moment. However, when the temperature is below the Curie 

temperature, the increasing temperature will lead to further distortion of the structure 

that further separate the positive and negative charge centers, which make the materials 

have the spontaneous polarization and possess a permanent dipole moment. In Figure 

2.17 a phase change diagram of PZT during the change of the temperature is depicted. 

When the temperature is above the curie temperature, the structure is cubic, but the 

structure is non-centrosymmetric when the temperature is below the curie temperature. 

 

 

 
Figure 2. 16. Represents the perovskite structures of PZT for both temperatures above the Curie 

temperature and below the curie temperature. 
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Figure 2. 17. Shows the phase change of PZT material during the temperature change[32, 33 . 

 

        From figure 2.17, it shows that PZT possesses a rhombohedral structure at high 

temperatures, but it takes up a tetragonal structure once it begins to cool below the Curie 

temperature. A Venn diagram that summarizes the interrelationship between these 

materials is provided in Figure 2.18. 

 

 
Figure 2. 18. Shows the Venn diagram to describe the interrelationship between these materials. 
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From Figure 2.18, it shows that all ferroelectric materials are pyroelectric materials and 

all pyroelectric materials are piezoelectric materials and all piezoelectric materials are 

dielectric materials.  

 
2.7 History of dielectric, piezoelectric and ferroelectric materials 

Traditionally dielectric materials are made from inorganic substances, e.g. mica 

and silicon dioxide. However, polymers are gaining wider use as dielectric materials. 

This is due to the easier processing, flexibility of these materials.  Also, it is easier to 

these types of materials for specific uses. These materials in some cases can provide 

better resistance to chemical attack. As early as mid-60’s polymers, e.g. polyvinyl 

fluoride and aromatic-containing polymers were used as dielectric materials in 

capacitors. Further improvement in organic film fabrication was established as revealed 

in US Patent 4153925. P[34 .  

Ferroelectric ceramics were born in the early 1940s with the discovery of the 

phenomenon of ferroelectricity as the source of the unusually high dielectric constant 

in ceramic barium titanate capacitors. Materials based on two compositional systems, 

barium titanate and lead zirconate titanate, have dominated the field throughout their 

history. The more recent developments in the field of ferroelectric ceramics, such as 

medical ultrasonic composites, high-displacement piezoelectric actuators (Moonies, 

RAINBOWS), photostrictors, and thin and thick films for piezoelectric and integrated-

circuit applications have served to keep the industry young amidst its growing 
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maturity.[23   

 

2.8 Polarization process 

Polarization is a process used to align the domains within a grain by applying an 

external electric field. It is first discovered by Gray et al[20 . It is a very important 

process because it provides a mechanism for the conversion of inert ceramics into 

electromechanically active materials[35 . In composite materials, poling takes place 

under the material’s glass transition temperature, by gradually heating it and placing it 

in a strong static external electric field[36, 37 . The poling temperature and the strength 

of the applied external electric field will greatly affect the electromechanical properties 

of the poled materials.  

There are two types of polarization method: contact polarization and corona 

polarization. The contact poling method are suitable for most multiphasic composites. 

The charge from the corona point is sprayed onto the surface of a material that does 

not possess an electrode, therefore, creating an electric field between the sample 

surfaces. In order to uniformly heat the samples, this type of poling process was 

carried out in the silicon bath oil. The reason researchers use silicon oil is because it 

was often used for the preparation of oil baths having a temperature in the range of -

50C to +200C. In addition, it can protect carbon steel alloyed samples. Despite that 

this poling method has some advantages, it has some disadvantages. During the 

fabrication, deficient points and voids would commonly occur on samples, when 

poled by conventional contact poling. Once the charges find one pathway to go 
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through, not only the electric field over that deficient point will be lost but the whole 

electric field vanishes.  Thus, the sample will not be properly poled, this is called 

dielectric breakdown in poling process. In order to overcome the disadvantages of 

contact poling method, researcher often employ the corona poling method. This type 

of poling method is non-contact to the samples. It applies a high poling voltage to the 

air molecules above the samples. In this type of poling method, researchers found that 

it can achieve much higher poling voltages than the contact poling method. 

 

2.8.1 Contact poling method 

Contact poling method as mentioned before is suitable for piezoelectric ceramic 

composites. It is poled by applying a large voltage. The samples are sandwiched 

between the two metal electrodes and the metal electrodes are connected to a high 

external electric field. The electrodes are in direct contact with the samples and the 

whole set up are put into heated silicon bath oil under a certain temperature. Figure 2.19 

shows the diagram of contact poling process. 
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Figure 2. 19. Represents the process for contact poling method. Samples are uniformly heated in 

silicone bath oil and they are directly contacted with two metal electrodes with both top and bottom 

surfaces. 

 

2.8.2 Corona poling 

For the corona poling method, charges come from the corona point /needles. 

Samples are heated on a hot plate with a certain temperature. Only the bottom surface 

is in contact with the ground. The corona needle is connected with a high voltage. The 

charges from the corona needle ionize the surrounding air and the ionized air creates an 

external electric field between the corona needle and the top surface of the samples, 

which aligns the dipoles in the samples. In corona poling method, there are several 

advantages. For example, it can achieve much higher poling voltage than contact poling 

method. This is because the deficient points where charges could leak through, will not 

affect the overall electric field except the deficient point itself since the ‘top electrodes’ 

are ionized air. Figure 2.20 shows the process for corona poling. 
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Figure 2. 20. Represents the corona poling process. Samples are put on a hot plate at a fixed 

temperature 75C. Charges are from the corona needle, which is connected to a high voltage and ionized 

the air. The ionized air will create an external electric field which will align the dipoles in the samples. 

 
2.9 How will the piezoelectric materials behave with temperature 

For the piezo actuator, below the Curie temperature, the temperature dependence of 

the remnant strain and the coercive field strength decide how will the temperature behave. 

Both the attainable displacement with electric operation and the dimensions of the 

piezoceramic element change depending on the temperature[38 .  

 

 
Figure 2. 21. Shows the bipolar electromechanical large-signal curve of piezo actuators at different 
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temperatures. From left: Behavior at low temperatures, at room temperature, at high temperatures[38  

 

Figure 2.21 shows the relationship of remnant strain Srem and the coercive field 

strength, Erem, with different temperatures.  It shows that the cooler the piezo actuator, the 

greater the remnant strain Srem and the coercive field strength Erem. The curves become 

increasingly flatter with decreasing temperatures. This causes the strain induced by a 

unipolar control to become smaller and smaller even though the total amplitude of the 

bipolar strain curve hardly changes over wide temperature ranges. The lower the 

temperature, the greater the remnant strain. Hence, the piezo ceramic has a negative thermal 

expansion coefficient, i.e., the piezo ceramic becomes longer when it cools down. In 

comparison: a technical-ceramic-contracts with a relatively low thermal expansion 

coefficient upon cooling. This surprising effect is stronger, the more completely the piezo 

ceramic is polarized. 
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Figure 2. 22. Shows the displacement change with temperature using the example of a PICMA stack 

actuator in the cryogenic temperature range with different piezo voltages, in relation to nominal displacement 

at room temperature[38 .  

 

        Highly Reliable Multilayer Piezo Actuators have a relatively high Curie temperature 

of 350 °C. From figure 2.22, it shows that, at high operating temperatures, their 

displacement only changes by a factor of 0.05 %/K. At cryogenic temperatures, the 

displacement decreases. When driven unipolarly in the liquid-helium temperature range, 

piezo actuators only achieve 10 to 15 % of the displacement at room temperature. 

Considerably higher displacement at lower temperatures can be achieved with a bipolar 

drive. Since the coercive field strength increases with cooling, it is possible to operate the 

actuator at higher voltages, even against its polarization direction. 
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Figure 2. 23. Shows the temperature expansion behavior of PICMA and PICA actuators with electric large-

signal control[38 .  

       The temperature expansion coefficient of an all-ceramic Highly Reliable Multilayer 

Piezo Actuators is approximately -2.5 ppm/K. In contrast, the additional metal contact 

plates and the adhesive layers in a Preloaded High-Load Piezo Actuators lead to a 

nonlinear characteristic with a positive total coefficient. When a nano-positioning system 

is operated in a closed servo loop, it will eliminate the temperature drift in addition to 

nonlinearity, hysteresis, and creep. If the controlled reserve is kept for this purpose, it will 

reduce the usable displacement. In this case, the temperature drift is often passively 

compensated for by selecting suitable involved materials, the actuator types, and the 

system design. For instance, all-ceramic Highly Reliable Multilayer Piezo bender actuators 
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show only a minimal temperature drift in the displacement direction because of their 

symmetrical structure[38].  

2.10 Epoxy Materials 

2.10.1 Thermoplastic and thermoset materials 

Thermoplastic and thermoset are terms used when characterizing polymers 

depending on their behavior when subjected to heat, hence the prefix, ‘thermo’. 

Polymers are large molecules made of repeating subunits, and these subunits are called 

monomers[39, 40 . Thermoplastic polymers are also called “Thermo-softening 

Plastics”. This type of polymers can be melted under the high temperature and cooled 

to gain back to solid form when it is cool down. This type of polymer has high molecular 

weight and the polymer chains are associated together and subject to intermolecular 

forces. However, the intermolecular forces are very easy to be broken when energy is 

supplied. This is the reason why thermoplastic polymers will melt under a certain heat. 

When enough heat energy is supplied to get rid of the intermolecular forces that hold 

the polymer as a solid, it will melt.  When it is being cooled, the polymer gives off heat 

and re-forms the intermolecular forces making it a solid. Therefore, the process is 

reversible. This type of polymers can be modeled into different shapes. Thermoplastics 

also possess a characteristic feature by showing different physical properties between 

the melting point and the temperature where solid crystals are formed. It is observed 

that they possess a rubbery nature between those temperatures. Examples of 

thermoplastics are nylon, Teflon and polyethylene[39, 40 . 
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Thermoset polymers are also called ‘Thermosetting Plastics’. This type of 

polymers can endure high temperature without melting. This property will lead to 

hardening soft or viscous polymers through cross-links between polymer chains, such 

a process is active as chemical reaction. It is also referred to as ‘curing’ process and can 

be initiated by heat above 200˚C, UV radiation, high energy electron beams and 

additives[39, 40 . The cross-links are stable chemical bonds. Once the polymer is cross-

liked, it gets a 3D structure which is very rigid and strong, that refuses to melt upon 

heating. Therefore, this process is irreversible converting the soft starting material into 

a thermally stable polymer network. The epoxy used in this study is one of this type of 

thermoset. 

There are several differences between thermoplastics and thermosets. The main 

difference between the two is that a thermoset polymer doesn’t melt upon heating and 

withstands high temperatures, whereas a thermoplastic-polymers melts beyond a 

certain temperature and thus have moldable properties and solidify upon cooling. 

Thermosets are more brittle in nature than thermoplastics. The second difference 

between these two polymers is that thermosets are usually much stronger than 

thermoplastics. This is because thermosets possess a 3D network of cross-linking bonds. 

The third difference is that thermosets have a permanent shape and cannot be recyclable 

into new forms of plastic, whereas thermoplastic can be melted into any shape and re-

used. 
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2.10.2 Two-part of epoxy materials 

       There are many types of epoxy resin in nature, such as Bisphenol A epoxy resin, 

Bisphenol F epoxy resin, Novolac epoxy resin, Cycloaliphatic epoxy resin and 

Glycidylamine epoxy resin. Basically, there are generally three classes of epoxy: pure 

epoxy, polyester resins, and epoxy acrylates that can be categorized in terms of 

properties and performance[41 . Pure epoxy materials generally consist of two parts: a 

resin and a hardener.  The curing process for pure epoxy is much slower than the other 

two classes epoxy. In this case, it offers less shrinkage, excellent adhesion, and high 

strength performance.  However, with slow cure times, pure epoxy should not be 

specified for low-temperature applications (generally limited to a 4-C [40-F  minimum 

substrate temperature). But for the other two category epoxy, they can be specified for 

lower temperatures (down to as low as 2 C [35 F ) [41 . In this study, epoxy DGEBA 

was used for our samples. The reason the epoxy DGEBA was chosen is because this 

type of epoxy is widely for commercial used in industry. A lot of companies sell this 

type of epoxy, such as APC International Ltd, GLOBAL COMPOSITES 

PIEZOELECTRIC MATERIAL MARET, WEIFANG JUDE ELECTRONIC CO. LTD, 

IMASONIC Dynamic Structure & Materials, LLC,TRS Technologies and MSI 

TRANSDUCERS. It consists of two chemical groups, bis-phenol A group and epoxide 

group. During the kinetics of the curing process, the C-O bond of the epoxide group 

needs to be broken in order to form a reactive −C𝑯𝟐 site, capable to crosslink to the 

epoxy hardener molecule. This is called crosslinking process. Figure 2.24 represents 

the two parts of the epoxy DGEBA. 
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Figure 2. 24. Represents the two chemical parts of epoxy DGEBA. bis-phenol A group and epoxide 

group. 

 
       The curing process of epoxy DGEBA is usually mixed with curing agent. In this 

study, the curing agent is an epoxy hardener. The ratio of volume fraction of epoxy resin 

and epoxy hardener is 7.69. The curing process in under a certain temperature, which 

is at 75C. Figure 2.25 and 2.26 shows the curing process of epoxy 828 with DETA as 

the curing agent. 

 
Figure 2. 25. Shows the schematic 2D (top) and 3D (bottom) representations of a fully  

cross-linked set of DETA and EPON 828 molecules[42 . 
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Figure 2. 26. Shows the snapshots of the simulated polymer at different cross-linking densities.  

The cross links are represented through the green-colored particles[42  

 

2.10.3 Material properties of epoxy DGEBA behave with temperature 

In order to find out how will the material properties of epoxy DGEBA behave 

with the temperature, it needs to measure how will the mechanical properties, such as 

Young’s Modulus, density, and thermal properties, such as thermal conductivity, heat 

capacity change during the curing process of epoxy. Epoxy resin may be reacted with 

itself or they may be cured with a wide range of co-reactants including polyfunctional 

amines, acids, phenols, alcohols and thiols (usually called mercaptans). These co-

reactants are often referred to as hardeners or curatives, and the cross-linking reaction 

is commonly referred to as curing. Presently, researchers use different types of curing 

agent or curative mix with epoxy DGEBA to find out the curing process, such as 

DETA (diethylenetriamine), TETA (triethylenetetramine), DDS 

(diaminodiphenilsulfone) and DEA (diethanolamine) and so on. There are different 

approaches were used for the study, such as Multi-scale approach analytical method, 

like DSC (differential scanning calorimetry), DMTA (dynamic mechanical thermal 
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analysis), ss-NMR (solid-state NMR spectroscopy), PALS (positron annihilation 

lifetime spectroscopy), which all these acronyms are the name of the instruments and 

techniques to measure the material properties of epoxy during the curing process [3, 

10, 11, 42, 43]. Such kinds of methods are used for find out the cross-linking rate of 

epoxy with different curing time and temperature. For instance, researchers use 

different curing time as 10 min,45min,90min,120min to find out the material 

properties and cross-linking density rate with DGEBA/DDS[3]. They used 500ps for 

equilibration step and 300ps for creation of covalent bonds step, 500ps for pos 

equilibration and sampling step, and the temperature they used for pre-equilibration 

step is 298K and the temperature for creation of covalent bonds step is 500K to find 

out the material properties with change of cross-linking density and conversion rate of 

curing process with DGEBA/DETA[44]. Another article used 30-350C at a heating 

rate of 5,10,15 or 20C for dynamic curing reaction and at a heating rate of 

200,210,220,230C for Isothermal curing to find out the activation energy with 

DGEBA/MP[10]. Some researchers kept the temperature at 70C for 30min for 

secondary amine hydrogen reacts quickly with the epoxide and they kept the same 

temperature for 24h for the remaining epoxide reacts slowly(90%) with 

DGEBA/DEA[43]. The material properties and cross-linking rate of epoxy DGEBA 

depends on the curing temperature and curing time. Generally, the cross-linking 

density is enhanced by increasing the curing temperature and curing time. The 

material properties improved by increasing the cross-linking density. For example, 

DSC shows cross-linking degree enhanced with the holding time. DMTA shows tanδ 
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increases with the increase of curing time. PALS (positron annihilation lifetime 

spectroscopy) is an important microanalytical probe for the direct measure the size of 

the free volume in polymers. It indicates no. of free volume of epoxy groups 

decreases when increasing the curing time[3]. Another article use EHBPES (epoxide-

terminated hyperbranched polyether sulphone) as curing agent with epoxy DGEBA 

and it shows that Modulus (Young’s Modulus and Shear Modulus) increase with the 

increasing EHBPES (curing agent) loading. Highest modulus achieved at 7wt% 

EHBPES loading, as well as crosslinking density and CED (cohesive energy 

density)[44]. Another article used MP (melamine phosphate) as curing agent and DSC 

technique to measure the activation energies during the curing process. It shows that 

the activation energies are 83.9 and 85.6 KJ/mol by two method and Isothermal-cure 

activation energy is 110.0 KJ/mol[10].  

 

2.11 Composite piezoelectric materials 

Piezoelectric ceramic materials have a lot of advantages and disadvantages. For 

example, piezoelectric ceramics have high electromechanical coupling coefficients 

(K), high piezoelectric strain coefficients 𝑑33 and very fast response times. However, 

they are dense, have high acoustic impedance and they are brittle in nature and 

difficult to machine. However, piezoelectric polymers have low acoustic impedance, 

are not brittle in nature, have good mechanical and thermal properties and outstanding 

adhesion to various substrates. Piezoelectric polymers have much lower piezoelectric 

coefficients and lower electromechanical coupling coefficient(K)in comparison to 
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their counterparts. Piezoelectric composites are of interest to researchers over the past 

few decades. They consist of piezoelectric ceramics and polymer composites and are 

called piezocomposites. These type of composites show great properties in 

comparison to single-phase materials[45]. Piezocomposites combine high coupling, 

low impedance, low mechanical quality factors and intermediate dielectric constants, 

thereby proving to be excellent candidates for electromechanical transducers, in 

addition to better flexibility[45]. The definition of composite is any material 

consisting of two or more distinct phases[46]. The properties of the composites are 

based on arrangement of the phases comprising the composites[6].  

The connectivity of composites is the microstructural arrangement of the 

individual components, which was first proposed by Skinner and Newnham[47, 48] 

and later modified by Pilgrim[49]. The connectivity is based on how many directions 

the material phase is self-connected. For example, if a composite has two-phase 

materials and each phase material has two directions for self-connected, then this 

composite is a 2-2 two-phase material. The connectivity is a critical parameter that 

determines the electromechanical performance of the composite. As the piezoelectric 

ceramic fillers are randomly distributed in polymer matrix, they are able to form many 

types of connectivity of composites. For example, there are total 10 types of 

connectivity for two-phase composites, such as (0-0), (0-1), (0-2), (0-3), (1-1), (1-2), 

(2-2), (1-3), (2-3), and (3-3)[6]. In this representation, the first digit refers to the 

dimension of the piezoelectric ceramic, also known as the active phase and the second 

digit represents the dimension of the inactive phase. Figure 2.27 illustrates the types 
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of connectivity of two-phase composites. In this representation, the first digit refers to 

the dimension of the piezoelectric ceramic, also known as the active phase and the 

second digit represents the dimension of the polymer or inactive phase 

 

 
Figure 2. 27. Represents ten different connectivity patterns of diphasic-composites, the digits represent 

the number of dimensions in which the phase within the composite is self-connected. [48 .  

 

A polymer matrix with piezoelectric ceramic fillers generally represents a 0-3 

connectivity pattern. For most research, researcher have studied the use 0-3 

connectivity piezocomposites, which is consist of randomly distributed ceramic fillers 
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embedded in a 3-dimensional polymer matrix. The reason why this type of connectivity 

pattern is popular is because of their flexibility, ease of processing. This type of 

composites is widely used in passive devices embedded in concrete, such as sensors[50-

52 .  

 

 

2.12 Heat Transfer 

        In this study, the work was focus on how will the temperature affect the 

piezoelectric and dielectric properties of the PZT composites. It is very important to 

understand how will the temperature change in the composites because these changes 

will affect the curing process of the epoxy and the material properties of the composites 

will be changed during this curing process. The change of the material properties of the 

composites will affect the piezoelectric and dielectric properties of the models. This is 

why it is important to understand the principals of the heat transfer process because it 

is the way to represent the transfer of the heat energy and the temperature difference 

from the applied heat source to the composite and the same process transferred in the 

composites. The definition of heat transfer is energy in transit due to a temperature 

difference[53 . Whenever there exists a temperature difference in a medium or between 

media, heat transfer occurs. There are three types of heat transfer in nature, heat 

conduction, heat convection and thermal radiation. Heat conduction occurs when a 

temperature gradient exists in a stationary medium, which may be a solid or a fluid. 

Conduction may be viewed as the transfer of energy from the more energetic to the less 
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energetic particles of a substance due to interactions between the particles[53 . On the 

other hand, heat convection occurs between a surface and a moving fluid or gas when 

they are at different temperatures. The last type of heat transfer, which is thermal 

radiation happens between two surfaces at different temperatures. All surfaces of finite 

temperature emit energy in the form of electromagnetic waves. Thus, it is a net heat 

transfer by thermal radiation. Figure 2.28 shows three different type of modes for heat 

transfer. 

 
Figure 2. 28. Shows three type of modes for heat transfer. From left to right are with respect to heat 

conduction, heat convection and thermal radiation. 

 

        In order to describe the amount of the energy transfer during the heat transfer 

process. Equation 2.14 shows the rate equation of an example for one-dimensional 

plane wall for heat conduction. 

𝑞𝑥
′′ = -k

𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝑥
         (2.14) 

        In equation 2.14, 𝑞𝑥
′′ is defined as heat flux, which is the heat transfer rate in the 

x direction per unit area perpendicular to the direction of transfer. The parameter, k is a 

transport property known as thermal conductivity with units (W/m.K), which depends 

on the materials.  

For heat convection mode, the rate equation or the heat flux is given by equation 
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2.15: 

𝑞′′ = h (𝑇𝑠-𝑇∞)      (2.15) 

where h is the convection heat transfer coefficient with unit (W/𝑚2.K), which depends 

on the conductivity of the fluid and the motion of the fluid. 𝑇𝑠 is surface temperature 

and 𝑇∞ is the fluid or gas temperature.  

For thermal radiation mode, the rate equation or the heat flux is given by equation 

2.16: 

𝑞′′ = 
𝑞

𝐴
=εσ (𝑇𝑠

4-𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑟
4)     (2.16) 

where A is the surface area and ε is the surface emissivity. 𝑇𝑠 is surface temperature and 

𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑟  is the temperature of the surroundings. σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (σ

=5.67X10−8 W/𝑚2.𝐾4). The equation of the energy for the conservation law over a 

time interval is given by equation 2.17: 

𝐸𝑖𝑛+𝐸𝑔-𝐸𝑜𝑢𝑡 = △𝐸𝑠𝑡      (2.17) 

where 𝐸𝑖𝑛 is the inflow of the energy, 𝐸𝑔 is the generation of the energy during the heat 

transfer process, 𝐸𝑜𝑢𝑡 is the outflow of the energy and △𝐸𝑠𝑡 is the energy stored in the 

control volume after the heat transfer process. If considered equation 2.17 at an instant 

time, the equation then could be written as: 

𝐸𝑖𝑛
̇ +𝐸�̇�-𝐸𝑜𝑢𝑡

̇   = 𝐸𝑠𝑡
̇        (2.18) 

If write equation 2.18 as a heat flux rate equation, then it could be written as equation 

2.19: 
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𝜕

𝜕𝑥
(k

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑥
)+ 

𝜕

𝜕𝑦
(k

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑦
)+ 

𝜕

𝜕𝑧
(k

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑧
)+�̇� = ρ𝑐𝑝

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑡
    (2.19) 

where �̇� is the rate at which energy is generated per unit volume of the medium with 

unit (W/𝑚3), ρ𝑐𝑝
𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑡
 and is the time rate of change of the internal (thermal) energy of 

the medium per unit time.  

      There are three common kinds of boundary conditions. If it assumes that the heat 

transfer is in the positive x direction, then the temperature distribution, which assumes 

time dependent, could be expressed as T(x,t). The first kind of boundary condition is 

called the ‘Dirichlet condition’, which corresponds to a situation where the surface is 

maintained at a fixed or constant temperature 𝑇𝑠. In this case, there is heat transfer from 

the surface, while the surface remains at the temperature of the phase change process. 

The equation of the first kind of boundary condition is expressed as equation 2.20: 

T(0, t) =  𝑇𝑠        (2.20) 

      The second kind of boundary condition is called the ‘Neumann condition’, which 

corresponds to the existence of a fixed or constant heat flux 𝑞𝑠
′′ at the surface. This heat 

flux is related to the temperature gradient at the surface by Fourier’s law and the 

expressions of this type of boundary condition are given by equations 2.21 and 2.22: 

-k
𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑥
|𝑥=0 = 𝑞𝑠

′′     (2.21) 

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑥
|𝑥=0 = 0         (2.22) 

Equation 2.21 and 2.22 are both for constant surface heat flux. However, equation 2.22 
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is a special case of this condition corresponds to the perfectly insulated of the 

boundaries, which means there is no heat flux or heat transfer happen at this boundary. 

The third kind of boundary condition corresponds to the existence of convection 

heating or cooling at the surface, which is expressed as equation 2.23: 

-k
𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑥
|𝑥=0 = h [𝑇∞-T (0, t)      (2.23) 

Figure 2.29 shows the three kinds of boundary conditions for the heat diffusion equation 

at the surface（x=0）. The left one on the top is first kind boundary condition, which 

is constant surface temperature. The right one on the top is constant surface heat flux 

of finite heat flux and the left one at the bottom is a special case for second kind 

boundary condition, which is perfectly insulated. The last one is the third kind boundary 

condition, which is convection heating or cooling at the surface. 
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Figure 2. 29. Represents three kinds of boundary conditions for heat transfer.  

 

2.13 Literature review 

2.13.1Composite piezoelectric material 

0-3 piezoelectric composites are a category of composite piezoelectric materials 

that has been extensively studied. Table 2.2 is a summary of piezoelectric composite 

materials. As it indicated from Table 2.2, the composites are two-phase materials. Most 

of them are fabricated by mold cast method[54, 55 . For example, PZT CERAMIC 

trs203 and epoxy TEC were used by L. Li et al[54 . PZT-5A-AS4, 3501-6 carbon and 

epoxy were used by H. J. Lee et al[55]. SMA and piezoelectric laminated composites 

were used by M. Kang et al[56 .Different temperatures and times were applied to find 
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out how they will affect the material properties of the composites, such as 120C and 4h 

for curing the glass sphere epoxy[54 , transition temperature around 70C[56 . DMTA 

and DMA,Q800 TA instruments were used to observe nanosized level PZT particles[54 . 

Different approaches were used to solve these problems, such as numerical study to 

determine the nonlinear effects of incorporating material properties by finite element 

method [55, 57  and direct Joule heating for the working temperature in 

experiments[56 .Also, some applications and results are listed in Table 2.2 as well. 

 

Table 2. 2: relation of piezoelectric composite materials with temperature 

Type of composites 

 

Volume fraction 

 

Temperature Time for 

ageing 

 

Approach 

 

Applications 

 

Objectives 

and Results 

 

[54  PZT ceramic 

(TRS203) and glass 

sphere modified 

epoxy (reduce TEC of 

epoxy) 

 

0%,4%,12%,20% 

for glass spheres 

in epoxy 

56% of PZT 

 

120C for 4h 

for curing the 

glass sphere 

epoxy 

Aged at 230C 

for 16h for the 

glass sphere 

epoxy 

30-275C for 

the 

measurement 

of thermal 

expansion 

250C for 

ageing 

Max 

temperature 

4h for 

curing the 

glass 

sphere 

epoxy 

16h for the 

glass 

sphere 

epoxy 

200h and 

500h for 

ageing 

 

DMTA (dynamic 

mechanical thermal 

analysis) to 

determine 𝑇𝑔 by 

using a dynamic 

mechanical 

analyser (DMA 

Q800, TA 

instruments) 

α=
1

𝐿0
X

△𝐿

△𝑇
 

where 𝐿0 is the 

specimen length at 

room temperature 

NDE type 

transducer 

 High-

temperature 

ultrasonic 

transducers 

NDT 

Well logging 

for oil, gas and 

geothermal 

industries 

 

The reliability 

of 

the 

composites 

improved 

Thermal 

expansion 

decreases 

after ageing at 

250C up to 

500h 

Potential 

applications at 

elevated 

temperature. 
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300C 

 

[55]PZT-5A-AS4/3501-6 

carbon/epoxy composite 

plates 

 

 Fixed at 20C 

with the bottom 

surface 

Varying from 

45C to 170C on 

the upper 

surface 

100C for 

thermal shape 

control 

150C to study 

thermal stress 

 

 Numerical study was 

conducted to 

determine the 

nonlinear effects of 

incorporating material 

properties by FEM 

Thermopiezoelectric 

constitutive equations 

were used 

 

Sensors for 

study thermal 

deflection and 

the 

corresponding 

sensory 

voltages. 

Actuators used 

to study thermal 

shape control 

applications.  

Actuators to 

study thermal 

stress. 

 

Coefficient of 

thermal 

expansion 

mismatch 

between the 

various 

composites 

were studied 

Pyroelectric 

effects on the 

piezoelectric 

material were 

studied 

 

[56 SMA/piezoelectric 

laminated composite 

(𝑇𝑖50𝑁𝑖25𝐶𝑢25 ribbons 

as SMA layer 

 Transition 

temperature is 

around 70C 

The peak-to-

peak 

temperature 

variation is 

estimated as 

∆T = 10°C 

 

 4s for 

voltage 

response as a 

function of 

time for 

different 

current 

modulation 

frequencies  

600s for 

thermal 

energy 

harvesting 

tests from 

natural air 

room 

temperature 

fluctuations 

Direct Joule heating 

for the working 

temperature in 

experiments 

Frequency 

dependence 

measurements  

 

Energy 

harvesting 

devices 

 

composites may 

offer much 

potential for 

low and 

medium 

frequency 

thermal energy 

harvesting 
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[57  Piezoelectric beams    Last energy norm 

method 

Galerkin methods 

AM method and 

finite element method 

Use as sensors 

and actuators 

To propose 

reliable 

methods to 

extract modal 

frequencies and 

mode shapes of 

beams. 

To comment on 

the errors to 

suggest possible 

improvements. 

To 

experimentally 

show that the 

modal 

properties of a 

beam can be 

estimated 

Euler-Bernoulli 

model. 

 
        In Table 2.3, there are some summaries about the numerical models to solve the 

composite piezoelectric materials, which is unit cell method. As it indicated from 

Table 2.3, there are four types unit cells generally used to simulate piezoelectric 

composites, such as rhombic, square, hexagonal and random[58 . All the unit cell 

method must obey the periodic boundary conditions, otherwise, the unit cell is not 

good enough to represent the whole domain of the material[58, 59 . Random 

sequential adsorption algorithm method[58, 60  and constitutive equations[59  are 
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often applied in the unit cell method to give the relation of the mechanical properties 

of the composites. ANSYS is the software used to generate the numerical models for 

this method[58, 59 . In this study, the square unit cell and hexagonal unit cell were 

used for the bulk composite models and the planar sheet composite models. This is 

because the representative volume element (RVE) was used and Random Sequential 

adsorption algorithm (RSA) method was used to generate the RVE models of 

randomly distributed particles. Both these two methods can be applied in square and 

rectangle unit cells. In addition, since the geometries of the cross-section of the bulk 

models and the planar sheet models are very close to square and rectangle, it is more 

appropriate to use these two types of unit cells. 

 

Table 2. 3: numerical method to simulate piezoelectric composites materials.  

Type of 

composite 

 

Software to do 

the simulation 

 

Method for 

simulation 

 

Type of unit cell 

 

Algorithm for 

calculation 

 

Periodic BCS 

 

Conclusions 

 

[58  PZT-5 fiber 

and epoxy 

 

FE package 

ANSYS 

 

Unit cell method 

 

Rhombic  

 

Square  

 

Hexagonal  

 

Random          

 

RSA 

(Random 

Sequential 

adsorption 

algorithm) 

 

𝑢𝑖
𝑘+

-𝑢𝑖
𝑘−

=𝑆𝑖𝑗
̅̅̅̅ (𝑥𝑗

𝑘+
-𝑥𝑗

𝑘−
)                                                     

𝜙𝑘+
-𝜙𝑘−

=𝐸�̅�(𝑥𝑖
𝑘+

-𝑥𝑖
𝑘−

)                                

𝑆𝑖𝑗
̅̅̅̅ =

1

𝑉
∫ 𝑆𝑖𝑗dV                                               

𝐸�̅�=
1

𝑉
∫ 𝐸𝑖dV                                                 

𝑇𝑖𝑗
̅̅ ̅=

1

𝑉
∫ 𝑇𝑖𝑗dV                                                                    

𝐷�̅�=
1

𝑉
∫ 𝐷𝑖dV                                                   

 

Possible to 

calculate 

anisotropic 

material 

constants. 

Provide 

convenient 

possibilities for 

practical use. 

 

[59  PZT fibers 

or Ba𝑇𝑖𝑂3 

 Unit cell method 

for aligned fibers 

 

Rectangle unit cell 

 

Constitutive 

equations: 

 

𝑢𝑅-𝑢𝐴 = 𝑢𝑆-𝑢𝐵 

𝑢𝑆-𝑢𝐵-𝑢𝑅 =0 

𝑢𝑇-𝑢𝑃=𝑢𝑈-𝑢𝐸 or 

The 

comprehensive 

unit cell model 
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𝜎𝑖𝑗=𝐶𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙
𝐸 휀𝑘𝑙-

𝑒𝑖𝑗𝑘𝐸𝑘 

𝐷𝑖=𝑒𝑖𝑗𝑘휀𝑘𝑙+𝐾𝑖𝑗
𝜀 𝐸𝑗  

𝜎𝑖𝑗, 휀𝑘𝑙 are stress 

and strain 

tensors. 𝐸𝑖 is 

electric potential. 

𝐶𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙
𝐸  is elasticity 

tensor 

𝐾𝑖𝑗
𝜀  is electric 

permeabilities 

𝑒𝑖𝑗𝑘 is 

piezoelectric 

coupling tensor. 

𝑢𝑇-𝑢𝑃-𝑢𝑈 + 𝑢𝐸=0 

 

 

 

 

 

is an extension 

of the widely 

used standard 

models. 

The model can 

be applied to 

simulate any 

loading mode 

and loading 

path in 

nonlinear 

composites. 

 

[60  short fibers 

and spherical 

particles 

reinforced 

composite 

structures 

 

FE package 

ANSYS 

 

Unit cell method 

RVE 

(Representative 

volume element) 

 

Random arrangement 

unit cell 

Min size of RVE is that 

the effective material 

properties were obtain 

for 30% volume 

fraction (with one size 

of particles) 

L/D≥10/3 

L is the length of RVE 

D is the diameter of 

particles 

 

RSA (Random 

Sequential 

adsorption 

algorithm) 

 

𝑢𝑖=𝑆𝑖𝑗
̅̅̅̅ 𝑥𝑗+𝑣𝑖 

𝑢𝑖
𝑘+=𝑆𝑖𝑗

̅̅̅̅ 𝑥𝑗
𝑘++𝑣𝑖

𝑘+ 

𝑢𝑖
𝑘−=𝑆𝑖𝑗

̅̅̅̅ 𝑥𝑗
𝑘−+𝑣𝑖

𝑘− 

𝑆𝑖𝑗
̅̅̅̅ =

1

𝑉
∫ 𝑆𝑖𝑗dV 

𝑇𝑖𝑗
̅̅ ̅=

1

𝑉
∫ 𝑇𝑖𝑗dV 

𝑆𝑖𝑗
̅̅̅̅ : averaged strains 

𝑣𝑖: periodic part of the 

displacement components 

on the boundary 

𝑢𝑖
𝑘+, 𝑢𝑖

𝑘−: displacement on a 

pair of opposite boundary 

surface 

𝑘+, 𝑘−: positive and 

negative 𝑥𝑖 direction. 

L/D≥10/3 is 

sufficient to 

predict the 

effective 

material 

properties with 

a small error 

(less 1%) 

The effect of 

material 

properties 

depends mainly 

on the volume 

fraction of 

particles 

No significant 

variations with 
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respect to the 

change in the 

size of the 

particles 

 

 

        

Table 2.4 gives some literature review for analytic models for composite 

piezoelectric materials. These references were used to compare the simulation data of 

piezoelectric and dielectric properties with the analytical models. From the table, it 

indicates that Kar-Gupta and Venkatesh method is used to calculate piezoelectric strain 

coefficient[61 . Lichtenecker’s logarithmic mixture formula[62  and Maxwell Garnett 

approximation[63  are used to calculate the dielectric constant.  

Table 2. 4: Analytic models for piezoelectric composite materials. 

Type of 

composites 

Method for 

analytic 

models 

Algorithm for 

calculation 

 

 Calculation for dielectric 

constant  

Calculation for piezoelectric 

strain coefficient 

[61  1-3 

piezoelectric 

composites 

TLZ-5 fiber and 

the matrix are 

VDF/TrFE 

copolymer 

 Kar-Gupta and 

Venkatesh 

method 

Constitutive 

equations: 

𝜎𝑖𝑗=𝐶𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙
𝐸 휀𝑘𝑙-𝑒𝑖𝑗𝑘𝐸𝑘-

𝛽𝑖𝑗θ 

𝐷𝑖=𝑒𝑖𝑘𝑙휀𝑘𝑙+𝐾𝑖𝑗
𝜀 𝐸𝑗+𝑃𝑖θ 

where 𝜎𝑖𝑗; 휀𝑖𝑗, 𝐸𝑖 and 

𝐷𝑖are the stress tensor, 

stain tensor, electric 

field vector and 

electric displacement 

vector, respectively. 

𝐶𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙
𝐸 ; 𝑒𝑖𝑗𝑘; 𝐾𝑖𝑗

𝜀 ; 𝛽𝑖𝑗  

  
𝑑33=(

(𝑑33
𝑚 −𝑑33

𝑓
)𝑉𝑚

𝑉𝑚𝑆33
𝑓

+𝑉𝑓𝑆33
𝑚
) 𝑉𝑓𝑆33

𝑓
+𝑑33

𝑓
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and 𝑃𝑖 are the elastic 

stiffness tensor, 

piezoelectric tensor, 

permittivity tensor, 

thermal coefficient 

tensor and 

pyroelectric vector, 

respectively. θ is the 

change in temperature 

[62 Homogenized 

dielectric 

mixtures 

Lichtenecker’s 

logarithmic 

mixture 

formula 

Start from Maxwell 

curl equation 

▽XH=σE+jωεE 

Where E is the 

electric field vector, ω 

is the angular velocity, 

σ is the electric 

conductivity, ε is 

complex permittivity. 

 휀𝑒𝑓𝑓=휀2(
𝜀1+2𝜀2+2(1−𝛼)(𝜀1−𝜀2)

𝜀1+2𝜀2−(1−𝛼)(𝜀1−𝜀2)
) 

where 휀𝑒𝑓𝑓  is the dielectric 

constant of the composite, 휀1 

is the dielectric constant of 

the matrix medium and 휀2 is 

the dielectric constant of 

piezoelectric ceramics, α is 

the volume fraction of 

piezoelectric fillers. 

 

[63 Isotropic and 

anisotropic 

media. 

Multicomponent 

mixtures 

Maxwell 

Garnett 

approximation 

 

Lorentz local field 

correction 

Clausius-Mossotti 

relation 

 
ε=

1+(
8𝜋

3
)(

𝛼

𝜈
)

1−(
4𝜋

3
)(

𝛼

𝜈
）

 

This is Lorentz formula for 

the permittivity of a nonpolar 

molecular gas 
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휀𝑀𝐺=휀ℎ

𝜀ℎ+
1+2𝑓

3
(𝜀𝑖−𝜀ℎ)

𝜀ℎ+
1−𝑓

3
(𝜀𝑖−𝜀ℎ)

 

This is Maxwell Garnett 

Mixing Formula. 

 

2.14 Research Goals and Hypotheses 

The objective of this study is to understand how temperature gradients and heat 

transfer affects the piezoelectric effect and material properties of the composites. 

Another objective of the study is to understand how the curing process of the epoxy 

affects the distribution of PZT particles inside the composites. The numerical results 

will be compared with analytical models and the experimental data.   

In this study, three types of models are simulated by Comsol 5.3a. They are bulk, 

planar and dome shape models. All models are of are two-phase piezoelectric 

composites. The composites consisted of two kinds of materials, one was lead-zirconate 

titanate (Pb (𝑍𝑟𝑥𝑇𝑖1−𝑥)𝑂3 (0≤x≤1)), which is this piezoelectric ceramic and the other 

one is the epoxy DGEBA, which is the polymer used as matrix. The volume fraction of 

PZT-5A was varied from 0-70%. 

Four hypotheses are developed in this PhD thesis.  Hypothesis one is that due to 

difference in stiffness of two materials, the largest displacement may not occur at the 

highest concentration of the piezoelectric material. The displacement here is 

generated by thermal expansion not the electric displacement caused by piezoelectric 

effect. This is because that from some articles, higher volume fraction of ceramic 

powders will lead to stiffer composites and less strain will be produced by stiffer 
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composites under a same boundary conditions of the heat transfer process which 

indicates that smaller amount of strain will be observed in higher ceramic volume 

fraction composites. On the other hand, PZT as the active material will create 

activation force, which indicates that higher concentration of PZT will create larger 

activation force, which indicates higher concentration of PZT will result in larger 

displacement, which is the electrical displacement caused by direct piezoelectric 

effect not the strain generated by thermal expansion. This means higher volume 

fraction PZT models should have a better piezoelectric effect. In order to verify this 

hypothesis, in this study, volume fraction of PZT range from 10% to 70% composites 

models of three types will be modeled. The electrical displacement cannot be got 

directly from the Comsol models. However, instead of getting the electrical 

displacement, if a fixed electrical displacement was set up for all the composites 

models, then, the electric potential will be generated by the direct piezoelectric effect 

for all composite models. If the electric potential increases with increasing the volume 

fraction of PZT, it means that this hypothesis is verified.  

The second hypothesis is that curing conditions will influence piezoelectric 

composite dielectric properties and displacement. Curing processes in an ambient 

environment and on a hot plate are modeled. The degree of cure, α, will be the 

parameter modeled for curing process. It might take much longer time to be fully 

cured in ambient environment. It is hypothesized that the final value for the degree of 

cure in the ambient condition will be less than the cure process that includes the hot 

plate. The curing temperature is very important for this study. If the curing 
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temperature is below the Curie temperature of the material, the epoxy will not have 

phase change and it will stay in gel form. If the curing temperature is above the Curie 

temperature, the epoxy will have phase change from gel form to solid form and the 

material properties of the composites will be changed. This phenomenon will affect 

the piezoelectric and dielectric properties of the composites. The Curie temperature of 

the epoxy DGEBA is 75C. In this study, the curing temperature will be fixed at 75C 

which the epoxy will start the phase change. The difference between these two curing 

conditions will be simulated in this study. Usually, higher temperature will lead to 

faster curing process.   

The third hypothesis is that the rate of crosslinking of the epoxy influences the 

distribution of the PZT within the piezoelectric composite, which ultimately 

influences the macroscopic piezoelectric strain coefficients and dielectric properties. 

This is because that large thermal gradient within the composite reduces the 

distribution of the PZT within the composite and sequestering the PZT particles to the 

cooler portion of the samples. Figure 2.30 shows the PZT particles distributed in the 

composites before and after curing process. PZT particles will move to the upside of 

the composites. The crosslinking rate is faster in hot place than cool place. Samples 

with more distributed PZT might have less displacement and material properties will 

be improved with less distributed PZT models. 
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Figure 2. 30. shows the distribution of PZT particles in the composites before and after curing process 

of epoxy. 

 

To test this hypothesis, I need to do the phase change material of epoxy from gel 

form to solid form in Comsol and to see if the PZT particles move to the upside of the 

composites. 

The fourth hypothesis is about the boundary conditions of heat transfer. Heat 

conduction is considered as main heat transfer in composites, heat convection and 

surface radiation are considered as boundary conditions in heat transfer in solid 

physics. Heat conduction and heat convection might dominate the electric and 

dielectric properties. Surface radiation might slightly affect the properties of 

piezoelectric composites. This is because surface radiation happens mainly when 

there is temperature difference between two solid material surfaces. However, in this 

study, the samples are heated in the air. There is no other solid surface. Thus, in this 

study, I will do both the simulation by considering surface radiation and without 

considering surface radiation, then compare the results of the two cases to see if they 

have much difference or not. 
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Chapter 3 

Methodology 

        This chapter will introduce the material properties of the two-phase composite 

materials used in this study. In addition, the detailed information of the simulation 

models made by Comsol 5.3a and Matlab Livelink 2016a will be introduced, including 

the geometry, material properties, physics, boundary conditions, mesh and study. Also, 

the curing process of the epoxy will be introduced as well. 

 

3.1 Materials 

In this study, two materials are used as piezoelectric composites. They are lead- 

zirconate titanate (Pb (𝑍𝑟𝑥𝑇𝑖1−𝑥 )𝑂3  (0≤x≤1)) and the two-part epoxy - DGEBA, 

Epofix𝑇𝑀  Cold-setting embedding resin (purchased from APC International and 

Electron Microscopy Sciences, respectively). The physical, dielectric and piezoelectric 

and some thermal properties are presented in Table 3.1. 

Table 3. 1: Thermal properties for epoxy DGEBA and PZT-5A 

Property PZT 855 DGEBA 

Relative dielectric constant, 

휀𝑟 

3300 3.7-3.9 

Dielectric dissipation, tanδ 2.50%  ~0.002-0.004  

Yong’s Modulus, 𝑌11
𝐸 /𝑌33

𝐸  5.9/5.1 GPa  0.827 GPa Error! Reference 

source not found. 

Piezoelectric strain 

coefficient, 𝑑33 

630   
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Piezoelectric strain 

coefficient, 𝑑31 

276  

 

 

Curie temperature, 𝑇𝑐 325°C 

 

 

Max. curing temperature, T   75°C 

 

3.2 Geometry set up 

In this study, there are three different types of the geometry of the samples. They 

are bulk samples, planar sheet samples, dome shape samples. The dimensions for the 

experimental samples for each type and the dimensions of the simulation models for 

each type are given by Table 3.2. 

Table 3. 2: Dimensions for experimental samples and Comsol models for all three types of models 

 Width(m) Thickness(m) Technique 

Experimental 

samples 

   

Bulk 0.014m 0.006 Cast-mold 

Planar sheet 0.0254 0.0002 Spin-coat 

Dome shape 0.0254 0.0002 Spin-coat 

Comsol models    

Bulk 0.00007 0.00007 Unit cell method 

Planar sheet 0.00007 0.00003 Unit cell method 

Dome shape 0.00254 0.00002 Scaled method 

In Comsol 5.3a, this was done by 2D space dimension for bulk samples and 

planar sheet samples. The simulation is a cross section of bulk and planar sheet 

samples. This is because the heat transfer is from the bottom side to the upside of 

samples and the bulk and planar sheet samples are uniformly heated on a hot plate. 
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Thus, the biggest cross-section of the sample can represent the material properties 

related to the temperature. For dome shape models, this was done by the 2D 

axisymmetric space dimension. This is because the cross section of the dome shape 

model will rotate with the axis, which is the same geometry with the experimental 

samples fabricated. The dimensions of bulk samples are 0.014m in width and 0.006m 

in thickness. Figure 3.1 represents the geometry of the bulk samples and the 

simulation set up for corona poling. 

 
Figure 3. 1. Shows the geometry of the pure PZT bulk samples in Comsol 5.3a.  

 

The small rectangle at the bottom of Figure 3.1 is the cross section of pure PZT 

bulk samples. The outside big rectangle represents the around air and the small 

rectangle in the middle represents the corona needle for corona poling. Since the 

polarization procedure is not automatically included in Comsol models, this procedure 

needs to be set up by ourselves. The dimension of the outside rectangle air is 0.02m in 

width and 0.05m in height and the dimension for corona needle is 0.001m in width 

and 0.01m in height. The distance between the corona needle and the bulk sample is 

1.5cm, which is the same as the experimental procedure. The size of the corona needle 
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is similar to the real size in the experiment but not the exactly same. In the unit cell 

method and scaled method used for the Comsol models, the ratio of the dimension of 

the corona needle is the same with the geometry of the width of the model and the 

width of the unit cell. 

Figure 3.2 shows the geometry of planar sheet samples in Comsol 5.3a. The 

dimension of the planar sheet model is 0.0254m in width and 0.0002m in thickness, 

which is the very thin rectangle at the bottom side of the model.  

 
Figure 3. 2. The cross-section of the pure PZT planar samples. The dimensions of the cross-section are 

2.54cm in width and 0.02cm in height 

 

The dimension of the outside rectangle air is 0.0274m in width and 0.026m in 

height and the dimension for corona needle is 0.001m in width and 0.01m in height. 

The distance between the corona needle and the bulk sample is 1.5cm, which is the 

same as the experimental procedure. 

Figure 3.3 represents the geometry of pure PZT dome shape model. The 
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dimension of the dome shape model is 0.0254m in width and 0.0002m in thickness, 

which is the curved thin sheet in the model. 

 

Figure 3. 3. The cross-section of the pure PZT planar samples. The dimensions of the cross-section are 

2.54cm in width and 0.02cm in height 

 

The dimension of the outside rectangle air is 50mm in width and 40mm in height 

and the dimension for corona needle is 0.001m in width and 0.01m in height. The 

distance between the corona needle and the bulk sample is 1.5cm, which is the same 

as the experimental procedure. The rectangle at the bottom of the model represents the 

hot plate, which has a fixed temperature at 75C. The dimension of this hot plate is 

40mm in width and 5mm in thickness. 

For the composite piezoelectric material, the models of geometry are generated 

by Matlab 2016a of Comsol Matlab live link with writing a script to generate the 

small PZT particles inside the epoxy DGEBA matrix. The dimension of the PZT 

particles is 5μm-8μm in diameter. The volume fraction of composites is from 10% to 
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70%. Since the dimension of PZT particles is very tiny, it will generate millions of 

small circles to reach the volume fraction of PZT in Comsol models, which is 

impossible with regular computers. Thus, in order to generate the geometry for 

composite piezoelectric material models, the unit cell method was used to do the 

simulation and get the numerical results by using this method.  

 

3.3 Unit cell method 

As mentioned before, the diameter of PZT particles is very tiny. It is impossible 

for regular computers to generate millions of particles to reach the volume fraction of 

PZT. In this case, the unit cell method is introduced to solve this problem. The main 

idea of the method is to find a globally homogeneous medium equivalent to the 

original composite, where the strain energy stored in both systems is approximately 

the same[58 . The Unit Cell Method involves choosing a small unit area in the 

domain which can globally represent the material properties of the whole domain, and 

then hold the same volume fraction of the PZT in this unit cell[58 . In this way, the 

number of PZT particles which needs to be generated for the Comsol model is very 

small. However, in order to choose a good small area, some periodic boundary 

conditions and some steps need to be obeyed to generate the particles to make sure the 

unit cell has similar material properties as the original domain. The periodic boundary 

conditions are given through equation 3.1 to 3.6[58, 60 . 

𝑢𝑖
𝑘+

-𝑢𝑖
𝑘−

=𝑆𝑖𝑗
̅̅̅̅ (𝑥𝑗

𝑘+
-𝑥𝑗

𝑘−
)     (3.1) 

𝜙𝑘+
-𝜙𝑘−

=𝐸�̅�(𝑥𝑖
𝑘+

-𝑥𝑖
𝑘−

)     (3.2) 
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𝑆𝑖𝑗
̅̅̅̅ =

1

𝑉
∫ 𝑆𝑖𝑗dV             (3.3) 

𝐸�̅�=
1

𝑉
∫ 𝐸𝑖dV              (3.4) 

𝑇𝑖𝑗
̅̅ ̅=

1

𝑉
∫ 𝑇𝑖𝑗dV             (3.5) 

𝐷�̅�=
1

𝑉
∫ 𝐷𝑖  dV             (3.6) 

where 𝑆𝑖𝑗
̅̅̅̅  is the averaged strains, 𝐸�̅� is averaged electric fields, 𝑇𝑖𝑗

̅̅ ̅ is averaged stress, 

𝐷�̅� is averaged electric displacements, 𝑢𝑖
𝑘+

and 𝑢𝑖
𝑘−

are displacements on a pair of the 

opposite boundary surface, 𝜙𝑘+
and 𝜙𝑘−

are electric potential generated on a pair of 

the opposite boundary surface, 𝑘+,  and 𝑘− are positive and negative 𝑥𝑗 direction. 

Figure 3.4 shows the steps to generate PZT particles inside the unit cell. 

 
Figure 3. 4. Shows the step of RSA algorithm to generate the unit cell[58 .  

 

       The RSA algorithm starts with random center coordinates of the first circle with a 

prescribed radius. Then a next circle is randomly generated. It is checked for non-

overlapping with the previously deposited circle. If there is no overlap between the 

current circle and actual circle, then it is placed on the plane. Otherwise, it is rejected. 

A second check is made for intersection with the boundary of the cell. In case of 

intersection, it is copied to the opposite edge with the distance of the cell width to 

ensure periodicity. The size of the unit cell chosen for this study is 70μm. The 

condition to choose an effective unit cell is that the minimum size of the effective unit 

cell is that it can hold at least 30% volume fraction PZT particles with size fixed at 

8µm in diameter. L/D≥10/3 is sufficient to predict the material properties for a unit 
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cell, where L is the length of RVE (unit cell) and D is diameter for PZT[58]. In the 

script, the diameter of the PZT particles was defined in a range of 5µm to 8µm. For 

example, if the volume fraction of PZT particles is fixed at 50%, in the process of 

generating PZT particles in the unit cell, the particles will first be randomly generated 

as 8µm in diameter until it reaches the maximum number of particles that the unit cell 

can hold in this diameter without overlapping with each other. Then, smaller PZT 

particles will be randomly generated in the space between the large particles within 

the range of the diameter, which is from 5µm to 8µm until it reaches the volume 

fraction set up, which is 50% in the example. Figure 3.5 shows an example of a unit 

cell. 

 
Figure 3. 5. Shows the random PZT particles generated in a unit cell[58 .  

 
3.4 Material properties set up in Comsol models 

For Comsol models, once the geometry is set up, the next step is to set up the 

material properties of each part of geometry. As for bulk and planar sheet models, five 

types of materials were used for our models. For the corona needle, steel AISI 4340 

was used as the material for this part and the material properties are listed in Table 3.3: 

Table 3. 3: Material properties for corona needle 

Property Value Unit 

Heat capacity at constant 475 J/(kg·K) 
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pressure 

Density 7850 kg/𝑚3 

Thermal conductivity 44.5 W/(m*K) 

Relative permeability 1 1 

Electrical conductivity 4.032e6 S/m 

The coefficient of thermal 

expansion 

12.3e-6 1/K 

Relative permittivity 1 1 

Young’s modulus 205e9 Pa 

Poisson’s ratio 0.28 1 

 

       For the outside rectangle shown in Figure 3.3 which represents the air, the material 

properties were found out for air from the material library. Some of the material 

properties are as a function of time or temperature which is called by Comsol 5.3a itself. 

All the information about material properties for air are listed in Appendix 1. For PZT 

particles, PZT-5A was used from the material library and all the material properties are 

listed in Table Appendix 2. 

 For polymer matrix, two different types of epoxy were chosen from Comsol 

material library. These materials are generally used in real life and they can directly get 

the material properties in Comsol library. One is epoxy molding compound partially 

cured and the other one is epoxy molding compound fully cured. The reason why the 

two types of epoxy were used is to simulate the phase change of epoxy due to the curing 

process of epoxy with the temperature at 75 C. The difference of these two types of 

epoxy is that partially cured epoxy is in gel form and fully cured epoxy is in solid form. 

Only partially cured epoxy will have phase change during the heat transfer process. In 
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addition, some of the thermal properties of partially cured epoxy are the function with 

change of the temperature or time, however, some of the material properties of fully 

cured epoxy are kept at some constants. The material properties of partially cured and 

fully cured are listed in Appendix 3 and Appendix 4. 

For dome shape models, which are the models with the same geometry with dome 

shape experimental samples, have total six types of materials used for the models. There 

is only one part of the model which has different material, which is the hot plate. The 

material is chosen as iron. The rest of the materials for each part are the same with bulk 

and planar sheet models. The material properties for iron are listed in Appendix 5. 

 
3.5 Theoretical Models 

In this study, five types of physics are used to set up the models. They are thermal 

stress model, Electrostatic model, Laminar flow model, and Level Set model. Thermal 

stress model is composed of two types of modles which include Solid Mechanics model 

and Heat Transfer in Solids model. These two types of models will give the relation 

between heat transfer in the composites and the deformation caused by thermal 

expansion. Thus, these two models will give the results for stress caused by thermal 

expansion during the heat transfer process. The governing equation of this model is 

given by equation 3.7: 

▽·S+Fv=0        (3.7) 

This equation is about the relationship between stress and strain, where S is strain and 

F is stress, v is the velocity. 
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For "Heat Transfer in Solid" model, the heat generation and conduction are from a 

nonlinear internal heat source in resin curing reaction during the curing process of the 

thermosetting resin composites. it has three original conditions, "Solid 1", "Initial 

Values 1" and "Thermal insulation 1". These three conditions represent that the heat 

transfer occurs in solid materials with the initial temperature of the whole domain at 

293.15K. All of the boundaries are initially insulated with the boundary condition given 

by equation 3.8: 

-n·q=o      (3.8) 

      This equation satisfies the second type of boundary of heat transfer, which is the 

Neumann Boundary condition, where n is the normal direction and q is heat flux. In 

addition, three more boundary conditions and one condition were added for phase 

change material due to the curing process of epoxy. A fixed temperature 75C is added 

at the bottom side of the unit cell. The convection heat flux and surface radiation heat 

flux are added for the rest of three boundaries of the unit cell. The equations for heat 

convection and radiation are given by equation 3.9 to 3.11: 

-n·q=𝑑𝑧𝑞0            (3.9) 

𝑞0=h(𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡-T)        (3.10) 

-n·q=𝑑𝑧εσ (𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏
4 -𝑇4)   (3.11) 

where h is the heat convection coefficient which is 12.5 W/(𝑚2.K) for the air, 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡,  and 

𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏  are the surrounding temperature which is 293.15K in this study, 𝑞0  is the 

convective heat flux. 𝑑𝑧 is the thickness which is 1m. ε and σ are surface emissivity and 

Stefen-Boltzmann coefficient which is mentioned in Chapter 2. 
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Since the epoxy is partially cured at the beginning, it will have a phase change from 

the gel form to the solid form during the curing process. Thus “Phase Change Material ” 

is added to represent this procedure and the equations for this condition are given by 

equations 3.12 through 3.17: 

𝑑𝑧ρ𝐶𝑝
∂T

∂t
+𝑑𝑧ρ𝐶𝑝u ·▽T+▽·q=𝑑𝑧Q+𝑞0+𝑑𝑧𝑄𝑝+𝑑𝑧𝑄𝑣𝑑   (3.12) 

Q=-𝑑𝑧k▽T               (3.13) 

ρ=θ𝜌𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒1+(1-θ) 𝜌𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒2     (3.14) 

𝐶𝑝=
1

𝜌
（θ𝜌𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒1𝐶ρ,phase1+(1-θ) 𝜌𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒2𝐶ρ,phase2）+L

∂𝛼𝑚

∂T
    (3.15) 

k=θ𝑘𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒1+1-θ) 𝑘𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒2     (3.16) 

𝛼𝑚=
1

2

(1−θ)𝜌𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒2−θ𝜌𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒1

θ𝜌𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒1+(1−θ) 𝜌𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒2
      (3.17) 

where Q is heat source item, 𝑄𝑣𝑑is viscous dissipation heat, and 𝑄𝑝is the heat generated 

by the pressure work 

The governing equations for Heat transfer in solid model are given by equation 3.18 

and 3.19: 

𝑑𝑧ρ𝐶𝑝
∂T

∂t
+𝑑𝑧ρ𝐶𝑝u.▽T+▽.q=𝑑𝑧Q+𝑞0+𝑑𝑧𝑄𝑡𝑒𝑑    (3.18) 

q=-𝑑𝑧 k▽T        (3.19) 

The third type of model is "Electrostatics", which is used to represent the direct 

piezoelectric effect in this model. Since the composites are piezoelectric composite 

materials, they will generate voltages due to the deformation caused by thermal 

expansion. The governing equation of this model is given by equation 3.20 and 3.21: 

▽·D=𝜌𝑣     (3.20) 

E=-▽v      (3.21) 
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For this model, it has three original conditions. They are “Charge Conservation 1”, 

“Zero Charge 1” and “Initial Values 1”. For “Charge Conservation 1”, the equations are 

given by 3.21 and 3.22: 

 ▽·(휀0휀𝑟E) =𝜌𝑣     (3.22) 

where 휀0  and 휀𝑟  are dielectric constant in a vacuum and dielectric constant for the 

materials, which is mentioned in Chapter 2. "Zero Charge 1" means that the outside 

boundaries of air are insulated that has no displacement generate for the air. The 

equation is given by 3.23:  

n·D=0      (3.23) 

The initial value for the whole domain is zero electric potential at the beginning. 

Three other conditions are added to completely set up this physics. The first condition 

is “Charge Conservation, Piezoelectric 1”, which is the relation between the applied 

outside electric field with the generated electric potential. The equations for this 

condition are given by equation 3.22, 3.21 and 3.24: 

D=휀0휀𝑟𝑠E+𝑃𝑝𝑧𝑒      (3.24) 

where D is electric displacement, E is applied electric field and 𝑃𝑝𝑧𝑒 is the polarization 

of piezoelectric in solid 

In addition, a constraint for "Ground" is set up at the bottom side of the unit cell, 

where the electric potential is zero. The "Terminal 1" is also added for the corona needle, 

which is set up for the poling process and the applied external electric field. The applied 

electric field is 0.2kV/mm for bulk models, planar sheet models and dome shape, which 

is the same with the experiment work. 
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The fourth model is “Laminar Flow”, which is used to simulate the gel form of 

partially cured epoxy. The governing equations of this physics are given by 3.25 and 

3.26: 

ρ(𝑢3.▽) 𝑢3=▽·[-ρ2l+μ(▽𝑢3+(▽𝑢3)T)  + F    (3.25) 

ρ▽·(𝑢3)=0      (3.26) 

This equation is the conservation of mass equation for Laminar flow, where ρ is density, 

µ is dynamic viscosity, u is the velocity field and F is the volume force. There are three 

original conditions come with this physics. They are “Fluid Properties 1”, “Initial 

Values 1” and “Wall 1”. The first condition represents the relation between stress and 

strain. The equations for this condition are the same as the governing equations 3.25 

and 3.26. The initial values for velocity and pressure for the composite are both zero at 

the beginning. The four boundaries of the unit cell are set up as a wall, which means 

there is no flow moving inside and outside of the composites. Another two conditions 

are added to make this physics completely set up. One is "Pressure Point Constraint 1" 

and "Volume Force 1". The point constraint is set up as left corner point on the top 

surface with value 0, which means there is no pressure added on the model and the 

volume force is the body force by the composite itself. 

The last model is “Level Set”. This physics is used to simulate the phase change 

of epoxy due to the heat transfer. The governing equation of this physics is given by 

equation 3.27 and 3.28: 

∂Φ

∂t
+u·▽Φ=γ▽· (휀𝑙𝑠▽Φ-Φ(1-Φ)

▽Φ

|▽Φ|
   (3.27) 

Φ=phils2      (3.28) 
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where Φ is the specify level set function explicitly and phils2 is the level set variable, 

which does not have physic meaning but only the representation in Comsol models 

There are three original conditions that come with this physics. They are “Level Set 

Model 1”, “Initial Values 1” and “No Flow 1”. The level set model has the same 

equations with 3.27 and 3.28. The unit cell was separated into two parts, one represents 

the gel form for epoxy and the other one is the solid form of epoxy. The bottom part is 

the solid form because the temperature at the bottom is higher than the temperature at 

the top side at the beginning of heat transfer. So, the phase change happens first at the 

bottom side. The initial value for the bottom part is Φ=1, which means the epoxy is in 

solid form and the initial value for the up part is Φ=0, which means the epoxy is in the 

gel form. A constraint of no flow is set up for the outside boundaries of the unit cell 

which means there is no liquid moving in the composites. In addition, an initial interface 

was added to start the phase change of the epoxy. This is because, in Comsol, you need 

to tell Comsol when and where to start the calculation. The interface is very close to the 

bottom side, which means the phase change will start from the bottom side and the same 

direction of heat transfer.  

 

3.6 Multi-theoretical Models 

Once the different types of models are set up, the next step is to combine these 

theoretical models together. This is because different type of theoretical models will 

give different results. For example, ‘Solid mechanics model” will give the results for 

stress and strain, ‘Heat transfer in solid model” will show the results for temperature 
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distribution and so on. The application for Multi-theoretical models is to combined 

different models and find out the relationship between them, such as the deformation 

caused by thermal expansion or piezoelectric effect caused by the structure deformation 

of the composites. 

In this study, there are four types of Multi-theoretical models. They are "Thermal 

Expansion", "Temperature Coupling", "Piezoelectric Effect" and "Two-Phase Flow, 

Level Set". "Thermal Expansion" is used to relate two models which are "Heat transfer 

in solid" and "Solid Mechanics". This Multi-theoretical model will give us the results 

for stress and strain caused by thermal expansion. "Temperature coupling" relates two 

models which is the same with "Thermal Expansion". The coupled interfaces are "Heat 

Transfer in Solid" and "Solid Mechanics". "Piezoelectric Effect" relates two models for 

"Solid Mechanics" and "Electrostatics". This Multi-theoretical model gives us the 

results for direct piezoelectric effect, which is the electric potential generated by the 

deformation of the composites. The last one is the Multi-theoretical model relate two 

physics for "Laminar Flow" and "Level Set". This will give us the results for the phase 

change of epoxy and particle floating during this process.  

 

3.7 Finite element process 

For Comsol models, once the geometry, material properties, physics, and 

Multiphysics are set up, the next step is to set up the finite element method before 

calculating the results. This process in Comsol is called "Mesh". There are basically 

two ways to set up the mesh. One is to set up the element and shape by yourself, which 
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is called “user-controlled mesh". You can choose different types of shape to mesh the 

element, such as "Free Triangular", "Free Quad" and so on. Triangular elements, in 

general, will give us more accurate results because this type of elements will have more 

elements for the whole domain and the more elements will cause more calculations for 

the solution. However, the shape of the element chose for our models depends on the 

geometry of the models and some the boundary conditions. You can define the number 

of element and size of the element you choose for each part of the geometry for the 

model. Another way to set up the mesh is by auto-mesh Comsol has for itself, which is 

called “Physics-controlled mesh”. They have nine types of element size to use for 

meshing. They are ‘Extremely fine’, ‘Extra fine’, ‘Finer’, ‘Fine’, ‘Normal’, ‘Coarse’, 

‘Coarser’, ‘Extra Coarse’ and ‘Extremely coarse”. The size of the element is from small 

to large. The smaller the element is, the better results will get. But it will take more time 

to run the models if the size of the element is too small. 

In this study, auto-mesh was used for bulk and planar sheet models. The size of 

element chosen was ‘Finer', which is enough to calculate my models. In our Comsol 

models, if the auto mesh was chosen to generate the finite element of the bulk and 

planar sheet model, then, it is not necessary to worry about the problem that the number 

of elements selected for each model will lead to the correct solution convergence or not. 

This is because the geometries of these two types of models are not complicated, the 

auto mesh method will automatically generate the number of elements for each model 

so that the solution will be convergence. However, if the geometry of the model is 

complicated, such as dome shape model, then, auto mesh can be used for those part of 
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the geometry which are not complicated. The complicated part can be defined by "user-

controlled mesh" method. For example, in dome shape models, the complicated part of 

the geometry is that the bottom curve and the top side of the hot plate are tangent with 

each other, the joint part of these two boundaries is difficult to mesh. But it can be 

solved by defining the size and the number of elements which is needed for these two 

lines. The principal to generate this type of mesh is that you can decrease the size of the 

elements and increase the number of elements for the complicated part so that it looks 

like the originally geometry. When the mesh is generated, if there is no warning for low 

quality elements, then, it means that the mesh generated is good and the solution will 

be convergence. Otherwise, keep increasing the number of elements or decreasing the 

size of the elements until there is no warning for the mesh part. The "user-controlled 

mesh" was used for dome shape model because the geometry for dome shape is more 

complicated than bulk and planar sheet models. Examples of the meshes are provided 

in Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7 for 10% bulk models and 5% dome shape models: 
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Figure 3. 6. Represents the auto-mesh for 10% PZT bulk samples, the element size is finer. The number 

of vertex elements is 88, the number of boundary elements is 952, the total number of elements is 

21734 and the minimum element quality is 0.5264. 
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Figure 3. 7. Represents the user-controlled mesh for 5% PZT dome shape model. The size of elements 

of different parts is different. The number of vertex elements is 127, the number of boundary elements 

is 2673, the total number of elements is 43709 and minimum element quality is 0.002026. 

 
3.8 Calculation process for the models 

This step is the final step to set up a Comsol model. Once the finite element method 

is set up, the last step is to calculate the model which has been set up. In this study, five 

types of study were used to get the results for temperature distribution, stress, and strain, 

electric potential, capacitance and phase change of epoxy. The first one is the time-

dependent study, which is used to find out the results for temperature distribution with 

time and stress and strain caused by thermal expansion with time. The range of time is 

set up from 0 to 10s and the time step is set as 0.1s. This means the output of results 

will be 0.1s for each step and the total results will end at 10s. Two interfaces are chosen 

for this study, which is "Solid Mechanics" and "Heat Transfer in Solid" because the 

results have no relationship with the other three interfaces. The Multiphysics couplings 

are chosen for this study, which is "Thermal Expansion 1" and "Temperature coupling 

1". The second study is set up for calculating electric potential generated by 

deformation of the composites. The deformation is caused by thermal expansion. This 

study is also a transient type. The range of time and time step is the same with the first 

study. Two interfaces for this study are "Solid Mechanics" and "Electrostatics", which 

are used to get the results for direct piezoelectric effect. Two Multiphysics couplings 

are "Thermal Expansion" and "Piezoelectric Effect". The third study is stationary, 

which is used to get the capacitance of the whole domain. Two interfaces and two 

Multiphysics couplings are the same in the second study. The fourth study is both for 
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phase initialization and time-dependent, which is used to get the phase change and 

particle floating simulation. The range of time for this study is from 0 to 10s and the 

time step is 0.001s. Two physics interfaces are chosen as "Laminar Flow" and "Level 

Set". The Multiphysics coupling is chosen as "Two-Phase Flow, Level Set". The last 

study is frequency domain, which is used to get the voltage generated under certain 

stress and strain so that to calculate the value for dielectric constant and piezoelectric 

strain coefficient. The frequency is set up as 110HZ which is the same frequency when 

measuring the piezoelectric strain coefficient for the experimental data. The two physics 

interfaces and Multiphysics couplings are the same in the second study. The certain load 

and electrical displacement set up for this study is 0.25N and 1.168E-7m, where the 

load is the same value for the experimental load and the electric displacement is 

calculated by equation 2.13, where the applied external electric field is 0.2kV and 𝑑33 

is 584 pC/N from the material property of PZT 5-A. 

 

3.9 Piezoelectric and dielectric characterization 

      The ultimate goal of this study is to determine the piezoelectric and dielectric 

properties of the composites. Dielectric constant 휀𝑟 and piezoelectric strain coefficient 

𝑑33  will be calculated according to the results get from the Comsol models. The 

dielectric constant is calculated by equation 3.29: 

휀𝑟=
𝐶𝑑

𝜀0𝐴
      (3.29) 

where C is the capacitance, d is the thickness of the sample, A is the area of the surface, 

휀0 is the permittivity of free space - a vacuum - is equal to approximately 8.85 x 10-12 
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Farads/meter (F/m). The empirical dielectric constants were compared to those 

predicted by an analytical model proposed by Maxwell’s Equations: 

휀𝑒𝑓𝑓=휀1+α(휀2 -휀1) 
𝜀1+2𝜀2+2(1−𝛼)(𝜀1−𝜀2)

α+1/3(1−α)[
(1−𝛼)𝜀2

𝜀1
+𝛼+2]

   (3.30) 

where 휀𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the dielectric constant of the composite, 휀1 is the dielectric constant of 

the matrix medium and 휀2 is the dielectric constant of piezoelectric ceramics, α is the 

volume fraction of piezoelectric fillers. 

Piezoelectric strain coefficient 𝑑33 is calculated by equation 3.31: 

       𝑑33=
𝑉𝜀𝑟𝜀0𝐴

𝐹𝑑
      (3.31) 

where V is the electric potential generated by piezoelectric, F is the boundary load 

added on the sample, which is 0.25N, A is the area of the unit cell and d is the thickness 

of the unit cell. 휀𝑟  is the dielectric constant calculated by equation 3.29 and 휀0  is 

mentioned before, the measured piezoelectric strain coefficient, 𝑑33, was compared to 

the coefficients predicted by another model developed by FurukawaError! Reference 

source not found. 

𝑑33=
1

𝑐
Φ𝐿𝑠𝐿𝐸𝑑2𝑐2    (3.32) 

where 𝑑33  is the piezoelectric coefficient, Φ is the volume fraction of piezoelectric 

fillers; the subscripts 1 and 2, denote the matrix and PZT inclusions respectively. 

𝐿𝑠 =
1

𝛷

𝑐1−𝑐

𝑐1−𝑐2
  and 𝐿𝐸 =

1

𝛷

𝜀1−𝜀

𝜀1−𝜀2
 , c,𝑐1 , and 𝑐2  are the Young’s Moduli of the composite, 

matrix and PZT inclusions. 
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3.10 Curing condition study 

       In this study, how curing conditions will affect the piezoelectric and dielectric 

properties of the composites will be simulated in Comsol models. The curing process 

is a process that material will have a phase change when it absorbs the heat. In this 

study, it is the epoxy polymer change from gel form to solid form by the crosslinking 

procedure. Such a process is shown in figure 3.8 and 3.9. Figure 3.8 shows the 

chemical structure for epoxy DGEBA and figure 3.9 shows the 2D and 3D structures 

of fully curries epoxy DGEBA. 

 

Figure 3. 8. Chemical structure for epoxy DGEBA 

       Figure 3.8 shows the chemical structure for epoxy DGEBA. It consists of two 

chemical groups, bis-phenol A group and epoxide group. During the kinetics of the 

curing process, the C-O bond of epoxide group needs to be broken in order to form a 

reactive −C𝐻2 site, capable to crosslink to the epoxy hardener molecule. This is called 

the crosslinking process.   
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Figure 3. 9. Schematic 2D (top) and 3D (bottom) representations of a fully cross-linked set of DETA 

and EPON 828 molecules[42  

       Two curing conditions will be studied in this work: ambient environment (at 

room temperature in air 20°C) and hotplate (at 75°C in air). The material chosen is 

epoxy partially cured compound. During heating and curing process, the material was 

assumed that they do not move around. Our model will compute the variation in time 

of the temperature, T, and the degree of cure, α, of the thermoset from the centerline 

of the composites Assuming no flow, the equation governing heat transfer in the 

thermoset precursor is: 

ρ𝐶𝑝
𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑡
+∇ ·(-k∇T) =-ρ𝐻𝑟

𝜕𝛼

𝜕𝑡
       (3.33) 

where ρ, 𝐶𝑝 and κare the density, specific heat, and thermal conductivity of the 

material. 

      The degree of cure is αand as the material cures, it absorbs heat, thus there is a 

negative volumetric heat source that is a function of 𝐻𝑟, the heat of the reaction. The 

rate of change of the degree of cure is often described by: 
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𝜕𝛼

𝜕𝑡
=A𝑒

𝐸𝑎
𝑅𝑇⁄ (1 − 𝛼)𝑛         (3.34) 

where the Arrhenius equation defines the temperature-dependent reaction rate, with 

A being the frequency factor, 𝐸𝑎  being the activation energy, R as the universal gas 

constant, and n is the order of the reaction.  

Two physics interfaces used in Comsol models are "Heat Transfer in Solid" and 

"Domain ODEs and DAEs. In the first interface, all the boundary conditions and 

original conditions are the same with the introduction of physics which is mentioned 

before. The only difference is that a "Heat Source" condition was added in this interface, 

which is to add the right-hand side of equation 3.33 to the Comsol models. The second 

interface follows the governing equations 3.33 and 3.34. Two original conditions come 

with this interface, they are "Distributed ODE" and "Initial Values". In the first 

condition, the frequency source term need to be set up, which is the right-hand side of 

equation 3.34. The initial values for degree of cure α and the initial time derivative of 

α are both zero at the beginning. The material properties for the governing equations 

are given by Table 3.4, which is input in the Comsol models as global parameters[64 .  

Table 3. 4: Material properties for curing process of epoxy 

Name Expression Unit Description 

𝐸𝑎 35.8 J/mol Activation Energy 

A 110 1/s Frequency Factor 

𝐻𝑟  1000 J/kg Total Heat of Reaction 

rho0 1200 kg/𝑚3 Density 

𝐶𝑝0 1250 J/(kg·K) Specific Heat 

k0 0.2 W/ (m·k) Thermal Conductivity 

n 5.45 1 Order  
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3.11 Comparison of model results with experimental results for 

particle distribution 

For the experimental work, the surface topology, morphology, and distribution of 

the particles within the polymer matrix were observed with the aid of scanning electron 

microscope (SEM) and Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) micrographs obtained 

from a Zeiss Sigma Field Emission Microscope[14 . In the SEM image, the 

displacement of the PZT particle can be seen after the curing process. In numerical 

models, the distribution of PZT particles in the composites will be simulated and it will 

show that the particles will move to the top side of the unit cell to generate some 

displacement [13, 14 . 
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Chapter 4 

Results and Discussion for Bulk Models 

4.1 Temperature distribution of bulk composites 

4.1.1 Temperature distribution of the centerline 

In this section, the results of the temperature distribution of the centerline of the 

cross section of the composites will be discussed. As mentioned before, since the bulk 

sample composites are uniformly heated on the hot plate, the cross-section of the 

composites with the dimension of the diameter of the bulk samples in width and the 

thickness of the bulk samples in height can represent the properties of the whole domain. 

As mentioned before, it is 0.014m in width and 0.006m in height. This dimension is for 

the simulation of pure PZT models. However, in Chapter 3, as mentioned, the 

dimensions of PZT particles are very small, such that the regular computers cannot 

generate a huge amount of particle of PZT to reach the volume fraction of the 
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composites from 10% to 70 % PZT.  So, the unit cell method is used to solve this 

problem. The unit cell is a small area that can globally represent the material properties 

of the whole domain. For the numerical method of bulk models, the dimension for the 

unit cell was chosen as a square of 70µm in length, which is much bigger than L/D ≥ 

10/3, where L is the length for the unit cell and D is diameter for PZT particles[60 .  

 
Figure 4. 1. Represents the temperature distribution of centerline of the cross section of the pure PZT 

bulk sample. 

        Figure 4.1 shows the temperature distribution of the centerline with the arc length 

changed with time, where arc length is the length of the centerline, which is the 

thickness of the bulk sample 0.006m. The arc length is the length for the centerline, 

which is the thickness in pure PZT or pure epoxy bulk models. The range of time is 
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from 0 to 300s with the time step of 1s. From the figure, the temperature at the bottom 

part of the sample is much higher than the temperature at the top part of the sample for 

each time step at the beginning. This is because the direction of heat transfer is from 

bottom to top.  The temperature of the whole domain increases with increasing the time 

and arc length and finally get close to the fixed temperature 75C at the bottom side of 

the sample, which means the heat transfer process is done.  The temperature distribution 

of the centerline for each time moment was described as different color. The first-time 

step is described in blue line at the bottom of the figure. The green line represents the 

second-time step and so on. Once the temperature becomes a horizontal straight line 

and stable, this means the heat transfer process is done. The loss of heat on the top side 

is caused by thermal dissipation because of the boundary condition of heat convection 

and surface radiation. Figure 4.2 is an example of the geometry set up for 10% PZT 

bulk model.  
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Figure 4. 2. The geometry of 10% PZT bulk model, which is generated by Mat lab script. 

Since the dimension for the unit cell is very small, which is 70µm in length. Thus, 

the process of heat transfer is very fast in the unit cell. Even though the time step was 

set up as 0.001s, the temperature does not change in the range of time. The temperature 

will reach the fixed temperature 75C less than 0.001s, which is about 0.00001s for the 

whole domain of the unit cell. The temperature distribution of the centerline of the unit 

cell for 10% PZT bulk model is shown in figure 4.3, the horizontal axis represents the 

arc length of the bulk model, which is the thickness of the bulk model and the vertical 

axis represents the temperature. 

 

 
Figure 4. 3. The temperature distribution of the centerline of the unit cell for 10%-70% PZT bulk 
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model. 

        From the figure, the blue line is the temperature at time zero instant. However, the 

temperature for the rest of time steps coincident together which is represented by the 

pink horizontal line which is equal to the fixed temperature 348.15K at the bottom side, 

which means the heat transfer process finished less than the time step set up for the 

composite models which is 0.001s. This is because the unit cell is very thin. It cannot 

show the heat transfer process change with time in this time step. If the time step was 

set up much smaller, then, it is possible to show this process. However, there is 

limitation for Comsol that the time step could not be set up too small. If so, there will 

be some error shown on the screen. There is no thermal dissipation during this process. 

This is because the thickness of the unit cell is very tiny so that the effect from the 

boundary conditions for heat convection and surface radiation is neglected. In addition, 

since the dimension of the unit cell for all volume fraction PZT models are the same for 

bulk models, the temperature distributions of the centerline of the unit cell for the rest 

volume fraction models which are from 20% to 70% are the same with figure 4.3. 

4.1.2 Temperature of the midpoint of the top side 

In this section, the midpoint of the top side of the unit cell was chosen to see the 

final temperature of this fixed point when the heat transfer process is done and 

distribution change with time. This point is chosen as the midpoint on the top side of 

the pure PZT bulk model as Figure 3.1 shows. The horizontal axis represents the 

frequency and the vertical axis represents the temperature. 
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Figure 4. 4. Shows the final temperature of the midpoint at the top side of the pure PZT sample. 

        From figure 4.4, the temperature for this fixed point is a little bit lower than 

348.15K, which is 347.65K because of thermal dissipation caused by heat convection 

and surface radiation. The horizontal axis represents the time and the vertical axis 

represents the temperature. 
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Figure 4. 5. Shows the midpoint value of temperature change with time of pure PZT bulk model. 

        Figure 4.5 gives us the results for temperature distribution of this midpoint change 

with time. From the figure, the temperature increases with increasing the time step and 

finally get to the value 347.65K which is the same as figure 4.4. 

As mentioned in section 4.1.1, heat transfer process finishes very fast in the unit 

cell. So, the temperature distribution of the midpoint on the top side of the unit cell is 

same for all volume fraction PZT models which is shown by Figure 4.6. The horizontal 

axis represents the time and the vertical axis represents the temperature. 
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Figure 4. 6. Shows the temperature distribution of the midpoint on the top side of the unit cell for all 

composite PZT models from 10% to 70% PZT. 

        From figure 4.6, the temperature of this fixed-point jumps to348.15K even though 

the time step is only 0.001s, which means the heat transfer process finished in less than 

0.001s. The temperature does not change with time because of the thickness of the unit 

cell is very thin. 

4.1.3 Temperature distribution of pure epoxy fully cured model 

In the first two sections, the temperature distribution of pure PZT bulk models was 

discussed. In this section, the result of the temperature distribution of epoxy fully cured 

bulk model will be shown. The dimension for the pure epoxy model is the same with 
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pure PZT model. The result of the centerline is shown in figure 4.7. The horizontal axis 

represents the arc length of the pure epoxy bulk model and the vertical axis represents 

the temperature. The different color of each line represents the temperature distribution 

of the centerline for each step. From the bottom to top is the temperature distribution at 

zero-time step and 300s step. 

 

 
Figure 4. 7. Shows the temperature distribution of the centerline for pure epoxy fully cured with change 

of time. The blue line represents the temperature of the center line at 0s, green line represents T at 1s 

and so on. 

       From the diagram, the temperature distribution of the pure epoxy model is similar 

to pure PZT model which is shown in figure 4.1. But the final temperature on the top 

side of the sample is much lower than 75C. This is because the material properties for 

epoxy are different from PZT, which is affected more by heat transfer procedure and 

thermal dissipation has more related to heat convection and surface radiation. In this 
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case, some of the heat energy lost during the heat transfer process so that the final 

temperature on the top of the sample is less than the fixed temperature 75C. Figure 4.8 

shows the result for the midpoint of the top side of the sample. The horizontal axis 

represents the time and the vertical axis represents the temperature. 

 

 
Figure 4. 8. Shows the temperature distribution of the midpoint of the top side for the pure epoxy fully 

cured bulk model. 

        From the figure, the temperature distribution of this fixed-point increases with 

increasing the time step and finally reach the temperature around 332K. The lost 

temperature is caused by thermal dissipation mentioned before. 

4.1.4 Temperature distribution of pure epoxy partially cured model 

In section 4.1.3, the temperature distribution of pure epoxy fully cured was 

discussed. In this section, the results for partially cured epoxy are shown. The difference 
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between these two types of epoxy is that fully cured epoxy is in solid form and partially 

cured epoxy is in gel form. In addition, the material properties are different. Figure 4.9 

gives us the result for the centerline. The horizontal axis represents the arc length of the 

pure epoxy model and the vertical axis represents the temperature. The different color 

of each line represents the temperature distribution of the centerline for each step. From 

the bottom to top is the temperature distribution at zero-time step and 300s step. 

 
Figure 4. 9. Represents the temperature distribution of the centerline for the pure epoxy partially cured 

model. 

From the figure, it is similar to figure 4.7, but it can reach the fix temperature 75C. 

This is because that the material properties for partially cured epoxy and fully cured 

epoxy are different. Since the partially cured epoxy is in gel form, it absorbs much more 
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heat during the heat transfer process and the heat transfer process is much quicker than 

in fully cured epoxy. This process is similar for heat transfer in the unit cell so that the 

effect of heat convection and surface radiation can be neglected. This phenomenon can 

be proved by figure 4.10, which is the result for the midpoint on the top side of the 

sample. The horizontal axis represents the time and the vertical axis represents the 

temperature. 

 

 

 
Figure 4. 10. Represents the temperature distribution of the midpoint of the top side of the sample for 

the pure epoxy partially cured model. 

This figure is very similar to figure 4.6, which is for composite PZT models. This shows 
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the heat transfer process finishes very fast so that the thermal dissipation is almost zero.  

 

4.2 Stress and strain caused by thermal expansion 

       In this section, the results for stress and strain caused by thermal expansion during 

the heat transfer process will be introduced for both centerline of the unit cell and 

midpoint on the top side of the unit cell. 

4.2.1 Stress and strain of the centerline of the unit cell 

        The reason why the centerline of the cross section of the unit cell of the pure 

PZT model was chosen is that this centerline is from bottom side of the model to the 

top side of the model with the same direction of the heat transfer. All the points on 

this centerline can represent the properties at that horizontal interface if it considers 

that horizontal interfaces were cut through this centerline. In this case, all the 

information about mechanical and thermal properties can be obtained for the whole 

domain change with the time. Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12 shows the centerline for 

pure PZT/epoxy model and composite PZT models. 
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Figure 4. 11. Represents the centerline for pure PZT and pure epoxy bulk models. The red line in the 

middle is the centerline of bulk model. 
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Figure 4. 12. Represents the centerline of the unit cell of the composite PZT bulk models. The red line 

is the centerline of the unit cell. 

 Since the two-phase materials epoxy DGEBA and PZT-5A have coefficients of 

thermal expansion, the composites will have some deformation due to the heat transfer 

process and this will generate stress and strain in the composite. In addition, thermal 

expansion of PZT and epoxy is different because the material properties of these two 

types of material are different. This will also induce stress and strain. The results for 

the pure PZT model are provided in Figure 4.13. The horizontal axis represents the 

temperature and the vertical axis represents the Von-Mises stress. Different color from 

left to right represent the stress change with each time step, which is from 0s to 300s. 
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Figure 4. 13. Represents the von-Mises stress of the centerline for pure PZT bulk model. 

 

    Von-Mises stress is a value used to determine if a given material will yield or 

fracture, which represent a scalar field quantity obtained from the volume distortion 

energy density and used to measure the state of stress. From figure 4.13, von-Mises 

stress decreases with increasing the temperature at the beginning and keep increasing 

with increasing temperature after it reaches the minimum value for each time step. This 

means the samples have more deformation with high temperature and long-time step. 

The more deformation leads to a larger value of von-Mises stress in the samples. Figure 

4.14 shows the result of the centerline of strain caused by thermal expansion for pure 

PZT bulk model. The horizontal axis represents the arc length of the model and the 

vertical axis represents the strain. Different color from the bottom to top represent the 

strain change with each time step, which is from 0s to 300s. 
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Figure 4. 14. Represents the strain of the centerline caused by thermal expansion. 

 

        From this figure, the strain increases in the bottom part of the sample and 

decreases in the top part of the sample. This is because the temperature of the bottom 

part is higher than the top part and heat transfer first happens in the bottom part of the 

sample. The largest deformation happens at the thickness about 0.0025m, which is 

close to the middle part of the sample. In addition, the strain for each time step 

globally increases with increasing time step and finally reach stable status.  

       Next, the results for pure epoxy bulk models will be introduced. First, the results 

for fully cured epoxy will be shown. Figure 4.15 gives the von-Mises stress of the 

centerline with respect to the arc length. The horizontal axis represents the arc length 
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of the model and the vertical axis represents the Von-Mises stress. Different color 

from left to right represent the stress change with each time step, which is from 0s to 

300s. 

        From the result, it shows that the stress decreases sharply close to the bottom 

side of the sample, which generally has a higher temperature than the top part for each 

time step. It then increases a little bit for each time step. In addition, von-Mises stress 

generally increases in the polymer matrix with increasing time. Generally, the stress is 

much larger within the matrix with higher temperature because a higher temperature 

will lead to more thermal expansion during the heat transfer process. 

 
Figure 4. 15. Represents the von-mises stress of the centerline with respect to arc length change with 
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time step. Epoxy fully cured bulk model. 

         Figure 4.16 will show the result for the strain of the centerline of the polymer 

matrix. The horizontal axis represents the arc length of the model and the vertical axis 

represents the strain. Different color from the bottom to top represent the strain change 

with each time step, which is from 0s to 300s. From the figure, the strain increases fast 

at the beginning of the arc length, which is close to the bottom side of the polymer. 

Compared to Figure 4.15, it makes sense because that the part of polymer matrix has 

larger stress at the bottom side of the model which leads to more deformation inside the 

model close to the bottom side. But it becomes stable close to the top part at the 

beginning of the time step and finally increases for the whole domain with increasing 

the time step. This is because heat transfer procedure does not go through the whole 

domain at the beginning of the time step. Once the heat transfer process is done in the 

matrix, it will cause larger strains with increasing time. 
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Figure 4. 16. Shows the result for the strain of the centerline caused by thermal expansion of pure 

epoxy fully cured bulk model.  

If the material of epoxy was changed to partially cured, similar results got with 

fully cured epoxy. The only difference is that the value of von-Mises stress of the 

centerline is smaller than fully cured epoxy and strain is larger than fully cured epoxy. 

This is due to the difference of the material properties and the status of the polymer 

matrix. Moreover, the fully cured epoxy is in solid form and the partially cured epoxy 

is in gel form. It can generate more deformation than fully cure epoxy during the heat 

transfer process. However, the Young’s Modulus of the fully cure epoxy is larger than 

the partially cured epoxy. Thus, the stress generated by the partially cure epoxy model 

is smaller than the fully cured epoxy model. The results are shown in Figure 4.17 and 
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4.18. The horizontal axis represents the arc length of the model and the vertical axis 

represents the stress and strain. Different color from the bottom to top represent the 

stress and the strain change with each time step, which is from 0s to 300s. 

 

 
Figure 4. 17. Represents the von-Mises stress of the centerline for the pure epoxy partially cured bulk 

model. 
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Figure 4. 18. Represents the strain caused by thermal expansion of the centerline for the pure epoxy 

partially cured bulk model. 

The results listed before are pure PZT models and pure epoxy models. They have 

the same dimension of real samples fabricated by S.Banerjee.[74  Next, let us see the 

results for composite models. Figure 4.19 to Figure 4.25 are the results for von-Mises 

stress of the centerline from 10% PZT bulk model to 70% bulk model. The horizontal 

axis represents the arc length of the model and the vertical axis represents the stress. 

The blue curve represents the stress at the zero-time step and the purple curve represents 

the stress of the final time step. 
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Figure 4. 19. Represents von-Mises stress of the centerline for 10% PZT bulk model. 

 

Figure 4. 20. Represents von-Mises stress of the centerline for 20% PZT bulk model. 
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Figure 4. 21. Represents von-Mises stress of the centerline for 30% PZT bulk model. 

 

Figure 4. 22. Represents von-Mises stress of the centerline for 40% PZT bulk model. 
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Figure 4. 23. Represents von-Mises stress of the centerline for 50% PZT bulk model. 

 

Figure 4. 24. Represents von-Mises stress of the centerline for 60% PZT bulk model. 
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Figure 4. 25. Represents von-Mises stress of the centerline for 70% PZT bulk model change with time. 

The different colors represent the Von-Mises stress for each time step. 

The above figures are von-Mises stress of the centerline for composite PZT models 

from 10% to 70%. From the figures, it shows that the von-Mises stress generally 

increases with increasing the volume fraction of PZT. The reason is that stress equal to 

Young's modulus of the material times strain. Young's modulus of PZT is much larger 

than epoxy DGEBA. That means the higher the volume fraction of PZT the composite 

has, the larger Young's modulus the composite has. Since the change of the strain is not 

too much of each volume fraction of the composite, this is why the stress increases with 

increasing the volume fraction of PZT. In addition, it is shown that the stress of the 

centerline dip down and go back up several times in each volume fraction PZT models. 
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The reason why the curve is not exponential or linear might be due to the position of 

PZT particles. The stress generated close to the PZT particles is different from the stress 

generated in polymer part. This may lead to the curve go up and down. It is hard to find 

which part of the centerline has the largest stress and smallest stress. They are in 

different place for different volume fraction models. Some of the smallest stress at 

0.3mm, such as 30% and 50% PZT models. Some of the smallest stress occurs close to 

the bottom side of the unit cell and some of them happen close to the top side of the 

unit cell. The same thing happens for the largest stress. It is hard to find the rules for 

that. Next, the strain for the composite models will be introduced. The results for strain 

generated by thermal expansion for each volume fraction of PZT model are given 

through Figure 4.26 to 4.32. The horizontal axis represents the arc length of the model 

and the vertical axis represents the strain. The blue curve represents the stress at the 

zero-time step and the purple curve represents the strain of the final time step. 
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Figure 4. 26. Represents the strain of the centerline for 10% PZT bulk model. 
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Figure 4. 27. Represents the strain of the centerline for 20% PZT bulk model. 

 

Figure 4. 28. Represents the strain of the centerline for 30% PZT bulk model. 

 

 

Figure 4. 29. Represents the strain of the centerline for 40% PZT bulk model. 
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Figure 4. 30. Represents the strain of the centerline for 50% PZT bulk model 

 

 

Figure 4. 31. Represents the strain of the centerline for 60% PZT bulk model. 
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Figure 4. 32. Represents the strain of the centerline for 70% PZT bulk model. 

        From these figures, the strain of the centerline caused by thermal expansion 

decreases with increasing the volume fraction of PZT in general. This is because higher 

volume fraction PZT models have much higher Young’s modulus than low volume 

fractions models. Thus, higher volume fractions PZT models are more stiffness than 

lower volume fractions PZT models. However, the shape of the strain for each volume 

fraction is similar, they increase with the arc length.  But the values for each point on 

the arc length decrease with increasing the volume fractions of PZT. For 10% and 20% 

PZT models, the range of the strain is the same, which is much larger than the rest of 

the models. This is because for 10% and 20% models, the composites mainly consisted 

of epoxy DGEBA, which Young’s modulus is much smaller than PZT and the polymer 

matrix is much easier to be deformed than PZT particles. In addition, it seems that the 

strain in 70% looks like linear while others’ have steps. The reason lead to this 
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difference might be that in high percent volume fraction PZT models, PZT particles 

almost fulfill the area of the polymer matrix that it seems like PZT particles are 

uniformly distributed inside the matrix. Thus, the Young’s Modulus of the composite is 

very similar for each part of the composite so that the generated strain looks like 

continuously.   Since the epoxy phase will be cured during the heat transfer process, 

composites with more epoxy materials might absorb much more heat during the heat 

transfer process when added the same heat source on it. The composites which absorb 

more heat may have much more deformation than higher volume fraction PZT models. 

That is why 10% and 20% composites models have almost the double range of the strain 

than other volume fractions PZT models. In this study, it seems like that the largest 

displacement caused by thermal expansion occurs at 10% PZT composite. 

 

4.2.2 Stress and strain of the mid-point for the top side of the unit cell 

        In section 4.2.1, the stress and strain of the centerline of the unit cell was 

discussed. In this section, the results for stress and strain of the midpoint of the top 

side of the unit cell will be shown for each volume fraction of PZT bulk models. Such 

results for von-Mises stress will be given through Figure 4.33 to 4.39 for 10% to 70% 

PZT bulk models. 
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Figure 4. 33. Represents von-Mises stress of midpoint of the top side for 10% PZT bulk model. 

 

Figure 4. 34. Represents von-Mises stress of midpoint of the top side for 20% PZT bulk model. 
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Figure 4. 35. Represents von-Mises stress of midpoint of the top side for 30% PZT bulk model. 

 
Figure 4. 36. Represents von-Mises stress of midpoint of the top side for 40% PZT bulk model. 
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Figure 4. 37. Represents von-Mises stress of midpoint of the top side for 50% PZT bulk model. 

 

Figure 4. 38. Represents von-Mises stress of midpoint of the top side for 60% PZT bulk model. 
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Figure 4. 39. Represents von-Mises stress of midpoint of the top side for 70% PZT bulk model. 

 

        From the figures, it shows that the stress at the midpoint is fixed at a constant for 

each volume fraction PZT models with changing time. This midpoint is on the top side 

of the unit cell. The result means the stress at this point was kept at the constant on the 

top side of the unit cell. It does not change with time since the heat transfer process 

finished very fast. The results decrease with the increasing volume fraction of PZT for 

some volume fraction models such as 10%, 20% and 40%, 50% models. But some 

higher volume fraction models have larger values than the lower volume fraction 

models, such as 30%, 60%, and 70%. 

        Next, let me show the results for the strain caused by thermal expansion of the 

midpoint on the top side of the unit cell for each volume fraction model. The results 

will be shown from Figure 4.40 to 4.46. 
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Figure 4. 40. Represents the strain of the midpoint of the top side for 10% PZT bulk model. 
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Figure 4. 41. Represents the strain of the midpoint of the top side for 20% PZT bulk model. 

 

Figure 4. 42. Represents the strain of the midpoint of the top side for 30% PZT bulk model.  
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Figure 4. 43. Represents the strain of the midpoint of the top side for 40% PZT bulk model. 

 

 

Figure 4. 44. Represents the strain of the midpoint of the top side for 50% PZT bulk model. 
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Figure 4. 45. Represents the strain of the midpoint of the top side for 60% PZT bulk model. 

 

Figure 4. 46. Represents the strain of the midpoint of the top side for 70% PZT bulk model. 
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        From the figures, it shows see that the strain of the midpoint of the top side of the 

unit cell decrease with increasing the volume fraction of PZT in general, except the 50% 

model. This is similar to the results for the strain of the centerline of the unit cell. The 

strain for all models is kept at a constant during the change of time. The minimum value 

for strain at the midpoint occurs at 40% PZT composite model and the largest value 

occurs at 10% PZT composite model. Actually, the midpoint of the top side is one of 

the points of the centerline. It is the end point on the arc length. 

 

4.3 Electrical displacement and electric potential generated by each 

volume fraction PZT model. 

        In the above two sections in this Chapter, the results for thermal properties and 

solid mechanics results caused by thermal expansion was discussed. In this section, the 

results for piezoelectric effect related to solid mechanics will be discussed. First, the 

electrical displacement will be introduced. Electric displacement (D), also known 

as electric flux density, is the charge per unit area that would be displaced across a layer 

of conductor placed across an electric field. It is different from the strain discussed in 

section 4.2. In section 4.2, the strain is caused by thermal expansion and it describes 

the deformation of the composites. However, electric displacement describes the 

displacement of the charge per unit area when an external electric field is applied. In 

our study, the external electric field is applied in the -Z-direction. In the experimental 

part, the piezometer was used to measure the piezoelectric strain coefficient (𝑑33). In 

order to get the piezoelectric strain coefficient with each volume fraction, the boundary 
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load and electrical displacement were kept with the same value for all volume fraction 

PZT models, which boundary load is 0.25N. The boundary load is in -Z-direction. As 

the numerical results need to be compared with experimental data, the same conditions 

of boundary load and electric displacement need to be set up in our Comosl models. 

However, a problem is that the electrical displacement cannot be measured in the 

experimental work. But it can be calculated according to equation 2.13 (𝑆33=𝑑33.𝐸3), 

where 𝑆33  is the electrical displacement in Z-direction, 𝑑33  is piezoelectric strain 

coefficient and 𝐸3  is the applied external electric field in Z-direction. Since the 

piezoelectric strain coefficient of pure PZT-5A can be checked from the material library 

in Comsol, which is 584pc/N, and the applied external electric field is 0.2kV in bulk 

models. Thus, the value of electrical displacement can be calculated as 1.168×10−7m 

for pure PZT bulk model. And the same value was kept for all volume fraction PZT 

models which is the same as experimental work. 

        Once the value of the boundary load and electrical displacement for all the models 

were get, the next step is to find out the electric potential (voltage) generated by the 

direct piezoelectric effect. In experimental work, the dielectric constant was measured 

at the frequency 110HZ. The same value of frequency was kept in the study in Comsol 

models. Then the results for electric potential generated by direct piezoelectric effect is 

listed in Table 4.1: 

Table 4. 1: Electric potential generated by direct piezoelectric effect for each volume fraction PZT 

model 

Volume fraction PZT models Electric potential(V) 

Pure PZT 285.59 
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10% 42.056 

20% 40.961 

30% 38.407 

40% 39.484 

50% 42.948 

60% 44.927 

70% 118.72 

 

        From the table, it shows that pure PZT model gets the largest value of electric 

potential. This is because pure PZT model is one-phase material, which has a great 

piezoelectric effect. Once a boundary load was applied on the sample, it generates a 

large voltage. The electric potential decreases with the increasing volume fraction of 

PZT from 10% to 30% model. However, it increases with increasing the volume 

fraction of PZT from 40% to 70% composite models. Generally, a higher volume 

fraction of PZT composites may have a better piezoelectric effect. But since the 

composites are two-phase materials, epoxy may also affect the piezoelectric effect of 

the composites. From the table, the minimum value of electric potential occurs at 30% 

PZT composite model, which is 38.407V and largest value of electric potential happens 

at 70% PZT composite model, which is 118.72V. In this case, it shows that 70% PZT 

composite model has the best direct piezoelectric effect among these composite models 

and 30% PZT model has the lowest piezoelectric effect compared to other composite 

models. 
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4.4 Capacitance for each volume fraction of PZT model 

        Capacitance is the ability of a component or circuit to collect and store energy in 

the form of an electrical charge. In this study, the Maxwell capacitance can get from the 

Comsol models. In the results part, right click “Derived Value” and choose “Global 

Evaluation”. Then the expression was input for Maxwell capacitance, which is “es.C11” 

into the setting window. Then if click the “Evaluation” button in the setting window, 

the Maxwell capacitance can directly get from the model. The capacitances for all 

volume fraction PZT composite models are listed in Table 4.2: 

Table 4. 2: Maxwell capacitance for all volume fraction PZT composite models 

Volume fraction PZT models Maxwell capacitance(F) 

Pure PZT 9.3329×10−12 

10% 8.8401×10−12 

20% 9.1797×10−12 

30% 9.5266×10−12 

40% 9.8420×10−12 

50% 1.0092×10−11 

60% 1.0177×10−11 

70% 1.1056×10−11 

 

        From the table, it shows that the Maxwell capacitance increases with increasing 

the volume fraction of PZT composites from 10% to 70%. This means that a higher 

percentage volume fraction PZT models have better ability to store the energy of 

electrical charges. And since the capacitance of pure PZT model is not the largest one, 
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it is not a good idea to use this single-phase material to make capacitors. It might be 

better to use high volume fraction two-phase composites to make capacitors. 

 

 

4.5 Curing condition study 

        In this section, the results for the curing process of epoxy DGEBA will be 

discussed. As mentioned before in Chapter 3, the degree of cure α will be expressed to 

describe the ability the epoxy DGEBA absorbs heat as the material cures. The epoxy 

will have phase change from gel form to sold form during the curing process. Two 

different curing conditions will be discussed in this section, one is curing on a hot plate 

at a fixed temperature 75C and the other one is curing in a room temperature 20C in the 

air. 

 

4.5.1 Curing on a hot plate  

        First, the curing process of epoxy DGEBA on a hot plate at a fixed temperature 

75C will be discussed. The reason why the temperature was chosen as 75C is because 

75C is the Curie temperature of epoxy DGEBA. Above this temperature, the structure 

of epoxy DGEBA will be centrosymmetric and it will become stable. However, when 

the temperature is below this temperature, the structure is non-centrosymmetric and the 

epoxy is in gel form. In addition, the Curie temperature of PZT particles is much higher 

than 75C, so if the temperature was fixed at 75C, it cannot only get the phase change 
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of epoxy DGEBA and make the polymer matrix stable so as to keep the PZT particles 

inside the matrix, but also can still keep the piezoelectric and dielectric properties of 

PZT-5A so that the composites can still possess piezoelectric effect since the Curie 

temperature of PZT is much higher than 75C. Such properties are mentioned in Chapter 

2, Perovskite Structure in Figure 2.16. Two interfaces are used in Comsol model to 

simulate this process, one is ‘Heat transfer in solid” and the other one is “Domain ODEs 

and DAEs”. The governing equations used for this process are mentioned in Chapter 3, 

equation 3.33 and 3.34 and the material properties used for this model are listed in table 

3.8. The result for the degree of curie of the centerline of the cross section of pure epoxy 

DGEBA will be shown to express the curing process. The result is shown in Figure 4.47 

and 4.48: 

        The value of the degree of cure is from 0 to 1. When it is close to zero, which 

means the epoxy is not cured and it is the gel form. When the curing process is done, 

the value of the degree of cure is equal to 1 or very close to 1.  From the two figures, it 

shows that the epoxy DGEBA cured very fast at the beginning and it may take 1 week 

to be mostly cured, which the value of the degree of cure is close to 0.8. However, it 

may take very long to be fully cured as it shows from Figure 4.48. In experimental work, 

it takes about 8-10 hours to be fully cured. It has a great difference between Comsol 

models and the experimental work. The reason is that the data for the material properties 

of the epoxy DGEBA were not known. The thermal material properties used in this 

model get from the articles found online. Our lab does not have the instruments to 

measure the thermal properties of the epoxy DGEBA used in our experimental work. 
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That might be one of the reasons leads to the big difference. The other reason might be 

that the epoxy is fully cured or not in our experimental work was unknown because it 

cannot be measured. It might take more time to be fully cured.  

 

Figure 4. 47. Represents the degree of cure from 0 to 10000 mins at 75C. 
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Figure 4. 48. Represents the degree of cure from 0 to 107 mins at 75C. 

4.5.2 Curing in room temperature 20C in the air 

        Next, the curing process of epoxy DGEBA in room temperature 20C in the air will 

be discussed. Such a process is not affected by the heat transfer process because there 

is no temperature difference between air and the sample. The difference between this 

curing condition and the condition discussed in section 4.5.1 will be discussed. The 

result for the degree of cure of the centerline of the cross section of pure epoxy DGEBA 

is given by Figure 4.49: 

 

Figure 4. 49. Represents the degree of cure of the centerline in room temperature 20C. 

        From the figure, it shows that the epoxy DGEBA cannot be fully cured in room 

temperature even though the value of the time is extremely large. However, the same 

procedure was done in the experimental work. It takes about 3 weeks that the epoxy 
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DGEBA was fully cured at room temperature. There are several reasons for the different 

results between simulation work and experimental work. One reason is that the method 

used to simulate the curing process of epoxy in Comsol is suitable for heat transfer in 

solid models. It must have temperature difference which means it must have a heat 

transfer process during the curing process. Another reason as mentioned in section 4.5.1, 

the data of the material properties of the epoxy DGEBA used in our lab were not known 

since our lab does not have the instrument to measure the thermal properties of the 

epoxy. Thus, the values for the material properties which were input into the Comsol 

models might not be the same with the material used for experimental work. In addition, 

it is hard to control the room temperature as 20C for three weeks during the curing 

process of pure epoxy DGEBA. The temperature is changing during the experimental 

work. All these factors may lead to the huge difference between the simulation work 

and the experimental work.  

 

4.5.3 Phase change of epoxy DGEBA during the curing process  

        In section 4.5.1 and 4.5.2, two different curing conditions for the curing process 

of epoxy DGEBA were discussed and the degree of cure α is expressed to describe such 

a process. In this section, the result for the phase change of epoxy DGEBA during the 

curing process for the simulation work will be shown. The process of the phase change 

of epoxy at a different time is shown from Figure 4.50 to 4.56. The blue part represents 

the solid form of the composite and the red part represents the gel form of the composite. 
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As time increases, the blue part will become larger, which means the composite was 

cured from gel form to solid form during the curing process. 

 

Figure 4. 50. Represents the phase change process of epoxy at 0s. The blue part represents the solid 

form and the red part represents the gel form. 

 

Figure 4. 51. Represents the phase change process of epoxy at 1s. The blue part represents the solid 

form and the red part represents the gel form. Red part becomes larger and blue part becomes smaller 

than 0s. 
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Figure 4. 52. Represents the phase change process of epoxy at 2s. The blue part represents the solid 

form and the red part represents the gel form. Red part becomes larger and blue part becomes smaller 

than 1s. 

 

Figure 4. 53. Represents the phase change process of epoxy at 3s. The blue part represents the solid 

form and the red part represents the gel form. Red part becomes larger and blue part becomes smaller 

than 2s. 
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Figure 4. 54. Represents the phase change process of epoxy at 5s. The blue part represents the solid 

form and the red part represents the gel form. Red part becomes larger and blue part becomes smaller 

than 3s. 

 

 

Figure 4. 55. Represents the phase change process of epoxy at 8s. The blue part represents the solid 

form and the red part represents the gel form. Red part becomes larger and blue part becomes smaller 

than 5s. 
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Figure 4. 56. Represents the phase change process of epoxy at 10s. The blue part represents the solid 

form and the red part represents the gel form. Red part becomes larger and blue part becomes smaller 

than 8s. 

 

        In these figures, the blue part represents material in solid form and red part 

represents material in liquid form (gel form). All these figures are 10% PZT composite 

model. The simulation is from 0 to 10s. As it shows, the bottom part of the unit cell was 

set up as a solid form because the epoxy starts curing of the bottom part. As it shows 

that the area of the blue part becomes larger with increasing time step. This is because 

the epoxy DGEBA is curing during this process and the material transfer from gel form 

to solid form during this process. Once the material is fully cured, all the matrix part 

will be solid and it will be represented by blue. The reason why the domain is not fully 

blue is that the time set up for this simulation is not enough for the epoxy to be fully 

cured. The reason why no more time was set up to do this simulation is that it takes too 

much time to run this model in Comsol. If the time was set up too long, it may lead to 

too much calculation that our computer cannot do it. Thus, only show part of this curing 
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process can be shown for the simulation work. 

 

 

4.6 Particle distribution after curing process of epoxy DGEBA 

        In the last section, the curing process and phase change of epoxy DGEBA was 

discussed. But how will the PZT particles distribute after the curing process of epoxy 

polymer matrix? In this section, this question will be discussed. In experimental work, 

it was found that the PZT particles are accumulated at the top side of the epoxy polymer 

matrix instead of randomly distributed in the composites after the epoxy is fully cured 

through SEM image. Such a result is shown in Figure 4.57. 

 
Figure 4. 57. Represents the SEM image for the particle distribution of PZT after the epoxy is fully 

cured [14 . 

        As it shows that, SEM image shows the cross section of PZT-epoxy composite. 

The PZT particles are accumulated on the top side of the composite. This may because 
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that the direction of heat transfer process occurs from bottom to top in the composite. 

The temperature of the bottom part is much higher than the temperature of the top part 

of the composite at the beginning. In this case, the thermal load at the bottom part inside 

the composite may push the PZT particles to move to the top side of the composite. 

Another reason may be that the density of epoxy increases during the curing process. 

The change of the density of epoxy DGEBA during the curing process may lead to PZT 

particles floating up and accumulate at the top part of the composites. In simulation 

work, this process can be simulated in Comsol 5.3a.  Such a process is given by Figure 

4.58 to 4.65. 

 
Figure 4. 58. Represents two particles floating up during the curing process at time 0s. 
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Figure 4. 59. Represents two particles floating up during the curing process at time 1s. 

 

Figure 4. 60. Represents two particles floating up during the curing process at time 2s. 
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Figure 4. 61. Represents two particles floating up during the curing process at time 3s. 

 

 

Figure 4. 62. Represents three particles floating up during the curing process at time 0s. 
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Figure 4. 63. Represents three particles floating up during the curing process at time 1s. 

 

 

 
Figure 4. 64. Represents three particles floating up during the curing process at time 2s. 
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Figure 4. 65. Represents three particles floating up during the curing process at time 3s. 

 

 

       As the figures show that two types of models were done to simulate the PZT 

particles floating process during the phase change of epoxy DGEBA. The reasons why 

only did two particles and three particles are because there are some limitations for the 

computer to run Comsol models. One reason is that the dimension of the unit cell and 

PZT particles are very tiny and the numbers of PZT particles of each volume fraction 

are too many. It will take too much time to run the models for each volume fraction 

model for this particle floating process. In addition, there is no enough disk space for 

our lab computer to run this type of simulation. In order to show this process, the only 

thing can be done is to simulate two and three particles for this process. 

        For two PZT particles model, it shows that the two particles are floating up to the 

top side of the composite at different time step. The total time set up for this process is 

3s and the time step is 0.1s for each step. They do not overlap with each other during 
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this process. The same process will happen in three particles model. However, two of 

the three particles overlapped with each other during this process. The reason why the 

particles overlap with each other depends on the distance between the particles. If the 

distance between the particles is small, then these particles will be overlapped with each 

other during the curing process. Otherwise, they will be separate. The reason why 

particles will move closely during this process is that there exist tensions inside the 

epoxy polymer matrix since the epoxy is in gel form at the beginning. The tensions will 

make the particles move closely during the phase change process of epoxy DGEBA.  

 

 

4.7 Piezoelectric and dielectric properties of the composites 

        In this section, the results for piezoelectric and dielectric properties of the 

composites will be discussed for each volume fraction PZT model. In order to find out 

one of the hypotheses, mentioned in Chapter 2. The piezoelectric and dielectric 

properties of the composites for two different conditions will be discussed. One is 

considering the boundary conditions of heat convection and surface radiation. The other 

one is without considering these two boundary conditions. Dielectric constant 휀𝑟 and 

piezoelectric strain coefficient 𝑑33  will be calculated to express piezoelectric and 

dielectric properties. Such two values will be calculated by equation 2.5 and equation 

3.31: 

휀𝑟=
𝐶𝑑

𝜀0𝐴
             (2.5) 

𝑑33=
𝑉𝜀𝑟𝜀0𝐴

𝐹𝑑
      (3.31) 
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where C is the Maxwell capacitance, d is the thickness of the sample, A is the area of 

the surface, 휀0 is the permittivity of free space - a vacuum - is equal to approximately 

8.85 x 10-12 Farads/meter(F/m), V is the electric potential, F is the fixed boundary load, 

which is 0.25N. In addition, the simulation results will be compared with both 

experimental results and results calculated by analytical models in this section as well.  

 

4.7.1 Piezoelectric and dielectric properties of the composites with 

considering the boundary conditions in "heat transfer" in the solid 

interface. 

        First, the results for the dielectric constant and piezoelectric strain coefficient for 

the simulation work will be discussed with considering the boundary conditions for heat 

convection and surface radiation. Four models for each volume fraction PZT model 

were done and took the average value for dielectric constant and piezoelectric strain 

coefficient. The results for piezoelectric and dielectric constant are under frequency 

110HZ. The results for the dielectric constant are given in Table 4.3: 

Table 4. 3: dielectric constant for all volume fraction PZT samples from Comsol models 

Volume fraction PZT models Dielectric constant 휀𝑟(F/m) 

Pure PZT 1700 

10% 71.18 

20% 74.09 

30% 76.89 

40% 79.44 
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50% 81.45 

60% 82.14 

70% 89.23 

 

        From the table, the dielectric constant increases with increasing the volume 

fraction of PZT. The largest value of dielectric constant occurs at 70% PZT model, 

which is 89.23 F/m. Smallest value occurs at 10% PZT model, which is 71.18 F/m.  

        Since the dielectric constant for bulk samples were not measured in experimental 

work. It is impossible to compare the dielectric constant calculated by Comsol models 

with the experimental result. However, they can be compared with the results calculated 

by the analytical model. The analytical model used is Maxwell's Equations. The 

equation to calculate the dielectric constant of the composites is given by equation 3.30 

and the results for the dielectric constant are given in Table 4.4 

Table 4. 4: dielectric constant calculated by the analytical model 

Volume fraction PZT models Dielectric constant 휀𝑟(F/m) 

Pure PZT 1700 

10% 72.31 

20% 76.25 

30% 78.45 

40% 81.32 

50% 83.36 

60% 86.48 

70% 92.23 
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        From the table, it shows that the dielectric constant calculated by the analytical 

model increases with increasing the volume fraction of PZT. The results are very similar 

with the simulation data. Figure 4.66 shows the comparison of the simulation data and 

analytical model of dielectric constant: 

 
Figure 4. 66. Shows the results for dielectric constant for numerical data of the bulk composite models 

and the analytical data.  

        Next, the piezoelectric strain coefficient 𝑑33  will be discussed. This value is 

calculated by equation 3.31. The voltage V can get from each volume fraction by the 

Comsol models. The data for dielectric constant by table 4.3 were used.  Boundary load 

F is kept at 0.25N. The results for the piezoelectric strain coefficient are given by Table 

4.5: 

Table 4. 5: piezoelectric strain coefficient of calculated by simulation work 

Volume fraction PZT models Piezoelectric strain coefficient 𝑑33 

(pC/N) 
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Pure PZT 584 

10% 7.42 

20% 7.52 

30% 7.32 

40% 7.77 

50% 8.67 

60% 9.14 

70% 26.25 

 

        From the table, it shows that the piezoelectric strain coefficient increases with 

increasing the volume fraction of PZT except 30% model. Thus, the minimum result 

occurs at 30% model which is 7.32pC/N and largest value occurs at 70% model which 

is 26.25pC/N. This result shows that higher volume fraction PZT composites have a 

better piezoelectric effect than lower volume fraction composites. This is quite making 

sense because PZT is the phase material that has the piezoelectric effect.   

        Next, let us compare the simulation result with the experimental result. Figure 4.66 

gives the result for piezoelectric strain coefficient of the experimental work from S. 

Banerjee, which composites have the same shape, dimensions and volume fraction in 

experimental work[13 . The only difference is that his samples are three-phase 

composites with epoxy-PZT-aluminum, in which aluminum is used as conductive filler 

and was held as a constant at 20% for all volume fraction composites. 
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Figure 4. 67. The result for piezoelectric strain coefficient for PZT-epoxy-aluminum of the 

experimental data by S. Banerjee[13 .  

 

Figure 4. 68. The result for piezoelectric strain coefficient for PZT-epoxy-aluminum of the 

experimental data by S. Banerjee[13  and the numerical data of the bulk composite models. 

 

        From the figure, it shows that the piezoelectric strain coefficient of the 

experimental data has a similar trend of the simulation data. It increases with increasing 

the volume fraction of PZT. The difference is that the data for experimental work is a 

little bit smaller than the simulation results. The minimum value for the piezoelectric 

strain coefficient in experimental work also occurred at 30% PZT composite, which has 
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the same result as simulation data. In this figure, there are two types of results for 

piezoelectric strain coefficient, one is PZT particles in nano-dimension, the other one 

is in micro-dimension. The result for micro-dimension is larger than nano-dimension. 

In our simulation models, the unit for the dimension is in micro-dimension. Thus, the 

result for blue line is the result needs to be compared with the simulation result. Since 

the simulation work is ideal, the models set up in Comsol 5.3a are not affected by 

environmental and personal factors. Thus, it is making sense that the data for simulation 

work is larger than experimental data. The error between these two types of data may 

be caused by environmental factors, such as temperature change and by personal factors 

as well, such as fabrication procedures is not ideal. The most important factor which 

leads to the difference is that the PZT particles in Comsol models are not overlapped 

with each other in the composite. However, it is impossible to make all the PZT particles 

separate with each other in the composites so that the volume fraction of PZT of each 

composite sample may be smaller than that volume. In this case, the piezoelectric effect 

of the fabricated samples is lower than ideal models generated by Comsol. In addition, 

the experimental data is three-phase composites with fixed volume fraction of 

aluminum, however, the numerical model are only two-phase composites, which is 

PZT-epoxy. Thus, there is some difference between these two types of datas. 
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4.7.2 Piezoelectric and dielectric properties of the composites without 

considering the boundary conditions in "heat transfer" in a solid 

interface.  

        In the last section, the results for dielectric constant and piezoelectric strain 

coefficient were discussed with considering the boundary conditions of heat transfer, 

such as heat convection and surface radiation. However, in this section, these results 

will be discussed without considering such boundary conditions so as to see if there are 

a big difference in the results or not.  

        First, let us see the capacitance of each volume fraction PZT model without 

considering the boundary conditions of heat transfer. Table 4.6 gives the result for the 

capacitance of each volume fraction PZT model: 

Table 4. 6: Maxwell capacitance without considering boundary conditions od heat transfer 

Volume fraction PZT models Maxwell capacitance(F) 

Pure PZT 9.3329×10−12 

10% 8.8401×10−12 

20% 9.1549×10−12 

30% 9.5061×10−12 

40% 9.8357×10−12 

50% 1.0068×10−11 

60% 1.0177×10−11 

70% 1.1065×10−11 

 

       From the table, it shows that the Maxwell capacitance has a similar trend with the 
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results for considering the boundary conditions heat transfer. It increases with 

increasing the volume fraction of PZT composite. Compared with the results in table 

4.2, it is only a little different for the capacitance between two types of conditions. Some 

of the results for low volume fraction models are a little bit smaller than table 4.2 and 

the results for high volume fraction models are the same such as 60% and 70% models. 

In this case, it shows that the boundary conditions of heat transfer have only a little bit 

of influence on the Maxwell capacitance.  

       Next, let us discuss the results for the voltage generated by the piezoelectric effect 

without considering the boundary conditions of heat transfer. Table 4.7 gives the results 

for voltage of all volume fraction models. 

Table 4. 7: electric potential generated by the piezoelectric effect without considering boundary 

conditions of heat transfer  

Volume fraction PZT models Electric potential(V) 

Pure PZT 285.59 

10% 43.168 

20% 40.961 

30% 38.407 

40% 39.501 

50% 42.977 

60% 44.971 

70% 118.73 

 

        From this table, it shows that the electric potential generated by the piezoelectric 

effect has almost the same results with table 4.1 which is the electric potential with 
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considering the boundary conditions of heat transfer. Only a few results of the models 

have a little bit larger voltage than table 4.1. In this case, the boundary conditions of 

heat transfer process have slightly affection on the piezoelectric effect. 

        Next, let us calculate the dielectric constant and piezoelectric strain coefficient by 

using the data from Table 4.6 and 4.7 to see the difference in the results between these 

two types of conditions. The results for the dielectric constant and piezoelectric strain 

coefficient are given by Table 4.8 and 4.9: 

Table 4. 8: dielectric constant of all volume fraction models without considering the boundary 

conditions of heat transfer 

Volume fraction PZT models Dielectric constant 휀𝑟(F/m) 

Pure PZT 1700 

10% 71.18 

20% 73.89 

30% 76.72 

40% 79.38 

50% 81.26 

60% 82.14 

70% 89.31 

 

Table 4. 9: piezoelectric strain coefficient of all volume fraction models without considering the 

boundary conditions of heat transfer  

Volume fraction PZT models Piezoelectric strain coefficient 𝑑33 

(pC/N) 

Pure PZT 584 

10% 7.61 

20% 7.50 

30% 7.30 

40% 7.77 
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50% 8.65 

60% 9.15 

70% 26.28 

 

        From Table 4.8 and 4.9, it shows that the results for the dielectric constant and 

piezoelectric strain coefficient have only a little bit different with the results for 

considering the boundary conditions of the heat transfer process. The dielectric constant 

of some volume fraction models is a little bit smaller than the results in Table 4.3 and 

piezoelectric strain coefficient of some volume fraction models are a little bit smaller 

in low volume fraction models, such as 10%, 20%, and 30% models, but a little bit 

larger in high volume fraction models, such as 60% and 70% models, in comparison of 

table 4.5. In this case, it was found that the boundary conditions of heat transfer process 

have only a little bit of influence on piezoelectric and dielectric properties of the 

composites. Thus, the fourth hypothesis mentioned in Chapter 1 is proved. The results 

for dielectric constant and piezoelectric strain coefficient for two conditions are 

compared in Figure 4.68 and Figure 4.69. 
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Figure 4. 69. Represents the dielectric constant of the bulk models for two types of conditions. 

 
Figure 4. 70. Represents the piezoelectric strain coefficient of the bulk models for two types of 

conditions. 

 

        From the figures, the black line represents the dielectric constant with considering 
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the thermal boundary conditions (BCS), the red line represents he dielectric constant 

without considering the thermal boundary conditions. These two lines are mostly 

coincident with each other, which means the thermal BCS has slightly affect 

piezoelectric and dielectric properties for bulk composite models. 
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Chapter 5 

Results and discussion for planar models 

       The difference for planar models and bulk models is that the thickness of the planar 

sample is much thinner than bulk sample. In this case, the unit cell chose for simulating 

planar models is different from the unit cell for bulk models. the rectangle unit cell was 

chosen to simulate the results for planar models because this type of unit cell is more 

similar to the real dimension of planar models. The dimension of the rectangle unit cell 

is 70µm in width and 30µm in thickness, as Figure 5.1 shows:  

 

Figure 5. 1. Represents the rectangle unit cell for 10% planar model 

5.1 Temperature distribution of planar composites 

        In this section, the temperature distribution for all volume fraction of PZT planar 

models of both centerline of the unit cell and the mid-point at the top surface of the unit 

cell will be discussed. The temperature distribution is related to heat transfer in the 

composites. This process will affect the curing process of the epoxy polymer and the 
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curing process will finally affect the piezoelectric and dielectric properties of the 

piezoelectric composites. 

5.1.1 Temperature distribution of the centerline 

        In this section, the results of the temperature distribution of the centerline of the 

cross section of the composites will be discussed. As mentioned before, since the 

composites are uniformly heated on the hot plate, the cross-section of the composites 

with the dimension of the diameter of the planar samples in width and the thickness of 

the planar samples in height can represent the properties of the whole domain. As 

mentioned before, it is 0.0254m in width and 0.0002m in thickness. This dimension is 

for the simulation of pure PZT models. However, in chapter 3, the dimension for PZT 

particles as mentioned are very tiny that the regular computers cannot generate a huge 

amount of particle of PZT to reach the volume fraction of the composites from 10% to 

70 % PZT so that the unit cell method is used to solve this problem. The unit cell as 

mentioned before is a small area that can globally represent the material properties of 

the whole domain. For the numerical method of bulk models, the dimension for the unit 

cell was chosen as a rectangle of 70µm in width and 30µm in thickness, which is much 

bigger than L/D ≥ 10/3, where L is the length for the unit cell and D is diameter for PZT 

particles[60 .  

First, let’s start with pure PZT planar models. The model is with the same 

dimension of the samples fabricated by Zichen Lao. Figure 5.2 shows the temperature 

distribution of the centerline of the cross section of the planar model with the change 
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of time. The horizontal axis represents the arc length of the model and the vertical axis 

represents the temperature. The blue curve represents the temperature at the zero-time 

step and the rest of the different color line from the bottom to top represent the 

temperature distribution of other time step from 0s to 100s.  

 

 

Figure 5. 2. Represents the temperature distribution of centerline of the cross section of the pure PZT 

planar sample. 

         Figure 5.2 shows the temperature distribution of the centerline with the arc length 

changed with time, where arc length is the length of the centerline, which is the 

thickness of the planar sample 0.0002m. The range of time is from 0 to 100s with the 

time step of 0.01s. From the figure, the temperature at the bottom part of the sample is 

much higher than the temperature at the top part of the sample for each time step at the 

beginning. This is because the direction of heat transfer is from bottom to top. The 

temperature of the whole domain increases with increasing the time and arc length and 
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finally get close to the fixed temperature 75C at the bottom side of the sample, which 

means the heat transfer process is done. There is no lost temperature on the top side 

because the temperature at both top side and the bottom side is 75C eventually, which 

means the boundary conditions of heat transfer have no influence on thermal dissipation 

during the heat transfer process because the thickness of the planar model is very thin. 

Next, let us discuss the temperature distribution of the centerline of the cross 

section of the composite models. The result for 10% to 70% model is given by Figure 

5.3. The horizontal axis represents the arc length of the model and the vertical axis 

represents the temperature. The blue curve represents the stress at the zero-time step 

and the purple line represents the temperature distribution of the final time step 100s.  

 

 

Figure 5. 3. The temperature distribution of the centerline of the unit cell for 10% to 70% PZT planar 

model. 

         It shows that the blue line is the temperature at time zero instant. However, the 
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temperature for the rest of time steps coincident together which is represented by the 

pink horizontal line which is equal to the fixed temperature 75C at the bottom side. 

There is no thermal dissipation during this process. This is because the thickness of the 

unit cell is very tiny so that the effect from the boundary conditions for heat convection 

and surface radiation is neglected. In addition, since the dimension of the unit cell for 

all volume fraction PZT models are the same for planar models. Thus, the temperature 

distributions of the centerline of the unit cell for all volume fraction models are the 

same with figure 5.3, which will not be put into the thesis again. 

 

5.1.2 Temperature of the midpoint of the top side 

        In this section, the midpoint of the top side of the unit cell will be chosen to see 

the final temperature of this fixed point when the heat transfer process is done and 

distribution change with time. First, let us see the pure PZT planar model. The result is 

given in Figure 5.4: 
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Figure 5. 4. Shows the final temperature of the midpoint at the top side of the pure PZT planar sample. 

        From Figure 5.4, the temperature for this fixed point is equal to 75C, which means 

there is no thermal dissipation and heat loss during the heat transfer process. It has the 

same result with figure 5.2. Next, let us see the result for composite models. 

 

Figure 5. 5. Shows the temperature distribution of the midpoint on the top side of the unit cell for 

composite PZT planar models. 

        From Figure 5.5, the temperature of this fixed-point jumps to 75C superfast even 
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though the time step was set up as only 0.001s. It is impossible to see the process of 

changing the temperature with time because of the thickness of the unit cell is very thin. 

The rest of all volume fraction planar models have the same results as figure 5.5 so that 

they will not be put into this section again. 

 

5.1.3 Temperature distribution of pure epoxy fully cured planar 

model 

In the first two sections, the temperature distribution of pure PZT and composite 

planar models was discussed. In this section, the result of the temperature distribution 

of epoxy fully cured planar model will be shown. The dimension for the pure epoxy 

planar model is the same with pure PZT planar model. The result of the centerline is 

shown in Figure 5.6. The horizontal axis represents the arc length of the model and the 

vertical axis represents the temperature. The blue curve represents the temperature at 

the zero-time step and the rest of the different color line from the bottom to top represent 

the temperature distribution of other time step from 0s to 100s.  
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Figure 5. 6. Shows the temperature distribution of the centerline for pure epoxy fully cured planar 

model. 

 

        From the diagram, the temperature distribution of the pure epoxy model is similar 

to pure PZT model which is shown in figure 5.2. But the final temperature on the top 

side of the sample is a little bit lower than 75C, which is 347.47K. This is because the 

material properties for epoxy are different from PZT, which is affected more by heat 

transfer procedure and thermal dissipation has more related to heat convection and 

surface radiation even though the thickness of the planar model is very thin. The 

boundary conditions may still have a little bit of influence on thermal dissipation and 

heat loss. In this case, a little bit of the heat energy lost during the heat transfer process 

so that the final temperature on the top of the sample is less than the fixed temperature 

75C. Figure 5.7 shows the result for the midpoint of the top side of the sample. 
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Figure 5. 7. Shows the temperature distribution of the midpoint of the top side for pure epoxy fully 

cured planar model. 

        From the figure, the temperature distribution of this fixed-point increases with 

increasing the time step and finally reach the temperature around 347.47K. The lost 

temperature is caused by thermal dissipation mentioned before. 

5.1.4 Temperature distribution of pure epoxy partially cured planar 

model 

In section 5.1.3, the temperature distribution of pure epoxy fully cured planar 

model was discussed. In this section, the results for partially cured epoxy will be shown. 

The difference between these two types of epoxy is that fully cured epoxy is in solid 

form and partially cured epoxy is in gel form. In addition, the material properties are 

different. Figure 5.8 gives us the result for the centerline. The difference of the 
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temperature distribution of planar sheet model from the bulk model is that the heat 

transfer process in planar sheet model finished very fast in planar sheet model and there 

is no heat loss in this type of model because the thickness of the model is very thin. The 

horizontal axis represents the arc length of the model and the vertical axis represents 

the temperature. The blue curve represents the temperature at the zero-time step and the 

purple line represents the temperature distribution of the final time step 100s.  

 

 

 
Figure 5. 8. Represents the temperature distribution of the centerline for pure epoxy partially cured 

planar model. 

        From the figure, it shows that it is similar to Figure 5.6, it can reach the fix 

temperature 75C. The difference is that the heat transfer process finishes much faster 

than fully cured epoxy. This is because that the material properties for partially cured 

epoxy and fully cured epoxy are different. Since the partially cured epoxy is in gel form, 

it absorbs much more heat during the heat transfer process and the heat transfer process 
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is much quicker than in fully cured epoxy. This process is similar for heat transfer in 

the unit cell so that the effect of heat convection and surface radiation can be neglected. 

This phenomenon can be proved by Figure 5.9, which is the result for the midpoint on 

the top side of the sample. 

 

Figure 5. 9. Represents the temperature distribution of the midpoint of the top side of the sample for 

pure epoxy partially cured planar model. 

        This figure is very similar to Figure 5.7, which is for the pure epoxy fully cured 

planar model.  The slight difference is that heat transfer in partially cured epoxy is faster 

than fully cured epoxy which is mentioned before. This shows the heat transfer process 

finishes very fast so that the thermal dissipation is almost zero. In this case, the 

boundary conditions for heat convection and surface radiation has a very tiny effect on 

the result, which represents that the fourth hypothesis mentioned in chapter 2 is correct. 
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5.2 Stress and strain caused by thermal expansion for planar sheet 

models 

5.2.1 Stress and strain of the centerline of the unit cell 

        The reason why the centerline of the cross section of the unit cell was chosen of 

the pure PZT model is that this centerline is from bottom side of the model to the top 

side of the model with the same direction of the heat transfer. All the points on this 

centerline can represent the properties at that horizontal interface if it is considered 

that the horizontal interfaces were cut through this centerline. In this case, all the 

information about mechanical and thermal properties can get for the whole domain 

change with the time. As mentioned before since the two-phase materials epoxy 

DGEBA and PZT-5A have coefficients of thermal expansion, the composites will 

have some deformation due to the heat transfer process and this will generate stress 

and strain in the composite. First, let us see the results for pure PZT planar model and 

Figure 5.10 will show this result.  
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Figure 5. 10. Represents the von-Mises stress of the centerline for pure PZT planar model. 

 

        From Figure 5.10, von-Mises stress linearly increases with increasing the 

temperature. The stress only changes slightly with each time step. This means the 

samples have more deformation with high temperature and heat transfer process 

finish very fast in the model. The more deformation leads to a larger value of von-

Mises stress in the samples. Figure 5.11 shows the result of the centerline of strain 

caused by thermal expansion for pure PZT planar model. 
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Figure 5. 11. Represents the strain of the centerline caused by thermal expansion of the pure PZT 

planar model.  

 

        From this figure, it shows that the strain is nearly linearly with increasing the 

temperature and slightly increases with increasing time step. This is similar to the 

change for von-Mises stress. This process indicates that heat transfer process finishes 

very fast in the sample because the thickness of the sample is very thin and higher 

temperature will lead to higher stress and strain. 

Next, the results for pure epoxy planar models will be introduced. First, the results 

for fully cured epoxy will be shown. Figure 5.12 gives the von-Mises stress of the 

centerline with respect to the arc length. The horizontal axis represents the arc length 

of the model and the vertical axis represents the stress. The blue curve represents the 

stress at the zero-time step and the rest of the different color line from the bottom to top 

represent the temperature distribution of other time step from 0s to 100s.  
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        From the result, it shows that the stress linearly decreases with the arc length. In 

addition, von-Mises stress generally increases in the polymer matrix with increasing 

time and finally keep at a constant. Generally, the stress is much larger within the 

matrix with higher temperature because a higher temperature will lead to more 

thermal expansion during the heat transfer process. The results in this part are linearly 

changed, which is different from the results in bulk models. The reason is that the 

thickness of the planar sheet model is much thinner than the bulk model, which will 

lead to the much faster heat transfer process. 

 

 
Figure 5. 12. Represents the von-mises stress of the centerline with respect to arc length change with 

time step. Epoxy fully cured planar model. 

Figure 5.13 will show the result for the strain of the centerline of the polymer 

matrix. The horizontal axis represents the arc length of the model and the vertical axis 

represents the strain. The blue curve represents the strain at the zero-time step and the 
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rest of the different color line from the bottom to top represent the temperature 

distribution of other time step from 0s to 100s.  

From the figure, the strain increases fast at the beginning of the arc length, which 

is close to the bottom side of the polymer. Compared to Figure 5.12, it makes sense 

because that the part of polymer matrix where has larger stress leads to more 

deformation inside the sample. But it becomes linearly increase with increasing the time 

step and finally increases for the whole domain with increasing the time step. This is 

because heat transfer procedure does not go through the whole domain at the beginning 

of the time step. Once the heat transfer process is done in the matrix, it will cause larger 

strains with increasing time. 

 

Figure 5. 13. Shows the result for the strain of the centerline caused by thermal expansion of pure 

epoxy fully cured planar model.  

 

 If the material of epoxy was changed as partially cured, similar results were got 
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with fully cured epoxy. The only difference is that the value of von-Mises stress of the 

centerline is smaller than fully cured epoxy. But the strain has similar results with fully 

cured epoxy. The difference is that the heat transfer process went through much faster 

than fully cured epoxy that there is no difference for each time step. This is due to the 

difference of the material properties and the status of the polymer matrix. The results 

are shown in Figure 5.14 and 5.15. The horizontal axis represents the arc length of the 

model and the vertical axis represents the stress and strain. The blue curve represents 

the stress at the zero-time step and the purple line represents the stress and strain of the 

final time step 100s.  

 

. 

Figure 5. 14. Represents the von-Mises stress of the centerline for pure epoxy partially cured planar 

model. 
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Figure 5. 15. Represents the strain caused by thermal expansion of the centerline for pure epoxy 

partially cured planar model. 

 

        The results listed before are pure PZT models and pure epoxy models. They have 

the same dimension of real samples fabricated by Zichen Lao in our group. Next, let us 

see the results for composite models. Figure 5.16 to figure 5.22 are the results for von-

Mises stress of the centerline from 10% PZT bulk model to 70% bulk model. The unit 

cell used for the planar sheet model is thinner than the bulk model, which is the 

rectangle not the square. But the results for stress and strain are in the similar range for 

the bulk models. This is because stress and strain are caused by thermal expansion, 

which is affected by the thermal properties and mechanical properties of the composite. 

It does not have too much relation of the geometry of the model. In the following figure, 

blue curve represents stress at zero second and the purple curve represents the stress at 

other time step. 
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Figure 5. 16. Represents von-Mises stress of the centerline for 10% PZT planar model. 
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Figure 5. 17. Represents von-Mises stress of the centerline for 20% PZT planar model. 

 

Figure 5. 18. Represents von-Mises stress of the centerline for 30% PZT planar model. 
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Figure 5. 19. Represents von-Mises stress of the centerline for 40% PZT planar model. 

 

Figure 5. 20. Represents von-Mises stress of the centerline for 50% PZT planar model. 
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Figure 5. 21. Represents von-Mises stress of the centerline for 60% PZT planar model. 

 

Figure 5. 22. Represents von-Mises stress of the centerline for 70% PZT planar model. 

 

 

The above figures are von-Mises stress of the centerline for composite PZT models 

from 10% to 70%. From the figures, it shows that the von-Mises stress generally 
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increases with increasing the volume fraction of PZT except 10% and 70% planar 

models. The reason is that of stress equal to Young's modulus of the material times 

strain. Young's modulus of PZT is much larger than epoxy DGEBA. That means the 

higher the volume fraction of PZT the composite has, the larger Young's modulus the 

composite has. Since the change of the strain is not too much of each volume fraction 

of the composite. That is why the stress increases with increasing the volume fraction 

of PZT. In addition, it is shown that the stress of the centerline dip down and go back 

up several times in each volume fraction PZT models. The reason why the curve is not 

exponential or linear might be due to the position of PZT particles. The stress generated 

close to the PZT particles is different from the stress generated in polymer part. This 

may lead to the curve go up and down. It is hard to find which part of the centerline has 

the largest stress and smallest stress. They are in different place for different volume 

fraction models. Some of the smallest stress occurs close to the bottom side of the unit 

cell and some of them happen close to the top side of the unit cell. The same thing 

happens for the largest stress. It is hard to find the rules for that. The largest value occurs 

in 20% model. Next, the strain for the composite models will be introduced. The results 

for strain generated by thermal expansion for each volume fraction of PZT model are 

given through Figure 5.23 to 5.29. The horizontal axis represents the arc length of the 

model and the vertical axis represents the strain. The blue curve represents the strain at 

the zero-time step and the purple line represents the strain of the final time step 100s. 

The results of the strain for the planar sheet models is in a similar range of the bulk 

models. It does not have too much influence by the different geometry for the unit cell. 
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Figure 5. 23. Represents a strain of the centerline for 10% PZT planar model. 

 

 

Figure 5. 24. Represents a strain of the centerline for 20% PZT planar model. 
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Figure 5. 25. Represents a strain of the centerline for 30% PZT planar model. 

 

Figure 5. 26. Represents a strain of the centerline for 40% PZT planar model. 
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Figure 5. 27. Represents a strain of the centerline for 50% PZT planar model. 

 

Figure 5. 28. Represents a strain of the centerline for 60% PZT planar model. 
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Figure 5. 29. Represents a strain of the centerline for 70% PZT planar model. 

 

        From these figures, it was found that the strain of the centerline caused by thermal 

expansion decreases with increasing the volume fraction of PZT in low volume fraction 

models, such as 10%, 20%, and 30%. But it almost keeps at the same range in high 

volume fraction models, such as 40%, 50%, 60%, and 70%. This is because higher 

volume fraction PZT models have much higher Young's modulus than low volume 

fractions models. Thus, higher volume fractions PZT models are more stiffness than 

lower volume fractions PZT models. However, the shape of the strain for each volume 

fraction is similar, they increase with the arc length.  But the values for each point on 

the arc length decrease with increasing the volume fractions of PZT, such as point 

0.005mm. For 10% and 20% PZT models, the range of the strain is similar, which is 

much larger than the rest of the models. This is because, for 10% and 20% models, the 

composites mainly consist of epoxy DGEBA, which Young's modulus is much smaller 
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than PZT and the polymer matrix is much easier to be deformed than PZT particles. 

Since the epoxy phase will be cured during the heat transfer process, composites with 

more epoxy materials might absorb much more heat during the heat transfer process 

when add the same heat source on it. The composites which absorb more heat may have 

much more deformation than higher volume fraction PZT models. That is why 10% and 

20% composites models have almost the double range of the strain than other volume 

fractions PZT models. In this study, it seems like that the largest displacement caused 

by thermal expansion occurs at 10% PZT composite and the lowest occurs at 70% 

planar model. 

 

5.2.2 Stress and strain of the mid-point for the top side of the unit cell 

 In section 5.2.1, the stress and strain of the centerline of the unit cell will be 

discussed. In this section, the results for stress and strain of the midpoint of the top side 

of the unit cell will be shown for each volume fraction of PZT planar models. Such 

results for von-Mises stress will be given through Figure 5.30 to 5.36 for 10% to 70% 

PZT bulk models. The horizontal axis represents the time and the vertical axis 

represents the stress.  
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Figure 5. 30. Represents von-Mises stress of midpoint of the top side for 10% PZT planar model. 

 

Figure 5. 31. Represents von-Mises stress of midpoint of the top side for 20% PZT planar model. 
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Figure 5. 32. Represents von-Mises stress of midpoint of the top side for 30% PZT planar model. 

 

Figure 5. 33. Represents von-Mises stress of midpoint of the top side for 40% PZT planar model. 
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Figure 5. 34. Represents von-Mises stress of midpoint of the top side for 50% PZT planar model. 

 

Figure 5. 35. Represents von-Mises stress of midpoint of the top side for 60% PZT planar model. 
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Figure 5. 36. Represents von-Mises stress of midpoint of the top side for 70% PZT planar model. 

 

        From the figures, it shows that the stress at the midpoint is fixed at a constant for 

each volume fraction PZT models with changing time. The results increase with the 

increasing volume fraction of PZT for some volume fraction models such as 10%, 

20%,30%, 40%, 50% models. But some higher volume fraction models have a little bit 

smaller values than the lower volume fraction models, such as 60% and 70% and they 

have very similar results. 20% model has the largest value for von-Mises stress which 

is the same mention as the result from the centerline. 

Next, let me show the results for the strain caused by thermal expansion of the 
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midpoint on the top side of the unit cell for each volume fraction model. The results 

will be shown from Figure 5.37 to 5.43. The horizontal axis represents the time and the 

vertical axis represents the strain.  

 

 
Figure 5. 37. Represents a strain of the midpoint of the top side for 10% PZT planar model. 
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Figure 5. 38. Represents a strain of the midpoint of the top side for 20% PZT planar model. 

 

Figure 5. 39. Represents a strain of the midpoint of the top side for 30% PZT planar model. 
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Figure 5. 40. Represents a strain of the midpoint of the top side for 40% PZT planar model. 

 

Figure 5. 41. Represents a strain of the midpoint of the top side for 50% PZT planar model. 
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Figure 5. 42. Represents a strain of the midpoint of the top side for 60% PZT planar model. 
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Figure 5. 43. Represents a strain of the midpoint of the top side for 70% PZT planar model. 

        From the figures, it shows that the strain of the midpoint of the top side of the unit 

cell decrease with increasing the volume fraction of PZT in general. This is similar to 

the results for the strain of the centerline of the unit cell. The strain for all models is 

kept at a constant during the change of time. The minimum value for strain at the 

midpoint occurs at 70% PZT composite model and the largest value occurs at 10% PZT 

composite model. Actually, the midpoint of the top side is one of the points of the 

centerline. It is the end point on the arc length. 

 

 

 

 

5.3 Electrical displacement and electric potential generated by each 

volume fraction PZT model. 

        In the above two sections in this Chapter, the results for thermal properties and 

solid mechanics results caused by thermal expansion were discussed. In this section, 

the results for piezoelectric effect related to solid mechanics will be discussed. First, 

the electrical displacement will be introduced. Electric displacement (D), also known 

as electric flux density, is the charge per unit area that would be displaced across a layer 

of conductor placed across an electric field. It is different from the strain discussed in 

section 5.2. In section 5.2, the strain is caused by thermal expansion and it describes 

the deformation of the composites. However, electric displacement describes the 

displacement of the charge per unit area when an external electric field is applied. In 
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our study, the external electric field is applied in the -Z-direction. In the experimental 

part, the piezometer was used to measure the piezoelectric strain coefficient (𝑑33). In 

order to get the piezoelectric strain coefficient with each volume fraction, the boundary 

load and electrical displacement were kept as the same value for all volume fraction 

PZT models, which boundary load is 0.25N. The boundary load is in -Z-direction. As 

the numerical results need to be compared with experimental data, the same conditions 

of boundary load and electric displacement need to be set up in our Comosl models. 

However, a problem is that the electrical displacement cannot be measured in the 

experimental work. But it can be calculated according to equation 2.13 (𝑆33=𝑑33.𝐸3), 

where 𝑆33  is the electrical displacement in Z-direction, 𝑑33  is piezoelectric strain 

coefficient and 𝐸3  is the applied external electric field in Z-direction. Since the 

piezoelectric strain coefficient of pure PZT-5A can be checked from the material library 

in Comsol, which is 584pc/N, and the applied external electric field is 0.2kV in planar 

models. Thus, the value of electrical displacement can be calculated as 1.168×10−7m 

for pure PZT planar model. This same value for all volume fraction PZT models was 

kept which is the same as experimental work. 

Once the value of the boundary load and electrical displacement for all the models were 

got, the next step is to find out the electric potential (voltage) generated by the direct 

piezoelectric effect. In experimental work, the dielectric constant was measured at the 

frequency 110HZ. The same value of frequency was kept in the study in Comsol models. 

Then the results for electric potential generated by direct piezoelectric effect is listed in 

Table 5.1: 
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Table 5. 1: Electric potential generated by direct piezoelectric effect for each volume fraction PZT 

planar model 

Volume fraction PZT models Electric potential(V) 

Pure PZT 253.37 

10% 16.916 

20% 17.346 

30% 22.336 

40% 26.077 

50% 27.74 

60% 30.753 

70% 31.567 

 

        From the table, it shows that pure PZT model gets the largest value of electric 

potential. This is because pure PZT model is one-phase material, which has a great 

piezoelectric effect. Once a boundary load was applied on the sample, it generates a 

large voltage. The electric potential increases with increasing the volume fraction of 

PZT composite models. Generally, a higher volume fraction of PZT composites may 

have a better piezoelectric effect. But since the composites are two-phase materials, 

epoxy may also affect the piezoelectric effect of the composites. From the table, the 

minimum value of electric potential occurs at 10% PZT composite model, which is 

16.916and largest value of electric potential happens at 70% PZT composite model, 

which is 31.567 V. In this case, it shows that 70% PZT composite model has the best 

direct piezoelectric effect among these composite models and 10% PZT model has the 

lowest piezoelectric effect compared to other composite models. Compared with the 
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electric potential generated in the bulk models, the electric potential generated in the 

planar sheet models is smaller than the bulk models. This is because the dimension of 

the planar sheet models is smaller than the bulk model, especially the thickness is much 

smaller in planar sheet models. It will lead to large deformation in the bulk composite 

models than in planar sheet models if a same boundary load is applied on the two types 

of models. 

 

 

5.4 Capacitance for each volume fraction of PZT model 

        Capacitance is the ability of a component or circuit to collect and store energy in 

the form of an electrical charge. In this study, the Maxwell capacitance can be got from 

the Comsol models. In the results part, right click “Derived Value” and choose “Global 

Evaluation”. Then the expression can be input for Maxwell capacitance, which is 

“es.C11” into the setting window. Then if click the “Evaluation” button in the setting 

window, t the Maxwell capacitance can be got directly from the model. The 

capacitances for all volume fraction PZT composite models are listed in Table 5.2: 

Table 5. 2: Maxwell capacitance for all volume fraction PZT composite models 

Volume fraction PZT models Maxwell capacitance(F) 

Pure PZT 1.1653×10−11 

10% 6.6612×10−12 

20% 6.7341×10−12 

30% 6.8176×10−12 

40% 6.8741×10−12 
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50% 6.9065×10−12 

60% 6.9171×10−12 

70% 6.9367×10−12 

 

       From the table, it shows that the Maxwell capacitance increases with increasing the 

volume fraction of PZT composites from 10% to 70%. This means that a higher 

percentage volume fraction PZT models have better ability to store the energy of 

electrical charges. Compared the capacitance with the bulk models, they are smaller in 

planar sheet models than in the bulk models. The reason is still that the area of the 

planar sheet models is smaller than the area of the bulk models. Maxwell capacitance 

is measured from the whole domain. Larger domain will lead to larger capacitance. 

 

 

5.5 Curing condition study 

        In this section, the results for the curing process of epoxy DGEBA will be 

discussed. As mentioned before in Chapter 3, the degree of cure α will be expressed to 

describe the ability the epoxy DGEBA absorbs heat as the material cures. The epoxy 

will have phase change from gel form to sold form during the curing process. Two 

different curing conditions will be discussed in this section, one is curing on a hot plate 

at a fixed temperature 75C and the other one is curing in a room temperature 20C in the 

air. The difference is that the dimension of the model is different from the bulk model, 

which is much smaller and thinner than the bulk model.  
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5.5.1 Curing on a hot plate  

        First, the curing process of epoxy DGEBA on a hot plate at a fixed temperature 

75C will be discussed. The reason why the temperature was chosen as 75C is because 

75C is the Curie temperature of epoxy DGEBA. Above this temperature, the structure 

of epoxy DGEBA will be centrosymmetric and it will become stable. However, when 

the temperature is below this temperature, the structure is non-centrosymmetric and the 

epoxy is in gel form. In addition, the Curie temperature of PZT particles is much higher 

than 75C, so if fixed the temperature at 75C, it cannot only get the phase change of 

epoxy DGEBA and make the polymer matrix stable so as to keep the PZT particles 

inside the matrix, but also it can still keep the piezoelectric and dielectric properties of 

PZT-5A so that the composites can still possess piezoelectric effect since the Curie 

temperature of PZT is much higher than 75C. Such properties are mentioned in Chapter 

2, Perovskite Structure in Figure 2.16. Two interfaces are used in Comsol model to 

simulate this process, one is ‘Heat transfer in solid" and the other one is "Domain ODEs 

and DAEs". The governing equations used for this process are mentioned in Chapter 3, 

equation 3.33 and 3.34 and the material properties used for this model are listed in table 

3.8. The result for the degree of curie of the centerline of the cross section of pure epoxy 

DGEBA will be shown to express the curing process. The result is shown in Figure 5.44 

and 5.45: 

        The value of the degree of cure is from 0 to 1. When it is close to zero, which 
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means the epoxy is not cured and it is the gel form. When the curing process is done, 

the value of the degree of cure is equal to 1 or very close to 1.  From the two figures, it 

shows that the epoxy DGEBA cured very fast at the beginning and it may take 1 week 

to be mostly cured, which the value of the degree of cure is close to 0.8. However, it 

may take very long to be fully cured as it shows from Figure 5.45. In experimental work, 

it takes about 8-10 hours to be fully cured. It has a great difference between Comsol 

models and the experimental work. The reason is that the data for the material properties 

of the epoxy DGEBA were unknown. The thermal material properties used in this 

model were got from the articles found online. It is impossible to measure the thermal 

properties of the epoxy DGEBA used in our experimental work since there is no such 

instruments in our lab. That might be one of the reasons leads to the big difference. The 

other reason might be that the epoxy is fully cured or not in our experimental work is 

unknown because it cannot be measured. It might take more time to be fully cured. In 

addition, if the results were compared with the bulk model, it shows that it takes much 

faster for the planar model to be fully cured than bulk model because it is much thinner 

than the bulk model. 
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Figure 5. 44. Represents the degree of cure from 0 to 20000 mins at 75C. 

 

Figure 5. 45. Represents the degree of cure from 0 to 5×108 mins at 75C. 

5.5.2 Curing in room temperature 20C in the air 

        Next, the curing process of epoxy DGEBA in room temperature 20C in the air will 

be discussed. Such a process is not affected by the heat transfer process because there 
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is no temperature difference between air and the sample. The difference between this 

curing condition and the condition discussed in section 5.5.1 will be shown. The result 

for the degree of cure of the centerline of the cross section of pure epoxy DGEBA is 

given by Figure 5.46: 

 

Figure 5. 46. Represents the degree of cure of the centerline in room temperature 20C. 

        From the figure, it shows that the epoxy DGEBA cannot be fully cured in room 

temperature even though the value of the time set up is extremely large. It takes about 

90 days to get the value of the degree of cure about 0.8. However, the same procedure 

was done in the experimental work. It takes about 3 weeks that the epoxy DGEBA was 

fully cured at room temperature. There are several reasons for the different results 

between simulation work and experimental work. One reason is that the method used 

to simulate the curing process of epoxy in Comsol is suitable for heat transfer in solid 
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models. It must have temperature difference which means it must have a heat transfer 

process during the curing process. Another reason as mentioned in section 5.5.1, the 

data of the material properties of the epoxy DGEBA used in our lab were unknown 

since there is no instrument to measure the thermal properties of the epoxy in our lab. 

Thus, the values for the material properties input into the Comsol models might not be 

the same with the material used for experimental work. In addition, it is hard to control 

the room temperature as 20C for three weeks during the curing process of pure epoxy 

DGEBA. The temperature is changing during the experimental work. All these factors 

may lead to the huge difference between the simulation work and the experimental work.  

 

5.6 Particle distribution after curing process of epoxy DGEBA 

        In Chapter 4, the process of particle floating of PZT after the curing process of 

epoxy DGEBA for bulk models was discussed. In this section, the similar results will 

be shown for the planar model. Like the bulk model, two particles floating and three 

particles floating process will be done. Such results will be shown from Figure 5.47 to 

5.54. 
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Figure 5. 47. Represents two particles floating up during the curing process at time 0s. 
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Figure 5. 48. Represents two particles floating up during the curing process at time 1s. 

 

Figure 5. 49. Represents two particles floating up during the curing process at time 2s. 
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Figure 5. 50. Represents two particles floating up during the curing process at time 3s. 

 

Figure 5. 51. Represents three particles floating up during the curing process at time 0s. 
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Figure 5. 52. Represents three particles floating up during the curing process at time 1s. 

 

Figure 5. 53. Represents three particles floating up during the curing process at time 2s. 
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Figure 5. 54. Represents three particles floating up during the curing process at time 3s. 

        As the figures show that two types of models were done to simulate the PZT 

particles floating process during the phase change of epoxy DGEBA. The reasons why 

only did two particles and three particles are because there are some limitations for the 

computer to run Comsol models. One reason is that the dimension of the unit cell and 

PZT particles are very tiny and the numbers of PZT particles of each volume fraction 

are too many. It will take too much time to run the models for each volume fraction 

model for this particle floating process. In addition, there is no enough disk space for 

our lab computer to run this type of simulation. In order to show this process, the only 

thing that can be done is to simulate two and three particles for this process. 

       For two PZT particles model, it shows that the two particles are floating up to the 

top side of the composite at different time step. The total time set up for this process is 

3s and the time step is 0.1s for each step. They do not overlap with each other during 

this process. The same process can be done for three particles model. However, two of 
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the three particles overlapped with each other during this process. The reason why the 

particles overlap with each other depends on the distance between the particles. If the 

distance between the particles is small, then these particles will be overlapped with each 

other during the curing process. Otherwise, they will be separate. The reason why 

particles will move closely during this process is that there exist tensions inside the 

epoxy polymer matrix since the epoxy is in gel form at the beginning. The tensions will 

make the particles move closely during the phase change process of epoxy DGEBA. 

Compared with the same procedure in the bulk models, there is no difference in the 

process. This is because what factor decides the PZT particles will overlap with each 

other is the distance between them and there is no relation to the geometry of the unit 

cell. 

 

 

 

5 .7 Piezoelectric and dielectric properties of the composites 

        In this section, the results for piezoelectric and dielectric properties of the 

composites for each volume fraction PZT model will be discussed. In order to find out 

one of the hypotheses, mentioned in Chapter 2. The piezoelectric and dielectric 

properties of the composites for two different conditions will be discussed. One is 

considering the boundary conditions of heat convection and surface radiation. The other 

one is without considering these two boundary conditions. Dielectric constant 휀𝑟 and 

piezoelectric strain coefficient 𝑑33  will be calculated to express piezoelectric and 
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dielectric properties. Such two values will be calculated by equation 2.5 and equation 

3.31: 

휀𝑟=
𝐶𝑑

𝜀0𝐴
             (2.5) 

𝑑33=
𝑉𝜀𝑟𝜀0𝐴

𝐹𝑑
      (3.31) 

where C is the Maxwell capacitance, d is the thickness of the sample, A is the area of 

the surface, 휀0 is the permittivity of free space - a vacuum - is equal to approximately 

8.85 x 10-12 Farads/meter(F/m), V is the electric potential, F is the fixed boundary load, 

which is 0.25N. In addition, the simulation results will be compared with both 

experimental results and results calculated by analytical models in this section as well. 

 

5.7.1 Piezoelectric and dielectric properties of the composites with 

considering the boundary conditions in "heat transfer" in the solid 

interface. 

        First, the results for the dielectric constant and piezoelectric strain coefficient will 

be discussed for the simulation work with considering the boundary conditions for heat 

convection and surface radiation. Four models were done for each volume fraction PZT 

model and take the average value for dielectric constant and piezoelectric strain 

coefficient. The results for piezoelectric and dielectric constant are under frequency 

110HZ. The results for the dielectric constant are given in Table 5.3: 

Table 5. 3: dielectric constant for all volume fraction PZT samples from Comsol models 

Volume fraction PZT models Dielectric constant 휀𝑟(F/m) 

Pure PZT 1700 
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10% 29.63 

20% 29.96 

30% 30.33 

40% 30.58 

50% 30.72 

60% 30.77 

70% 30.86 

 

        From the table, the dielectric constant increases with increasing the volume 

fraction of PZT. The largest value of dielectric constant occurs at 70% PZT model, 

which is 30.86 F/m. The smallest value occurs at 10% PZT model, which is 29.63 F/m. 

The dielectric constant of the planar composite models is smaller than the dielectric 

constant of bulk composite models in Chapter 4. The reason is that the dimension of 

planar models is smaller than bulk models so that the capacitance of each planar 

composite model is smaller than bulk models. Thus, the dielectric constant of planar 

models is smaller than bulk models. The results for dielectric constant of the planar 

sheet composite models are given by Figure 5.55: 
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Figure 5. 55. Represents the dielectric constant of the planar sheet composite models. 

        Since the dielectric constant were not measured for planar samples in experimental 

work. The dielectric constant cannot be calculated by Comsol models with the 

experimental result. However, they can be compared with the results calculated by the 

analytical model. The analytical model used is Maxwell's Equations. The equation to 

calculate the dielectric constant of the composites is given by equation 3.30 and the 

results for the dielectric constant are given in Table 5.4 

Table 5. 4: dielectric constant calculated by the analytical model 

Volume fraction PZT models Dielectric constant 휀𝑟(F/m) 

Pure PZT 1700 

10% 120.8 

20% 246.25 

30% 380.97 

40% 526.03 
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50% 682.66 

60% 852.31 

70% 1036.67 

 

        From the table, it shows that the dielectric constant calculated by the analytical 

model increases with increasing the volume fraction of PZT., which is mentioned in 

Chapter 4. There is no difference between the results here and in Chapter 4. This is 

because the equation of the dielectric constant of the analytical model has no relation 

of the dimension of the geometry. It is only related to the dielectric constant of each 

material in the composite. However, they are much larger than the simulation data. The 

reason for this difference is because the equation for the dielectric constant of the 

analytical model is only related to the dielectric constants of the matrix material and 

particle fillers. It does not consider the shape and dimension of the composites. In 

addition, it is not related to the capacitance as well. It is an ideal model without 

considering other factors. But in our model, the dielectric constant is calculated by 

equation 2.5, which is related to the dimension of the sample and capacitance. The 

capacitance is affected by material properties of the composite, the external electric 

field and boundary conditions added for each interface. But the similar part is that both 

two types of data increase with increasing the volume fraction of PZT. 

        Next, the piezoelectric strain coefficient 𝑑33 will be discussed. This value is 

calculated by equation 3.31. The voltage V can be got for each volume fraction by the 

Comsol models. The data for dielectric constant were used by table 5.3.  Boundary load 
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F is kept at 0.25N. The results for the piezoelectric strain coefficient are given by Table 

5.5: 

Table 5. 5: piezoelectric strain coefficient of calculated by simulation work 

Volume fraction PZT models Piezoelectric strain coefficient 𝑑33 

(pC/N) 

Pure PZT 584 

10% 1.24 

20% 1.29 

30% 1.68 

40% 1.98 

50% 2.11 

60% 2.34 

70% 2.41 

 

        From the table, it shows that the piezoelectric strain coefficient increases with 

increasing the volume fraction of PZT model. Thus, the minimum result occurs at 10% 

model which is 1.24pC/N and largest value occurs at 70% model which is 2.41pC/N. 

This result shows that higher volume fraction PZT composites have a better 

piezoelectric effect than lower volume fraction composites. This is quite making sense 

because PZT is the phase material that has the piezoelectric effect. The piezoelectric 

strain coefficient of planar models is also smaller than the bulk models since the voltage 

generated by the direct piezoelectric effect and dielectric constant of planar models are 

all smaller than bulk models. 

        Next, let us compare the simulation result with experimental results. The planar 
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composite samples were fabricated by Zichen Lao in our group and the piezoelectric 

strain coefficient is also measured by him. He fabricated 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, and 60% 

planar samples and he made 3 samples for each volume fraction PZT composite and 

the results are the averaged results for each volume fraction composites. The results are 

shown in Table 5.6: 

Table 5. 6: piezoelectric strain coefficient calculated by experimental work 

Volume fraction PZT models Piezoelectric strain coefficient 𝑑33 

(pC/N) 

10% 1.067 

20% 1.4 

30% 1.53 

40% 1.80 

60% 2.16 

 

         From the table, it shows that the experimental results for piezoelectric strain 

coefficient are very similar with the simulation work, which means the simulation 

models are correct and the experimental work has a good procedure to fabricate the 

samples. Generally, the simulation results are a little bit larger than the experimental 

results except 20% composite. This makes sense because the simulation models are 

ideally considered but the experimental work is not. They are affected by many factors 

such as fabrication procedure, particle distribution and so on. However, the results of 

this type of work got for both the experimental part and simulation part were very good. 

The results of the piezoelectric strain coefficient for both experimental work and 
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numerical work are given by Figure 5.56: 

 
Figure 5. 56. Represents the piezoelectric strain coefficient for both experimental work and numerical 

work of the planar sheet composite models. 

        From this figure, black points represent the experimental data of piezoelectric 

strain coefficient of the planar sheet composite models. Red points represent the 

piezoelectric strain coefficient of the numerical work. It shows that the numerical data 

are generally inside the error bar of the experimental data which means the simulation 

results are pretty good. The results increase with increasing the volume fraction of PZT 

which means higher volume fraction of PZT composite planar sheet samples have better 

piezoelectric property than lower volume fraction of PZT samples. 
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5.7.2 Piezoelectric and dielectric properties of the composites without 

considering the boundary conditions in "heat transfer" in the solid 

interface. 

        In the last section, the results for dielectric constant and piezoelectric strain 

coefficient was discussed with considering the boundary conditions of heat transfer, 

such as heat convection and surface radiation. However, in this section, these results 

will be discussed without considering such boundary conditions so as to see if there are 

a big difference between the results or not. 

        In Chapter 4, it was proved that there is no big difference for both conditions, 

which means boundary conditions of heat transfer process do not have much influence 

on piezoelectric and dielectric properties of the composites. For here, let us see if the 

same thing will happen in planar composites which have different geometry of bulk 

models. 

        First, let us see the capacitance of each volume fraction PZT model without 

considering the boundary conditions of heat transfer. Table 5.7 gives the result for the 

capacitance of each volume fraction PZT model:  

Table 5. 7: Maxwell capacitance without considering boundary conditions od heat transfer 

Volume fraction PZT models Maxwell capacitance(F) 

Pure PZT 1.1653×10−11 

10% 6.6612×10−12 

20% 6.7341×10−12 

30% 6.8176×10−12 
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40% 6.8741×10−12 

50% 6.9065×10−11 

60% 6.9171×10−11 

70% 6.9367×10−11 

 

         From the table, it shows that the Maxwell capacitance has the same trend with the 

results for considering the boundary conditions heat transfer. It increases with 

increasing the volume fraction of PZT composite. Compared with the results in table 

5.2. The results for capacitance are totally same. In this case, it shows that the boundary 

conditions of heat transfer have only a no influence on the Maxwell capacitance. 

        Next, let us discuss the results for the voltage generated by the piezoelectric effect 

without considering the boundary conditions of heat transfer. Table 5.8 gives the results 

for voltage of all volume fraction models. 

Table 5. 8: electric potential generated by the piezoelectric effect without considering boundary 

conditions of heat transfer 

Volume fraction PZT models Electric potential(V) 

Pure PZT 253.37 

10% 16.916 

20% 17.346 

30% 22.336 

40% 26.077 

50% 27.74 

60% 30.753 

70% 31.567 
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        From this table, it shows that the electric potential generated by the piezoelectric 

effect has the same results with table 5.1 which is the electric potential with considering 

the boundary conditions of heat transfer. All of the results are the same as table 5.1. In 

this case, the boundary conditions of heat transfer process have no affection on the 

piezoelectric effect of planar models. 

Next, let us calculate the dielectric constant and piezoelectric strain coefficient by using 

the data from table 4.6 and 4.7 to see the difference in the results between these two 

types of conditions. The results for the dielectric constant and piezoelectric strain 

coefficient are given by Table 5.9 and 5.10: 

Table 5. 9: dielectric constant of all volume fraction models without considering the boundary 

conditions of heat transfer 

Volume fraction PZT models Dielectric constant 휀𝑟(F/m) 

Pure PZT 1700 

10% 29.63 

20% 29.96 

30% 30.33 

40% 30.58 

50% 30.72 

60% 30.77 

70% 30.86 

Table 5. 10: piezoelectric strain coefficient of all volume fraction models without considering the 

boundary conditions of heat transfer  

Volume fraction PZT models Piezoelectric strain coefficient 𝑑33 

(pC/N) 
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Pure PZT 584 

10% 1.24 

20% 1.29 

30% 1.68 

40% 1.98 

50% 2.11 

60% 2.34 

70% 2.41 

 

        From Table 5.9 and 5.10, it shows that the results for the dielectric constant and 

piezoelectric strain coefficient are totally the same with the results with boundary 

conditions of heat transfer. This is because the capacitance and voltage are totally the 

same with table 5.1 and 5.2. Thus, the boundary conditions of heat transfer have no 

influence on piezoelectric and dielectric properties for planar models. The results of the 

piezoelectric strain coefficient for two types of boundary conditions are given in Figure 

5.57 and Figure 5.58: 
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Figure 5. 57. Represents the dielectric constant for both two types of thermal boundary conditions of 

the planar sheet composite models. 

 
Figure 5. 58. Represents the piezoelectric strain coefficient for both two types of thermal boundary 

conditions of the planar sheet composite models. 
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Chapter 6 

Results and discussion for dome shape models 

        Compared with bulk models and planar models, the difference of the dome shape 

model is that the geometry is not like a regular shape such as a square or rectangle. It is 

deformed by planar sheet and has two curved boundaries. Another difference in this 

type of model is that the unit cell method was not used to simulate the results. This is 

because that no related references were found which use unit cell method to solve this 

type of geometry problems and the unit cell method is only useful in regular shape 

models, such as square and rectangle. In this case, in order to solve the problem, the 

scale method was tried to use to scale the original model into a much smaller one which 

keeps the same shape of the geometry of the dome shape. But in this case, the number 

of PZT particles in the scaled model will be much less than the original one. The scale 

factor for all dome shape models is 0.1 so that the area of the scaled model is 100 times 

smaller than the original geometry. In order to prove that this method is right, 5% PZT 

and 10% PZT dome shape models were tried to simulate with both original dimension 

and scaled ones. It was found that the results for capacitance and voltage generated by 

piezoelectric effect are very similar, which means the piezoelectric and dielectric 

properties of both two models are very similar. This means the scaled method is 

working. Thus, the scaled method was used for all volume fraction dome shape 

composite models. However, there is a big difference between scaled method and unit 

cell method. For unit cell method, a script to generate PZT particles in the unit cell was 
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written to get each volume fraction models, all the PZT particles inside the unit cell are 

separated and they are not overlapped with each other. In this case, the volume fraction 

of PZT particles for each volume fraction models keeps at the exact values for each 

model. But for dome shape models, how to write a script to separate the PZT particles 

inside the dome shape model is a problem for me. Thus, some of the PZT particles are 

overlapped with each other. In this case, the volume fraction of PZT of each composite 

model is an approximation value. The results get from my models may be a little bit 

smaller than the ideal model with exactly volume fraction values models. Actually, in 

experimental work, no matter how good the fabrication procedure is, some of the PZT 

particles are definitely overlapped with each other. Thus, even though the scaled 

method is not perfect, it is still working for the simulation work. The third difference 

for dome shape model is that 2D axis-symmetric module was used in Comsol to 

generate the geometry, but the 2D module for bulk and planar models. This is because 

only an interface of the whole geometry was studied. For the dome shape model, if the 

2D module was used, it is not like the original geometry if it is extruded into a 3D shape. 

However, in 2D axis-symmetric module, it is the same shape with the original geometry 

if the interface was rotated with Y-axis. The geometry of the 10% PZT scaled dome 

shape model is given by Figure 6.1 as an example: 
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Figure 6. 1. Represents the geometry of scaled 10% dome shape model 

6.1 Temperature distribution of dome shape composites 

        In this section, the temperature distribution will be discussed for all volume 

fraction of PZT composites of both bottom and up curves of the dome shape models. 

The temperature distribution is related to heat transfer in the composites.  

6.1.1 Temperature distribution of the bottom curve 

        In this section, the results of the temperature distribution of the bottom curve of 

the cross section of the dome shape composites will be discussed. As mentioned before, 

since the composites are axis-symmetric with Y-axis, the interface of the dome shape 

can represent the properties of the whole domain. As mentioned before, it is 0.0254m 

in width and 0.0002m in thickness. This dimension is for the simulation of pure PZT 

and pure epoxy models. However, in chapter 3, as introduced that the dimension for 
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PZT particles are very tiny that the regular computers cannot generate huge amount of 

particle of PZT to reach the volume fraction of the composites from 10% to 70% PZT 

so that the unit cell method is used to solve this problem. However, in this chapter, the 

scaled method was used to solve this problem instead of unit cell method since there is 

no types of unit cell which is suitable for dome shape models. The scale factor is 0.1 

for all composite models. But the dimension for pure PZT and pure epoxy models are 

the same with the original dimension of the fabricated samples. 

  First, let’s start with pure PZT planar models. The model is with the same 

dimension of the samples fabricated by Wanlin Du[14 . Figure 6.2 shows the 

temperature distribution of the bottom curve of the cross section of the dome shape 

model with the change of arc length. The horizontal axis represents the arc length of 

the bottom curve and the vertical axis represents the temperature. The different colors 

from the bottom to top represent the temperature distribution at each time step from 

zero-step to 300s. 
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Figure 6. 2. Represents the temperature distribution of bottom curve of the cross-section of the pure 

PZT dome shape sample with the arc length. 

        Figure 6.2 shows the temperature distribution of the bottom curve with the arc 

length changed with time, where arc length is the length of the bottom curve. The range 

of time is from 0 to 300s with the time step of 0.1s. From the figure, the temperature at 

the bottom curve increases with the arc length and increases with increasing the time 

step.  

  Next, let us discuss the temperature distribution of the bottom curve of the cross 

section of the composite models. The result for 10% to 70% dome shape model is given 

by Figure 6.3. The horizontal axis represents the arc length of the bottom curve and the 

vertical axis represents the temperature. The blue line represents the temperature 

distribution at zero-time step and the purple curve represents the temperature 

distribution of the final time step 100s. 

        It shows that the blue line is the temperature at time zero instant. However, the rest 
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of the temperature at each time step are almost coincident together which is almost 

equal to the applied temperature 75C. This because the scaled method is similar to the 

unit cell method that the dimension of the dome shape model is very thin so that the 

heat transfer process finished very fast during the time step. For the bottom curve, the 

temperature increases a little bit with increasing the arc length. Since the scaled method 

was used for all volume fraction composite dome shape models, the thickness of the 

dome shape models is very tiny that the temperature distribution for all volume fraction 

models is same which are like Figure 6.3. Thus, the temperature distribution for other 

volume fraction models will not be put into the thesis again. 

 
Figure 6. 3. The temperature distribution of the bottom curve for 10% PZT dome shape model. 

 

6.1.2 Temperature distribution of the up curve 

In this section, the temperature distribution of the upcurve of the dome shape 
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models will be discussed. First, let us see the pure PZT model. The temperature 

distribution of the up curve of pure PZT model is given by Figure 6.4. The horizontal 

axis represents the arc length of the up curve and the vertical axis represents the 

temperature. The different colors from the bottom to top represent the temperature 

distribution at each time step from zero-step to 300s. 

 

 
Figure 6. 4. Represents the temperature distribution of upcurve of the cross-section of the pure PZT 

dome shape sample with the arc length. 

From the figure, it shows that the temperature distribution of the up curve is 

opposite with bottom curve. It decreases with the arc length for each time step but 

increases with increasing the time step. Next, let us discuss the temperature distribution 

of the upcurve of the cross-section of the composite models. The result for 10% dome 

shape model is given by Figure 6.5. The horizontal axis represents the arc length of the 

up curve and the vertical axis represents the temperature. The blue line represents the 

temperature distribution at zero-time step and the purple curve represents the 

temperature distribution of the final time step 100s. 
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Figure 6. 5. Represents the temperature distribution of upcurve of the cross-section of the 10% PZT 

dome shape sample with the arc length. 

         From the figure, the blue line is the temperature at time zero. However, the rest of 

the temperature at each time step are almost coincident together which is almost equal 

to the applied temperature 75C. This is very similar to the temperature distribution of 

the bottom curve. The difference is that the temperature of the up curve is a little bit 

higher at the beginning of the arc length than at the end of the arc length, which is just 

the opposite to the bottom curve. 

 

6.1.3 Temperature distribution of pure epoxy fully cured dome shape 

model 

In the first two sections, the temperature distribution of pure PZT and composite 

dome shape models was discussed. In this section, the result of temperature distribution 

of epoxy fully cured dome shape model will be shown. The dimension for the pure 
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epoxy dome shape model is the same with pure PZT dome shape model. The result of 

the bottom curve is shown in Figure 6.6. The horizontal axis represents the arc length 

of the bottom curve and the vertical axis represents the temperature. The different colors 

from the bottom to top represent the temperature distribution at each time step from 

zero-step to 300s. 

 

Figure 6. 6. Shows the temperature distribution of the bottom curve for pure epoxy fully cured dome 

shape model. 

        From the diagram, the temperature distribution of the pure epoxy model is similar 

to pure PZT model which is shown in figure 6.2. The difference is that the temperature 

for epoxy changes more at the beginning of the arc length. This is because the material 

properties for epoxy are different from PZT, which is affected more by heat transfer 

procedure and thermal dissipation has more related to heat convection and surface 

radiation even though the thickness of the planar model is very thin. The boundary 

conditions may still have a little bit of influence on thermal dissipation and heat loss. 

In this case, a little bit of the heat energy lost during the heat transfer process so that the 
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final temperature on the top of the sample is less than the fixed temperature 75C. 

        Next, let us see the result for the up curve. The temperature distribution of the up 

curve is given by Figure 6.7. The horizontal axis represents the arc length of the up 

curve and the vertical axis represents the temperature. The different colors from the 

bottom to top represent the temperature distribution at each time step from zero-step to 

300s. 

 

Figure 6. 7. Shows the temperature distribution of the up curve for pure epoxy fully cured dome shape 

model. 

        From the figure, it shows that the temperature distribution of the up curve is 

opposite to the bottom curve. It decreases with increasing the arc length but increases 

with increasing the time step, which means the temperature is much higher close to the 

Y-axis. 
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6.1.4 Temperature distribution of pure epoxy partially cured dome 

shape model 

        In section 6.1.3, the temperature distribution of pure epoxy fully cured dome shape 

model was discussed. In this section, the results for partially cured epoxy will be shown. 

The difference between these two types of epoxy is that fully cured epoxy is in solid 

form and partially cured epoxy is in gel form. In addition, the material properties are 

different. Figure 6.8 gives us the result for the bottom curve. The horizontal axis 

represents the arc length of the bottom curve and the vertical axis represents the 

temperature. The different colors from the bottom to top represent the temperature 

distribution at each time step from zero-step to 300s. 

 

 

Figure 6. 8. Shows the temperature distribution of the bottom curve for pure epoxy partially cured 

dome shape model. 

        From the figure, it shows that it is similar to temperature distribution for epoxy 
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fully cured. The difference is that the heat transfer process finishes faster in partially 

cured epoxy. This is because of the difference of the material properties between the 

two types of epoxy. Since the partially cured epoxy is in gel form, it will absorb more 

heat energy when the same temperature is applied so as to have the phase change to 

become into solid form. 

        Next, let us see the result for the up curve. The temperature distribution of the up 

curve is given by Figure 6.9. The horizontal axis represents the arc length of the up 

curve and the vertical axis represents the temperature. The different colors from the 

bottom to top represent the temperature distribution at each time step from zero-step to 

300s. 

 

 
Figure 6. 9. Shows the temperature distribution of the up curve for pure epoxy partially cured dome 

shape model. 

        From the figure, the temperature distribution for the up curve is opposite to bottom 
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curve. It decreases with increasing the arc length and increases with increasing the time 

step, which is similar to fully cured epoxy. 

 

6.2 Stress and strain caused by thermal expansion 

        In this section, the results for stress and strain caused by thermal expansion during 

the heat transfer process for both bottom curve and the up curve of the dome shape 

composite models will be discussed. 

 

6.2.1 Stress and strain of the bottom curve of the dome shape models 

        First, let us discuss the results of stress and strain for the bottom curve of the dome 

shape models. The stress and strain for the bottom curve of pure PZT dome shape 

models are given by Figure 6.10 and 6.11. The horizontal axis represents the arc length 

of the bottom curve and the vertical axis represents the stress and strain. The different 

colors from the bottom to top represent the stress and strain at each time step from zero-

step to 300s. 
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Figure 6. 10. Represents the von-Mises stress of the bottom curve for pure PZT dome shape model. 

 

 

 

Figure 6. 11. Represents the strain of the bottom curve caused by the thermal expansion of the pure 

PZT dome shape model.  

        From the figures, it shows that the von-Mises stress increases with increasing the 
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arc length and time step. But the difference between high stress and low stress is not 

too big. However, the distribution of the strain is just the opposite. It decreases with the 

arc length and increases with time step. This is because the temperature is higher close 

to Y-axis so that the deformation of the bottom curve is larger near the Y-axis than the 

at the arc length of far away from the Y-axis. 

        Next, let us see the results for pure epoxy fully cured and pure epoxy partially 

cured dome shape models. The stress and strain of the bottom curve are given by Figure 

6.12 to 6.15. The horizontal axis represents the arc length of the bottom curve and the 

vertical axis represents the stress and strain. The different colors from the bottom to top 

represent the stress and strain at each time step from zero-step to 300s. 

 

 
Figure 6. 12. Represents the von-mises stress of the bottom curve with respect to arc length change 

with time step. Epoxy fully cured dome shape model. 
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Figure 6. 13. Represents the strain of the bottom curve with respect to arc length change with time step. 

Epoxy fully cured dome shape model. 

 

Figure 6. 14. Represents the von-mises stress of the bottom curve with respect to arc length change 

with time step. Epoxy partially cured dome shape model. 
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Figure 6. 15. Represents the strain of the bottom curve with respect to arc length change with time step. 

Epoxy partially cured dome shape model. 

        For the fully cured epoxy model, the distribution of von-Mises stress and strain for 

bottom curve are very similar to the distribution of pure PZT dome shape model. 

However, for the partially cured epoxy model, the deformation is much larger than fully 

cured epoxy. It is almost linearly decreasing with arc length for the strain. This is 

because partially cured epoxy is in gel form. It can absorb more heat during the heat 

transfer process and it will have phase change from gel form to solid form during this 

process. This will lead to more deformation than fully cured epoxy.  

        The results listed before are pure PZT models and pure epoxy models. They have 

the same dimension of real samples fabricated by Wanlin Du in our group[14 . Next, 

let us see the results for composite models. Figure 6.16 to figure 6.22 are the results for 

von-Mises stress of the bottom curve from 10% PZT dome shape model to 70% dome 

shape model. The horizontal axis represents the arc length of the bottom curve and the 

vertical axis represents the stress. The blue curve represents the stress at zero-time step 
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and the black curve represents the stress at the final time step. 

 

 
Figure 6. 16. Represents von-Mises stress of the bottom curve for 10% PZT dome shape model. 

 

Figure 6. 17. Represents von-Mises stress of the bottom curve for 20% PZT dome shape model. 
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Figure 6. 18. Represents von-Mises stress of the bottom curve for 30% PZT dome shape model. 

 

Figure 6. 19. Represents von-Mises stress of the bottom curve for 40% PZT dome shape model. 
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Figure 6. 20. Represents von-Mises stress of the bottom curve for 50% PZT dome shape model. 

 

Figure 6. 21. Represents von-Mises stress of the bottom curve for 60% PZT dome shape model. 
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Figure 6. 22. Represents von-Mises stress of the bottom curve for 70% PZT dome shape model. 

        From the figures, it shows that the von-mises stress of the bottom curve for each 

volume fraction dome shape models are very similar. The range of the stress is almost 

between 1×107 to 1.6×107 N/𝑚2. The reason is that the bottom curve was set up as a 

fixed boundary as a constraint boundary condition for "Solid Mechanics" physics for 

Comsol models, otherwise, the results will not be convergence. In this case, the stress 

for the bottom curve is very similar for each volume fraction PZT models.   

        Since the bottom curve is fixed, there is no deformation for the bottom curve 

during the heat transfer process. Thus, the displacement for the bottom curve keeps at 

zero during the heat transfer process for all volume fraction dome shape models. The 

result is given by Figure 6.23. The horizontal axis represents the arc length of the 

bottom curve and the vertical axis represents the strain.  
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Figure 6. 23. Represents the strain of the bottom curve for all volume fraction PZT dome shape models. 

 

6.2.2 Stress and strain of the upcurve of the dome shape models 

        In section 6.2.1, the stress and strain of the bottom curve of the dome shape models 

was discussed. In this section, the results for stress and strain of the up curve for each 

volume fraction of PZT dome shape models will be shown. As before, let us see the 

results for pure PZT dome shape model first. The von-Mises stress and strain for the up 

curve of pure PZT dome shape model is given by Figure 6.24 and 6.25. The horizontal 

axis represents the arc length of the up curve and the vertical axis represents the stress 

and strain. The different color curve from the bottom to top represent the stress and 

strain from zero-time step to final time step. 

From the figures, it shows that the von-Mises stress decreases with increasing the 

arc length and increases with increasing the time step. The strain of the up curve 
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increases with increasing arc length and time step. The distribution of stress and strain 

is opposite to the bottom curve and the range of the displacement for both bottom and 

up curves is same but the stress of the up curve is smaller than the bottom curve. 

 
Figure 6. 24. Represents the von-Mises stress of the up curve for pure PZT dome shape model. 

 

Figure 6. 25. Represents the strain of the up curve for pure PZT dome shape model. 
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        Next, let us discuss the result for pure epoxy models of both fully cured epoxy and 

partially cured epoxy. The results for stress and strain of the up curve for both two types 

of epoxy models are given by Figure 6.26 to 6.29. The horizontal axis represents the 

arc length of the up curve and the vertical axis represents the stress and strain. The 

different color curve from the bottom to top represent the stress and strain from zero-

time step to final time step. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. 26. Represents the von-mises stress of upcurve with respect to arc length change with time 

step. Epoxy fully cured dome shape model.  
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Figure 6. 27. Represents the strain of the up curve with respect to arc length change with time step. 

Epoxy fully cured dome shape model. 

 
Figure 6. 28. Represents the von-mises stress of the up curve with respect to arc length change with 

time step. Epoxy partially cured dome shape model. 
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Figure 6. 29. Represents the strain of the up curve with respect to arc length change with time step. 

Epoxy partially cured dome shape model. 

        From the figures, the distributions of stress and strain of the up curve for both two 

types of epoxy are opposite to the bottom curve. The von-Mises stress of both two types 

of epoxy models for upcurve is generally decreases with increasing the arc length, but 

the strain increases with increasing the arc length. The range of the stress and strain is 

similar to the bottom curve. 

        Next, let us see the results for composite PZT dome shape models. First, the results 

for the von-Mises stress of the up curve for each volume fraction composite model will 

be shown. The results are shown in Figure 6.30 to 6.36. The horizontal axis represents 

the arc length of the up curve and the vertical axis represents the stress. The blue curve 

represents the stress at zero-time step and the black curve represents the stress at the 

final time step. 
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Figure 6. 30. Represents von-Mises stress of the up curve for 10% PZT dome shape model. 
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Figure 6. 31. Represents von-Mises stress of the up curve for 20% PZT dome shape model. 

 

Figure 6. 32. Represents von-Mises stress of the up curve for 30% PZT dome shape model. 
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Figure 6. 33. Represents von-Mises stress of the up curve for 40% PZT dome shape model. 

 

Figure 6. 34. Represents von-Mises stress of the up curve for 50% PZT dome shape model. 
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Figure 6. 35. Represents von-Mises stress of the up curve for 60% PZT dome shape model. 

 

Figure 6. 36. Represents von-Mises stress of the up curve for 70% PZT dome shape model. 

 

        From the figures, the range of the distribution of the von-Mises stress is very 

similar for each volume fraction composite models. It is almost between 0.8×107 to 

2.0×107  N/𝑚2 . There is no big difference for different volume fraction PZT dome 
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shape models. It is not like the distributions of the stress in bulk and planar models. The 

reason is that in bulk and planar models, the heat source is added directly at the bottom 

boundary of the composite samples. Thus, the main type of heat transfer process is heat 

conduction in the solid interface. However, in a dome shape model, the heat source is 

not directly added on the bottom curve. Thus, the main type of heat transfer process is 

heat convection and surface radiation. There is more heat loss during these two types 

of the heat transfer process. Since, the stress is equal to strain times Young’s Modulus 

of the composite, the range of the strain of the up curve is very similar for each volume 

fraction models which will be shown in the next part, so the range of the stress is very 

similar if the Young’s Modulus does not change too much for the composites.   

        Next, let us see the results for the strain of the up curve for each volume fraction 

composite models. The results are given by Figure 6.37 to 6.43. The horizontal axis 

represents the arc length of the up curve and the vertical axis represents the strain. The 

blue curve represents the strain at zero-time step and the black curve represents the 

strain at the final time step. 
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Figure 6. 37. Represents the strain of the up curve for 10% PZT dome shape model. 

 

 

 

Figure 6. 38. Represents the strain of the up curve for 20% PZT dome shape model. 
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Figure 6. 39. Represents the strain of the up curve for 30% PZT dome shape model. 

 

Figure 6. 40. Represents the strain of the up curve for 40% PZT dome shape model. 
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Figure 6. 41. Represents the strain of the up curve for 50% PZT dome shape model. 

 

Figure 6. 42. Represents the strain of the up curve for 60% PZT dome shape model. 
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Figure 6. 43. Represents the strain of the up curve for 70% PZT dome shape model. 

        From the figures, the range of the strain of the up curve for each volume fraction 

composite models are very similar. It is larger than the strain of the centerline of the 

unit cell of bulk and planar models, which means dome shape models have more 

deformation during the heat transfer process under a same applied heat source than bulk 

and planar models. In this case, the dome shape samples may have a better piezoelectric 

effect than bulk and planar samples because they can have larger deformation under the 

same condition. This is the reason the dome shape geometry samples were studied to 

see if they have a better application to sensors and actuators by using this type of 

geometry samples. 
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6.3 Electrical displacement and electric potential generated by each 

volume fraction PZT model. 

        In the above two sections in this Chapter, the results for thermal properties and 

solid mechanics results caused by thermal expansion were discussed. In this section, 

the results for piezoelectric effect related to solid mechanics will be discussed. First, 

the electrical displacement will be introduced. Electric displacement (D), also known 

as electric flux density, is the charge per unit area that would be displaced across a layer 

of conductor placed across an electric field. It is different from the strain discussed in 

section 6.2. In section 6.2, the strain is caused by thermal expansion and it describes 

the deformation of the composites. However, electric displacement describes the 

displacement of the charge per unit area when an external electric field is applied. In 

our study, the external electric field is applied in the -Z-direction. In the experimental 

part, the piezometer was used to measure the piezoelectric strain coefficient (𝑑33). In 

order to get the piezoelectric strain coefficient with each volume fraction, the boundary 

load and electrical displacement were kept with the same value for all volume fraction 

PZT models on the up curve, which boundary load is 0.25N. The boundary load is in -

Z-direction. As the numerical results need to be compared with experimental data, the 

same conditions of boundary load and electric displacement need to be set up in our 

Comosl models. However, a problem is that the electrical displacement cannot be 

measured in the experimental work. But it can be calculated according to equation 2.13 

( 𝑆33 = 𝑑33 . 𝐸3 ), where 𝑆33  is the electrical displacement in Z-direction, 𝑑33  is 

piezoelectric strain coefficient and 𝐸3 is the applied external electric field in Z-direction. 
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Since the piezoelectric strain coefficient of pure PZT-5A can be checked from the 

material library in Comsol, which is 584pc/N, and the applied external electric field is 

0.2kV in dome shape models. Thus, the value of electrical displacement can be 

calculated as 1.168×10−7m for pure PZT dome shape model. This same value was kept 

for all volume fraction PZT models which is the same as experimental work.  

        Once the value of the boundary load and electrical displacement was got for all 

the models, the next step is to find out the electric potential (voltage) generated by the 

direct piezoelectric effect. In experimental work, the dielectric constant was measured 

at the frequency 110HZ. The same value of frequency was kept in the study in Comsol 

models. Then the results for electric potential generated by direct piezoelectric effect is 

listed in Table 6.1: 

Table 6. 1: Electric potential generated by direct piezoelectric effect for each volume fraction PZT 

dome shape model 

Volume fraction PZT models Electric potential(V) 

Pure PZT 307.42 

10% 46.94 

20% 82.969 

30% 96.658 

40% 85.071 

50% 109.22 

60% 156.96 

70% 149.84 

 

        From the table, it shows that pure PZT model gets the largest value of electric 
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potential. This is because pure PZT model is one-phase material, which has a great 

piezoelectric effect. Once a boundary load was applied on the sample, it generates a 

large voltage. The electric potential generally increases with increasing the volume 

fraction of PZT composite models except 40% and 70% models. The reason for this 

phenomenon might be caused by the overlap of the PZT particles. Since the script for 

generating the PZT particles in dome shape models is different in bulk and planar 

models. The effective area of the PZT particles of these two volume fraction models 

may be smaller than 30% and 60%. Another difference is that the dimension of PZT 

particles in unit cell method is range from 5µm to 8 µm in diameter, but in dome shape 

model, the diameter of the PZT particles is kept at 8µm. In this case, the higher the 

volume fraction model is, the more overlapped area of PZT particles have. Thus, these 

two reasons may lead to the smaller electrical potential for these two volume fraction 

models. Generally, a higher volume fraction of PZT composites may have a better 

piezoelectric effect. But since the composites are two-phase materials, epoxy may also 

affect the piezoelectric effect of the composites. From the table, the minimum value of 

electric potential occurs at 10% PZT composite model, which is 46.94V and largest 

value of electric potential happens at 60% PZT composite model, which is 156.96V. In 

this case, it shows that 60% PZT composite model has the best direct piezoelectric effect 

among these composite models and 10% PZT model has the lowest piezoelectric effect 

compared to other composite models. 
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6.4 Capacitance for each volume fraction of PZT model 

        Capacitance is the ability of a component or circuit to collect and store energy in 

the form of an electrical charge. In this study, the Maxwell capacitance can be got from 

the Comsol models. In the results part, right click “Derived Value” and choose “Global 

Evaluation”. Then the expression can be put for Maxwell capacitance, which is “es.C11” 

into the setting window. Then if click the “Evaluation” button in the setting window, 

the Maxwell capacitance can be got directly from the model. The capacitances for all 

volume fraction PZT composite models are listed in Table 6.2: 

Table 6. 2: Maxwell capacitance for all volume fraction PZT composite models 

Volume fraction PZT models Maxwell capacitance(F) 

Pure PZT 2.0898×10−11 

10% 1.5788×10−12 

20% 1.5844×10−12 

30% 1.8707×10−12 

40% 1.9607×10−12 

50% 1.9638×10−12 

60% 1.9979×10−12 

70% 1.9920×10−12 

 

        From the table, it shows that the Maxwell capacitance generally increases with 

increasing the volume fraction of PZT composites from 10% to 70%, except 70% which 

is a little bit smaller than 60%. The reason lead to this phenomenon was mentioned in 

section 6.3. From the results, it means that a higher percentage volume fraction PZT 
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models has better ability to store the energy of electrical charges.  

 

6.5 Curing condition study 

        In this section, the results for the curing process of epoxy DGEBA will be 

discussed. As mentioned before in Chapter 3, the degree of cure α will be expressed to 

describe the ability the epoxy DGEBA absorbs heat as the material cures. The epoxy 

will have phase change from gel form to sold form during the curing process. Two 

different curing conditions will be discussed in this section, one is curing on a hot plate 

at a fixed temperature 75C and the other one is curing in a room temperature 20C in the 

air. The difference is that the dimension of the model is different from the bulk model, 

which is much smaller and thinner than the bulk model and it is like a curved beam.  

 

6.5.1 Curing on a hot plate  

        First, the curing process of epoxy DGEBA on a hot plate at a fixed temperature 

75C will be discussed. The reason why the temperature was chosen as 75C is because 

75C is the Curie temperature of epoxy DGEBA. Above this temperature, the structure 

of epoxy DGEBA will be centrosymmetric and it will become stable. However, when 

the temperature is below this temperature, the structure is non-centrosymmetric and the 

epoxy is in gel form. In addition, the Curie temperature of PZT particles is much higher 

than 75C, so if the temperature was fixed at 75C, it cannot only get the phase change 

of epoxy DGEBA and make the polymer matrix stable so as to keep the PZT particles 
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inside the matrix, but also it can still keep the piezoelectric and dielectric properties of 

PZT-5A so that the composites can still possess piezoelectric effect since the Curie 

temperature of PZT is much higher than 75C. Such properties are mentioned in Chapter 

2, Perovskite Structure in Figure 2.16. Two interfaces are used in Comsol model to 

simulate this process, one is ‘Heat transfer in solid" and the other one is "Domain ODEs 

and DAEs". The governing equations used for this process are mentioned in Chapter 3, 

equation 3.33 and 3.34 and the material properties used for this model are listed in table 

3.8. The result for the degree of curie of the upcurve of the cross-section of pure epoxy 

DGEBA will be discussed to express the curing process since the bottom curve is set 

up as a fixed constraint. The result is shown in Figure 6.44 and 6.45: 

         The value of the degree of cure is from 0 to 1. When it is close to zero, which 

means the epoxy is not cured and it is the gel form. When the curing process is done, 

the value of the degree of cure is equal to 1 or very close to 1.  From the two figures, it 

shows that the epoxy DGEBA cured very fast at the beginning and it may take 1 week 

to be mostly cured, which the value of the degree of cure is close to 0.8. However, it 

may take very long to be fully cured as it shows from Figure 6.45. In experimental work, 

it takes about 8-10 hours to be fully cured. It has a great difference between Comsol 

models and the experimental work. The reason is that the data for the material properties 

of the epoxy DGEBA was unknown. The thermal material properties used in this model 

get from the articles found online. There are no instruments in our lab to measure the 

thermal properties of the epoxy DGEBA used in our experimental work. That might be 

one of the reasons leads to the big difference. The other reason might be that the epoxy 
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is fully cured or not was unknown in our experimental work because it cannot be 

measured. It might take more time to be fully cured. In addition, if the results were 

compared with the bulk model, it shows that it takes much faster for dome shape model 

to be fully cured than bulk model because it is much thinner than the bulk model. 

 
Figure 6. 44. Represents the degree of cure from 0 to 800000s at 75C. 
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Figure 6. 45. Represents the degree of cure from 0 to 500000mins at 75C. 

 

 

6.5.2 Curing in room temperature 20C in the air 

        Next, the curing process of epoxy DGEBA in room temperature 20C in the air will 

be discussed. Such a process is not affected by the heat transfer process because there 

is no temperature difference between air and the sample. The difference between this 

curing condition and the condition discussed in section 6.5.1 will be shown. The result 

for the degree of cure of the upcurve of the cross-section of pure epoxy DGEBA is 

given by Figure 6.46:  
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Figure 6. 46. Represents the degree of cure from 0 to 800000hours at 20C. 

   

        From the figure, it shows that it takes about 30 days to get the value of the degree 

of cure about 0.95 which is almost fully cured. However, the same procedure was done 

in the experimental work. It takes about 3 weeks that the epoxy DGEBA was fully cured 

in room temperature, which does not have too much difference for dome shape models. 

The reason that leads to this difference between the experimental work and the 

simulation result is that the material properties of the epoxy input in the Comsol models 

have some difference of the epoxy used for the experimental work. But the good news 

is that the simulation result of the curing process of the epoxy DGEBA for dome shape 

model at room temperature is similar to experimental work. 
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6.6 Piezoelectric and dielectric properties of the composites 

        In this section, the results for piezoelectric and dielectric properties of the 

composites for each volume fraction PZT model will be discussed. In order to find out 

one of the hypotheses, as mentioned in Chapter 2. The piezoelectric and dielectric 

properties of the composites for two different conditions will be discussed. One is 

considering the boundary conditions of heat convection and surface radiation. The other 

one is without considering these two boundary conditions. Dielectric constant 휀𝑟 and 

the piezoelectric strain coefficient 𝑑33 will be calculated to express piezoelectric and 

dielectric properties. Such two values will be calculated by equation 2.5 and equation 

3.31: 

휀𝑟=
𝐶𝑑

𝜀0𝐴
             (2.5) 

𝑑33=
𝑉𝜀𝑟𝜀0𝐴

𝐹𝑑
      (3.31) 

where C is the Maxwell capacitance, d is the thickness of the sample, A is the area of 

the surface, 휀0 is the permittivity of free space - a vacuum - is equal to approximately 

8.85 x 10-12 Farads/meter(F/m), V is the electric potential, F is the fixed boundary load, 

which is 0.25N. In addition, the simulation results with both experimental results and 

results calculated by analytical models in this section will be compared as well. 

6.6.1 Piezoelectric and dielectric properties of the composites with 

considering the boundary conditions in "heat transfer" in the solid 

interface. 

        First, the results for the dielectric constant and piezoelectric strain coefficient for 
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the simulation work with considering the boundary conditions for heat convection and 

surface radiation will be discussed. Four models were done for each volume fraction 

PZT model and take the average value for dielectric constant and piezoelectric strain 

coefficient. The results for piezoelectric and dielectric constant are under frequency 

110HZ. The results for the dielectric constant are given in Table 5.3: 

Table 6. 3: dielectric constant for all volume fraction PZT samples from Comsol models 

Volume fraction PZT models Dielectric constant 휀𝑟(F/m) 

Pure PZT 1700 

10% 12.733 

20% 12.78 

30% 15.09 

40% 15.81 

50% 15.84 

60% 16.11 

70% 16.01 

 

        From the table, the dielectric constant generally increases with increasing the 

volume fraction of PZT except 70% model. The reason for this phenomenon is 

mentioned in section 6.4. The capacitance of 70% model is smaller than the capacitance 

of 60% model which is that the effective area of PZT particles in 70% model might be 

smaller than 60% model. The largest value of dielectric constant occurs at 60% PZT 

model, which is 16.11F/m. The smallest value occurs at 10% PZT model, which is 

12.733 F/m. The dielectric constant of the dome shape composite models is smaller 

than the dielectric constant of planar composite models in Chapter 5. The reason is that 
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the effect of area of PZT particles in each volume fraction dome shape model is less 

than the real area it should be because some of the PZT particles are overlapped with 

each other. PZT is the main material which leads to piezoelectric and dielectric 

properties of the composites. In the ideal case, the dielectric constant of dome shape 

composite models might be larger than planar composite models because the dome 

shape model has more deformation than planar models under the same amount of 

applied force. 

        The experimental work for the dielectric constant was measured by Wanlin Du, a 

former Ph.D. student in our lab. Thus, the results for the dielectric constant will be 

compared with her experimental work[14 . The results are given in Figure 6.47: 

 
Figure 6. 47. The dielectric constant of the experimental work for dome shape composite models by 

Wanlin Du[14 .  

        From the figure, it shows that the dielectric constant increases with increasing the 

volume fraction of PZT. However, they are larger than the simulation data. The reason 

for this difference is the same for the overlapped PZT particles. Since the effective area 

of the PZT is lower than the real volume fraction of PZT in real samples. Thus, the 

dielectric constant for the simulation data is smaller than the experimental results. This 
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can be proved by lower volume fraction composite models. If both 10% and 20% 

models were compared with the simulation data, it shows that the results are very 

similar. This is because, in lower volume fraction composite models, there is only a 

very small overlapped area for PZT particles. In this case, the effective area for PZT is 

almost to the real volume fraction of PZT in these two models. That is why the dielectric 

constant is very similar in lower volume fraction composite models, but the simulation 

results are lower than experimental results for higher volume fraction models because 

more and more PZT particles are overlapped with each other in higher volume fraction 

composite models.  The results for dielectric constant of both experimental work and 

numerical work are given in Figure 6.48: 

 
Figure 6. 48. Represents the dielectric constant of both experimental data and numerical data for dome 

shape composite models. 

        From the figure, black points represent the experimental work and red points 

represent the numerical work. For the low volume fraction PZT models, the numerical 
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data are inside the error bar of the experimental data. But for high volume fraction 

models, the numerical data are much lower than the experimental data. This is because 

there is a limitation for the scale method. It is not as good as the unit cell method 

because the PZT particles in the unit cell method are not overlapped with each other so 

that the volume fraction of PZT is equal to the real volume fraction of the composite. 

However, in scale method, the PZT particles are overlapped with each other, especially 

in high volume fraction PZT models. In this case, the dielectric constant of the high-

volume fraction composite models for numerical results are much slower than the 

experimental work. 

        Next, the piezoelectric strain coefficient 𝑑33  will be discussed. This value is 

calculated by equation 3.31. The voltage V can be got for each volume fraction by the 

Comsol models. The data for dielectric constant was used by table 6.3.  Boundary load 

F is kept at 0.25N. The results for the piezoelectric strain coefficient are given by Table 

6.4: 

Table 6. 4: piezoelectric strain coefficient of calculated by simulation work 

Volume fraction PZT models Piezoelectric strain coefficient 𝑑33 

(pC/N) 

Pure PZT 584 

10% 2.96 

20% 5.25 

30% 7.23 

40% 6.67 

50% 8.58 
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60% 12.54 

70% 11.89 

 

        From the table, it shows that piezoelectric strain coefficient generally increases 

with increasing the volume fraction of PZT model except 40% and 70% models which 

are because that the voltage and the dielectric constant of these two models are lower 

than 30% and 60% models. The reason is mentioned before. Thus, the minimum result 

occurs at 10% model which is 2.96pC/N and largest value occurs at 60% model which 

is 12.54 pC/N. This result shows that higher volume fraction PZT composites generally 

have a better piezoelectric effect than lower volume fraction composites. This is quite 

making sense because PZT is the phase material that has the piezoelectric effect. The 

piezoelectric strain coefficient of dome shape models is larger than the planar models. 

This means that the dome shape model can have larger deformation than planar model 

under the same applied load. Thus, the dome shape samples have a better piezoelectric 

effect than planar samples. The results of the piezoelectric strain coefficient for the 

dome shape composite models are plot in Figure 6.49: 
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Figure 6. 49. Represents the piezoelectric strain coefficient of the dome shape composite models. 

        Next, let us compare the simulation result with experimental results. The dome 

shape composite samples were fabricated by Wanlin Du in our group and the 

piezoelectric strain coefficient is also measured by her[14 . She fabricated 10%-70% 

planar samples and she made 4 samples for each volume fraction PZT composite and 

the results are the averaged results for each volume fraction composites. The results are 

shown in Figure 6.48: 
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Figure 6. 50. The piezoelectric strain coefficient of the experimental work for dome shape composite 

models by Wanlin Du[14 .  

        From the figure, the piezoelectric strain coefficient of dome shape composite 

models of the experimental result generally increases with increasing the volume 

fraction of PZT except 40% samples, which has the same phenomenon with simulation 

work. But the simulation results are a little bit larger than experimental results. The 

reason for this difference is that simulation work is generally ideal models. They do not 

affect by the environmental conditions, such as room temperature, humidity and so on, 

or affected by the manual operation, such as the fabrication procedure. Thus, it is 

making sense that the simulation results are a little bit larger than the experimental 

results. The good thing is that the simulation results are generally matched with 

experimental results. This means our models are doing well. In addition, the 

piezoelectric property for the PZT-epoxy dome shape composites should be better than 

PZT-epoxy planar sheet composite models because dome shape samples can have much 

deformation than the planar sheet samples under a same amount of applied force. In my 

simulation work for those two types of composites, the piezoelectric strain coefficient 

of the dome shape models is larger than the piezoelectric strain coefficient of the planar 

sheet models, which means the numerical work is making sense. However, the 

experimental work is vice versa. I have no idea why this happened. It is possible that 

the fabrication procedure for those two types of composite samples are different 

because they were done by different people. 
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6.6.2 Piezoelectric and dielectric properties of the composites without 

considering the boundary conditions in "heat transfer" in the solid 

interface. 

        In the last section, the results for dielectric constant and piezoelectric strain 

coefficient was discussed with considering the boundary conditions of heat transfer, 

such as heat convection and surface radiation. However, in this section, these results 

without considering such boundary conditions will be discussed so as to see if there are 

a big difference in the results or not. 

In Chapter 4 and 5, it was proved that there is no big difference for both conditions, 

which means boundary conditions of heat transfer process do not have much influence 

on piezoelectric and dielectric properties of the composites. For here, it will show that 

if the same thing will happen in dome shape composites which have different geometry 

of bulk and planar models. 

        First, let us see the capacitance of each volume fraction PZT model without 

considering the boundary conditions of heat transfer. Table 6.5 gives the result for the 

capacitance of each volume fraction PZT model:  

Table 6. 5: Maxwell capacitance without considering boundary conditions od heat transfer 

Volume fraction PZT models Maxwell capacitance(F) 

Pure PZT 2.7115×10−10 

10% 1.5707×10−12 

20% 1.5705×10−12 

30% 1.9810×10−12 
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40% 1.9841×10−12 

50% 1.9883×10−12 

60% 2.0054×10−12 

70% 1.9932×10−12 

 

        From the table, it shows that Maxwell capacitance has a big difference with the 

results for considering the boundary conditions heat transfer. It generally increases with 

increasing the volume fraction of PZT composite. Compared with the results in table 

6.2. The results for capacitance are generally larger than considering the boundary 

conditions. Since the hot plate is not directly applied to the bottom curve of the dome 

shape models. Heat conduction is not the main type of the heat transfer process. Heat 

convection and surface radiation are the main types in this procedure. In this case, it 

shows that the boundary conditions of heat transfer have a great influence on dome 

shape models. 

        Next, let us discuss the results for the voltage generated by the piezoelectric effect 

without considering the boundary conditions of heat transfer. Table 6.6 gives the results 

for voltage of all volume fraction models. 

Table 6. 6: electric potential generated by the piezoelectric effect without considering boundary 

conditions of heat transfer 

Volume fraction PZT models Electric potential(V) 

Pure PZT 17.292 

10% 1.877 

20% 3.319 

30% 3.866 
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40% 4.573 

50% 5.367 

60% 6.278 

70% 5.897 

 

        From this table, it shows that the electric potential generated by the piezoelectric 

effect is much smaller than the results in table 6.1 which is the electric potential with 

considering the boundary conditions of heat transfer. This is because if the other two 

types of heat transfer ways which are heat convection and surface radiation were not 

considered. The heat transfer process in the dome shape is very slow because the 

temperature is transferred mainly through the air around the dome shape model. If the 

boundary conditions of heat convection and surface radiation were not considered, the 

deformation of the model is very small because there is only a little heat absorbed by 

the material. In this case, the voltage caused by the piezoelectric effect is very small. 

Thus, these two boundary conditions will greatly affect the heat transfer procedure in 

dome shape models. 

        Next, let us calculate the dielectric constant and piezoelectric strain coefficient by 

using the data from table 6.5 and 6.6 to see the difference in the results between these 

two types of conditions. The results for the dielectric constant and piezoelectric strain 

coefficient are given by Table 6.7 and 6.8: 

Table 6. 7: dielectric constant of all volume fraction models without considering the boundary 

conditions of heat transfer 

Volume fraction PZT models Dielectric constant 휀𝑟(F/m) 

Pure PZT 1700 
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10% 12.67 

20% 12.67 

30% 15.98 

40% 16.00 

50% 16.03 

60% 16.17 

70% 16.07 

 

Table 6. 8: piezoelectric strain coefficient of all volume fraction models without considering the 

boundary conditions of heat transfer  

Volume fraction PZT models Piezoelectric strain coefficient 𝑑33 

(pC/N) 

Pure PZT 584 

10% 0.12 

20% 0.21 

30% 0.31 

40% 0.36 

50% 0.43 

60% 0.503 

70% 0.47 

        From Table 6.7 and 6.8, it shows that the results for the dielectric constant and 

piezoelectric strain coefficient are different from the results with boundary conditions 

of heat transfer. This is because the capacitance and voltage are different from table 6.1 

and 6.2. Thus, the boundary conditions of heat transfer have great influence on 

piezoelectric and dielectric properties for dome shape models, which is different from 

bulk and planar models. The results for both two types of boundary conditions are given 

by Figure 6.49 and 6.50: 
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Figure 6. 51. Represents the dielectric constant for both two types of thermal boundary conditions 

 

Figure 6. 52. Represents the piezoelectric strain coefficient for both two types of thermal boundary 

conditions 

 

 

        From the two figure, the thermal boundary conditions have greatly affected the 
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results for dome shape models. This might because that more heat energy will be 

absorbed during the heat transfer process if consider the boundary conditions such as 

heat convection and surface radiation. In this case, the composites will have more 

deformation and that is why they have better piezoelectric properties than  the case that 

do not consider the boundary conditions. 
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Chapter 7  

Conclusions and Future work 

7.1 Conclusions 

        In this study, piezoelectric 0-3 composites PZT-Epoxy models with PZT's volume 

fractions 0-0.7 with three different types of geometries: bulk, planar sheet, and dome 

shape were simulated by Comsol 5.3a and Mat lab 2016a. The simulation work is to 

find out how will the temperature and the curing process of epoxy DGEBA affect the 

piezoelectric and dielectric properties of the composites if a fixed temperature 75C was 

applied on the bottom side of the composites. In addition, the simulation results of the 

piezoelectric strain coefficient and dielectric constant will be compared with the 

experimental results so as to see if these data make sense or not. The bulk and planar 

sheet composite models were made by the 2D module which the cross-section of these 

two types of composites was simulated as the geometry in the Comsol models. However, 

the 2D axial-symmetry module was used to generate the dome shape models. The Mat 

lab script was written to generate the geometry of the unit cell method used in bulk and 

planar sheet composite models by the Comsol Mat lab Live link. The “Record Model 

Method” was used in the scaled method to generate the geometry of the dome shape 

models by writing a Java script in Comsol. Several Multiphysics was used to generate 

these composite models. They are "Solid Mechanics", ‘Heat Transfer in Solid", 

"Electrostatics", "Laminar flow", "Level set" and "Domain ODEs and DAEs". Different 

boundary conditions were added to each interface. The piezoelectric and dielectric 
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properties were considered for both considering the boundary conditions of heat 

convection and surface radiation and without considering them so as to see if there are 

some difference under these two conditions. In this study, a lot of results were got from 

these models. Some of the results were caused by the heat transfer process and thermal 

expansion of the composites, such as temperature distribution, stress and strain, and 

curing process at a fixed temperature 75C. The curing process in room temperature was 

also done as well. Some results were got from the piezoelectric effect, such as 

capacitance and electrical potential generated by applying the same amount of boundary 

load 0.25N. In addition, the piezoelectric strain coefficient 𝑑33  and the dielectric 

constant 휀𝑟 were calculated by using the results of capacitance and voltage got from the 

Comsol models and the dimension of the models. 

The temperature of all the three types of composite models can reach the same value of 

temperature applied at the bottom side of the model, which is 75C. This is because the 

dimension for both unit cell method and scaled method for the geometries of these three 

different shape models were very tiny so that it seems no heat loss during the heat 

transfer process. However, in the real case, there is some heat loss in the experimental 

work for bulk samples that the temperature cannot reach to 75C at the top side because 

the thickness of the bulk samples is much larger than planar sheet samples and dome 

shape samples. But it has the same results for planar sheet samples and dome shape 

models because their real dimension for thickness is very small and the direction of the 

heat transfer process is the same with the thickness of the models.  

        For bulk models, the largest stress happened at 70% bulk composite models and 
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the largest strain occurred at 50% bulk composite models. For planar sheet models, the 

largest stress happened at 60% composite models and the largest strain occurred at 10% 

composite models. For the dome shape models, the range of the stress and strain for 

both the bottom curve and the upcurve are very similar. For the bottom curve, the largest 

stress happened at 30% composite models and the strain for all composite models is 

kept at zero because it was set up as the fixed constraint. For the upcurve, the largest 

stress also happened at 30% composite models and the largest strain occurred at 10% 

composite models. In addition, the strain caused by thermal expansion in dome shape 

models was larger than the strain generated in planar sheet models, which means dome 

shape model has more deformation than planar sheet model under the same heat source. 

        The external electric field applied for all three types of models is 0.2kV/mm. The 

electric potential generated by the direct piezoelectric effect for all three types of 

models is generally increasing with increasing the volume fraction of PZT except for a 

few volume fraction models. The largest electric potential for bulk composite models 

occurred in 70% PZT model, which is 118.72V. The largest electric potential for planar 

sheet composite models also occurred in 70% PZT model, which is 31.567V. And the 

largest electric potential for dome shape composite models also occurred in 60% PZT 

model, which is 156.96V. As the result shows, the voltage generated in dome shape 

models is larger than in planar models under the same amount of boundary load 0.25N, 

which means dome shape models have a better piezoelectric effect than planar sheet 

models. The largest value for capacitance for each type of model is 1.1056×10−11F for 

the bulk model which occurred in 70% composite model, 6.9367×10−12F for planar 
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sheet model which also occurred in 70% composite model and 1.9979×10−12 F for 

dome shape model which occurred in 60% composite model. 

        Two types of curing process were done in this study. One is curing on a hot plate 

which is at a fixed temperature 75C and the other one is curing in the room temperature 

which is 20C. Compared the two curing conditions, it takes much more time for the 

material to be fully cured at room temperature for all three types of models which means 

that higher temperature will make the material to be cured much faster than low 

temperature. In this study, the Curie temperature for epoxy DGEBA is 75C. At this 

temperature, the material will have a phase change from the gel form to the solid form 

because of the cross-linking of the chemical group of the epoxy occurred in the material. 

It was found that the curing time for the simulation model is longer than the curing time 

in the experimental work. It might be the reason that the material properties of the epoxy 

DGEBA used in Comsol models are not the same with the material used in the 

experimental work, or the experimental work might be affected by the temperature 

change in the environment because the room temperature was not set up at a fixed 

temperature when this process was done. The epoxy was used as the matrix to hold the 

PZT particles inside because PZT is very brittle. However, if the epoxy was not fully 

cured, it is impossible for the composites to have the piezoelectric effect because the 

material is in gel form that the boundary load cannot be applied to them. Thus, the 

curing process of the epoxy is very important for the composite. It will improve 

piezoelectric and dielectric properties of the composites when the epoxy is fully cured 

because large boundary load can be applied to it so as to generate the larger voltage. In 
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addition, most of the PZT particles will accumulate at the top side of the samples during 

the curing process which means the third hypothesis mentioned in Chapter 1 was proved. 

        Lastly, the piezoelectric and dielectric properties of all three types of composite 

models were generally increasing with increasing the volume fraction of PZT. The 

largest value for dielectric constant and piezoelectric strain coefficient for bulk models 

is 89.23 F/m and 26.25pC/N which occurred at 70% composite model. The largest value 

for dielectric constant and piezoelectric strain coefficient for bulk models is 89.23F/m 

and 26.25pC/N which occurred at 70% composite model. The largest value for 

dielectric constant and piezoelectric strain coefficient for planar models is 30.86F/m 

and 2.41pC/N which also occurred at 70% composite model. The largest value for 

dielectric constant and piezoelectric strain coefficient for planar models is 16.11F/m 

and 12.54pC/N which occurred at 60% composite model. As the result shows, dome 

shape composite models have a better piezoelectric effect than planar sheet composite 

models. This is the reason that the dome shape models were studied. All these 

simulation data were compared with the experimental data for all three types of samples. 

The good thing is that the simulation data are generally matched with the experimental 

data. And the simulation data are generally a little bit larger than the experimental data. 

This is because the simulation models are ideal models. They were not affected by the 

manual operation, such as fabrication procedure and people’s operation errors. This 

means the simulation work in this study is generally good and make sense. 
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7.2 Limitations and future work 

        In this study, even though a lot of work were done, there are still some limitations 

in this work. First, the geometry of the Comsol models is not like the real dimension of 

each type. Instead, the unit cell method and the scaled method were used to generate 

the geometries of all three types. This is because of the limitation of the computer. For 

the composite models, it is impossible to generate a huge amount of PZT particles for 

each volume fraction composite models. There is no enough disk and Installed memory 

(RAM) for regular computers to run these kinds of models. Properly HPC or some 

supercomputers can generate so many particles and run the models. The second 

limitation for our study is that the material properties used for the Comsol models are 

the approximate data found online or from the Comsol library. It might be some 

difference from the materials used for the experimental work. The limitation leads to 

this situation is that our lab does not have the instruments to measure the thermal 

properties and mechanical properties of the materials. Thus, if such instruments will be 

bought in the future, it is possible to get better data from these models. The third 

limitation occurred in the curing process. It is impossible for Comsol to simulate the 

microscopic level for the curing process of epoxy, such as the cross-linking process. 

Comsol can only simulate the macroscopic level of the curing process, such as the 

degree of curie and the phase change process of the epoxy. The limitation is that our lab 

still does not have the instruments, such as DSC and DMTA. Thus, if such types of 

instruments can be bought or if the materials can be tested by some labs and companies 

who have these instruments, the curing process in microscopic level can be observed in 
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the future. In that case, it might be possible to get more detailed information for how 

will the curing procedure affect the piezoelectric and dielectric properties of the 

composites. In addition, the phase change process of epoxy DGEBA was not done for 

planar sheet models and dome shape models. This is because the calculation for this 

simulation is very large. It might take more than one month to run this type of 

simulation. This process was tried several times in this study. However, the models were 

automatically stopped during the simulation for these two types of models because the 

computer does not have enough disk and RAM to run this type of models. In the future, 

if supercomputers or HPC can run these types of models, the phase change process can 

be done for planar sheet models and dome shape models. The fourth limitation is about 

the PZT particles floating up to the top side of the composite during the curing process 

of epoxy. This limitation is similar to the third one. The regular computers cannot 

simulate too much PZT particles in one model floating up during the curing process. 

That is why only two and three PZT particles were simulated for showing this process. 

The whole procedure might be simulated in the future if supercomputers can do this 

calculation or some other types of software can simulate this process for all of PZT 

particles. The last limitation is about the scaled method used in dome shape models. As 

there are no related references about the unit cell method for dome shape piezoelectric 

composite models found online, the unit cell method cannot be used in dome shape 

models which have curved boundaries for the geometry. Instead, the scaled method was 

proved working for dome shape composite models. However, it is not as good as the 

unit cell method. This is because the script for the scaled method is not as good as the 
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script for the unit cell method. In the unit cell method, it obeys the rules for the periodic 

boundary condition and the range of the diameter of the PZT particle is from 5µm to 

8µm which is the same with the real case. In addition, all the PZT particles are separated 

in each volume fraction composite models so that the volume fraction of PZT is set up 

as the exact value for each model. However, the diameter for The PZT particles is kept 

as 8µm for all models and some of the PZT particles were overlapped with each other 

so that the volume fraction for each composite model is smaller than the real case. This 

will affect the piezoelectric and dielectric properties of the composite models. In the 

real case, the results should be larger than the simulation data got from our dome shape 

models. Thus, if a better script for “Record Model Method” can be written by some 

people so as to generate better geometry of the dome shape models or better methods 

are discovered and proved by some people, the better results will be got from the dome 

shape composite models. 
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Appendix 1 

Material properties for air 

Property Value Unit 

Relative permittivity 1 [  

Heat capacity at constant 

pressure 

Cp(T[1/K ) J/(kg·K) 

Density Rho(pA[1/Pa , T[1/K ) kg/𝑚3 

Thermal conductivity K(T[1/K ) W/(m*K) 

Relative permeability 1 1 

Dynamic viscosity Eta(T[1/K ) Pa·s 

The ratio of specific heats 1.4 1 

Electrical conductivity 0 S/m 

Speed of sound cs(T[1/K ) m/s 

Refractive index, the real part 1 [  

Refractive index, the 

imaginary part 

0 [  
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Appendix 2 

Material properties for PZT-5A 

Property Value Unit 

Density 7750 kg/𝑚3 

Thermal conductivity 1.2 W/(m*K) 

Heat capacity at constant 

pressure 

330 J/(kg·K) 

Coefficient of thermal 

expansion 

0.000004 1/K 

Dynamic viscosity int1(t) Pa·s 

Elastic matrix {1.20346e+011[Pa , 

7.51791e+010[Pa , 

1.20346e+011[Pa , 

7.50901e+010[Pa , 

7.50901e+010[Pa , 

1.10867e+011[Pa , 0[Pa , 

0[Pa , 0[Pa , 

2.10526e+010[Pa , 0[Pa , 

0[Pa , 0[Pa , 0[Pa , 

2.10526e+010[Pa , 0[Pa , 

0[Pa , 0[Pa , 0[Pa , 0[Pa , 

2.25734e+010[Pa }  

Pa 

Coupling matrix {0[C/m^2 , 0[C/m^2 , -

5.35116[C/m^2 , 0[C/m^2 , 

0[C/m^2 , -5.35116[C/m^2 , 

0[C/m^2 , 0[C/m^2 , 

15.7835[C/m^2 , 0[C/m^2 , 

12.2947[C/m^2 , 0[C/m^2 , 

12.2947[C/m^2 , 0[C/m^2 , 

C/𝑚2 
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0[C/m^2 , 0[C/m^2 , 

0[C/m^2 , 0[C/m^2 } 

Relative permittivity {919.1, 919.1, 826.6} [  

Young’s modulus 50500000000 Pa 

Poisson’s ratio 0.3 [  

Compliance matrix {1.64e-011[1/Pa , -5.74e-

012[1/Pa , 1.64e-011[1/Pa , -

7.22e-012[1/Pa , -7.22e-

012[1/Pa , 1.88e-011[1/Pa , 

0[1/Pa , 0[1/Pa , 0[1/Pa , 

4.75e-011[1/Pa , 0[1/Pa , 

0[1/Pa , 0[1/Pa , 0[1/Pa , 

4.75e-011[1/Pa , 0[1/Pa , 

0[1/Pa , 0[1/Pa , 0[1/Pa , 

0[1/Pa , 4.43e-011[1/Pa } 

1/Pa 

Coupling matrix {0[C/N , 0[C/N , -1.71e-

010[C/N , 0[C/N , 0[C/N , -

1.71e-010[C/N , 0[C/N , 

0[C/N , 3.74e-010[C/N , 

0[C/N , 5.84e-010[C/N , 

0[C/N , 5.84e-010[C/N , 

0[C/N , 0[C/N , 0[C/N , 

0[C/N , 0[C/N } 

C/N 

Relative permittivity {1730, 1730, 1700} [  

Loss factor for compliance 

matrix sE 

0 [  

Loss factor for coupling matrix 

d 

{0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0} 

[  

Loss factor for electrical 0 [  
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permittivity εT 

Loss factor for elasticity matrix 

cE 

0 [  

Loss factor for coupling matrix 

e 

{0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0} 

[  

Loss factor for electrical 

permittivity εS 

0 [  
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Appendix 3 

Material properties for partially cured epoxy (all these properties are listed by Comsol library itself) 

Property Value Unit 

Density rho0(T) kg/𝑚3 

Thermal conductivity Tc(T) W/(m*K) 

Heat capacity at constant 

pressure 

Cp0(T) J/(kg·K) 

Relative permittivity 3.7 1 

The coefficient of thermal 

expansion 

int2(t) 1/K 

Dynamic viscosity int1(t) Pa·s 

The ratio of specific heats 0.6 1 

Young’s modulus E_partially_cured_2(T[1/K ) Pa 

Poisson’s ratio 0.4 1 
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Appendix 4 

Material properties for fully cured epoxy 

Property Value Unit 

Density 1140 kg/𝑚3 

Heat 

capacity at 

constant 

pressure 

345 J/(kg·K) 

Thermal 

conductivit

y 

0.2 W/(m*K

) 

Ratio of 

specific 

heats 

0.6 1 

Coefficient 

of thermal 

expansion 

(alpha(T[1/K )[1/K +(Tempref-293[K )*if(abs(T-Tempref)>1e-

3,(alpha(T[1/K )[1/K -alpha(Tempref[1/K )[1/K )/(T-

Tempref),d(alpha(T[1/K )[1/K ,T)))/(1+alpha(Tempref[1/K )[1/K *(Temp

ref-293[K )) 

1/K 

Relative 

permittivity 

3.7 1 

Tangent 

coefficient 

of thermal 

expansion 

0.0000043 1/K 

Thermal 

strain 

(dL(T[1/K )-dL (Tempref[1/K ))/ (1+dL (Tempref[1/K )) 1 

Isotropic 

tangent 

coefficient 

0.0000043 1/K 
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of thermal 

expansion 

Isotropic 

thermal 

strain 

(dL(T)-dL (Tempref))/ (1+dL (Tempref)) 1 

Young’s 

modulus 

E_fully_cured_1(T[1/K ) Pa 

Poisson’s 

ratio 

0.4 1 
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Appendix 5 

Material properties for the hot plate (all these properties are listed by Comsol library itself) 

Property Value Unit 

Thermal 

conductiv

ity 

k_solid_1(T[1/K ) W/(m*

K) 

Coefficie

nt of 

thermal 

expansion 

(alpha_solid_1(T[1/K )[1/K +(Tempref-293[K )*if(abs(T-Tempref)>1e-

3,(alpha_solid_1(T[1/K )[1/K -alpha_solid_1(Tempref[1/K )[1/K )/(T-

Tempref),d(alpha_solid_1(T[1/K ),T)[1/K ))/(1+alpha_solid_1(Tempref[1/K

 )[1/K *(Tempref-293[K )) 

1/K 

Heat 

capacity 

at 

constant 

pressure 

C_solid_1(T[1/K ) J/(kg·K

) 

Density rho_solid_1(T[1/K ) kg/𝑚3 

Relative 

permittivi

ty 

1 1 

Young’s 

modulus 

E(T[1/K ) Pa 

Poisson’s 

ratio 

nu(T[1/K ) 1 

dL (dL_solid_1(T[1/K )-

dL_solid_1(Tempref[1/K ))/(1+dL_solid_1(Tempref[1/K )) 

 

CTE CTE(T[1/K ) 1/K 

Resistivit

y 

res_solid_1(T[1/K  Ω.m 

Surface epsilon(T[1/K ) 1 
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emissivit

y 

HC HC_solid_1(T[1/K ) J/(mol·

K) 

Electric 

conductiv

ity 

sigma_solid_1(T[1/K ) S/m 

nemiss nemiss_solid_polished_1(T[1/K )  

VP VP_solid_1(T[1/K ) Pa 

Bulk 

modulus 

kappa(T[1/K ) N/𝑚2 

Shear 

Modulus 

mu(T[1/K ) N/𝑚2 
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